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ABSTRACT
This study is concerned with the different properties of 
Hausa attributive adjectives and other noun modifiers when they 
occur before or after the nouns they modify. It also attempts 
to account for the fact that the relevant ordering rules for 
such modifiers apply in pre-position but not in post-position.
The study is divided into seven chapters.
Chapter One discusses the scope as well as the general aims of 
the study and the sources of the data examined.
Chapter Two examines the question of the status of adjectives 
as a separate lexical category in Hausa in view of the disagreement 
or uncertainty regarding this question in the literature, and its 
implications for our purpose in this thesis.
Chapter Three deals with the experimental techniques adopted and 
some of the results obtained when we sought to determine whether 
other native speakers are also conscious of significant differences 
in the semantic interpretation of adjectives in pre- and post­
position.
In Chapter Four the formal and semantic properties of pre-position 
and post-position are examined. It is claimed that the difference
in their formal properties has as its semantic correlate the 
different associations which adjectives in the two positions 
have; pre-position is associated with more explicit modification 
th^n post-position. So the two positions are analysed as 
paradigmatically opposed.
Chapter Five deals with the question of adjective ordering. It 
is argued that adjective ordering is conditioned more by semantic 
than by any other factors. Evidence in support of this position 
is provided by the responses of our informants in the Preference 
and Completion Tests.
In Chapter Six other (non-adjectival) noun modifiers are discussed 
and a syntactic typology to cover them suggested.
In conclusion it is shown in Chapter Seven that our approach is 
valid not only with respect to Adjectives but also to other problems 
of Hausa.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
General Aims of the Study
This study attempts to investigate noun modification by
attributive adjectives and similar modifiers in Hausa, a Chadic 
language in the Afro-Asiatic family of languages. Its main aim 
is to make a significant contribution to the study of Hausa 
linguistics by providing a rigorous description of the syntax 
and semantics of attributive adjectives and similar noun 
modifiers.
The study, though primarily descriptive, nevertheless has 
theoretical significance in that it concerns itself with the 
relations of syntax and semantics and draws attention to the fact 
that in a "tone" language, like Hausa, it is well nigh impossible
to describe the one without taking the other into account, that in
fact such languages work by consistently correlating the two aspects. 
It therefore suggests that the problems of such languages cannot be 
usefully resolved without correlating their syntactic and semantic 
properties, and without paying particular attention to the contexts 
in which they are used.
1.2 Source of the data
The data examined in this study is taken from various sources: 
from my own usage, and from the usage of other native speakers, as 
observed in their speech or writing, from radio broadcasts and the
5local press. The examples taken from these sources were then 
presented to groups of non-linguist native speakers to elicit 
their judgements, especially to determine which sequences they 
prefer and which ones they judge to be similar or dissimilar.
In this way we were able not only to check our own usage against 
the usage of others but also to ensure that our own intuitions 
are corroborated by the judgements of other native speakers.
There is therefore no doubt in our mind that the examples 
used in this study are "good” Hausa. In our experience, "standard1' 
Hausa is not confined to any one area, but is a form of usage that 
has emerged, is emerging, through continuous contact between the 
various dialect speakers, and is what one finds commonly used in 
the urban centres and on the radio and Gaskiya Ta fi Kwabo. the 
well-known standard Hausa newspaper.
Though born and bred in 2aria I have spent many years in other 
urban centres like Kano and Kaduna where "standard" Hausa is spoken, 
and at one time actually did some Hausa broadcasting on NBC Kaduna, 
which, like the BBC Hausa Service, has a good reputation for the 
high quality of its Hausa.
1*3 The Scope of the Study
We are motivated by and seek to account for the following problems 
of Hausa:
(I) the tendency for adjectives in pre-position and in post­
position to have a qualitatively different semantic
relationship with their head nouns, regardless of 
the fact that their grammatical relationship with
the head noun remains constant.
(II) the fact that in stacking adjectives prenominally one
has to observe certain ordering rules which are, 
however, not applicable postnominally,
For instance, we observe that examples (1) and (2) below do not 
actually mean the same: ^
(1) yaarinyaataa bafcaa 
girl - my black
= my girl (who is incidentally black (= dark-skinned)
(2) bafca-r yaarinyaata ?
black girl - my
= my black girl
These examples have different implications, even though the head/ 
attribute relation between yaarinyaa and bafcaa is the same in both 
cases. Example (1) illustrates the normal position of adjectival
modifiers in Hausa. In this example the emphasis is on the speaker's
\
relationship with the yaarinyaa referred to; the postmodifying 
adjective merely provides secondary information about her. In 
example (2), on the other hand, bafcaa is restrictive as it directly 
aids identification: the yaarinyaa may be linguistically identified
only through the modification provided by bafcaa. This kind of
dichotomy between pre-position and post-position seems to exist 
Sucli
in all^cases in Hausa and should be accounted for.
Examples (3-7) illustrate the second problem.
(3) dooguwa-r bafca-r yaarinyaa
tall black girl
= "a tall, black girl"
(*f) *baka-r dooguwa-r yaarinyaa
black tall girl
= "a tall, black girl"
(3) kyakkyaawa-T bafca-r yaarinya'a
beautiful black girl 
= "a beautiful black girl"
(6) *bafca-r kyakkyaawa-f yaarinyaa 
black beautiful girl 
s= "a beautiful black girl"
(7) yaarinyaa dooguwaa, kyakkyaawaa, bafcaa..
J* black, tall, b eauti ful..
="a girl who is | tall, beautiful, black..
As far as we are aware no serious attempt has yet been made either
to relate problems (I) and (II), or to explain why prenominal
2
adjectives alone should be subject to order restrictions. Our aim 
in this thesis is to examine these two problems in some detail and 
to suggest suitable solutions to both of them.
As a prerequisite, however, we will have to re-examine (in 
chapter two) the whole question of the status of the "adjective" 
as a lexical category in Hausa. This is partly because of the 
division among Hausaists regarding this question. So we will 
start by countering the arguments of those Hausaists who claim 
that Hausa has no true adjectives. Otherwise the rest of the 
discussion in this thesis may be said to have no basis in the 
grammar of Hausa. On the contrary we will show that not only do 
adjectives exist as an independent lexical category in Hausa, but 
also that they are quite numerous.
Our intuitions about the difference in the semantic 
interpretation of adjectives in pre- and post-position are 
confirmed by the results of our elicitation experiments which 
we discuss in chapter three. Our findings in these experiments 
lead us to assume in the next two chapters, chapters four and 
five, that differences in meaning in Hausa adjective usage as 
in other languages, are correlated with their extant formal 
differences. Consequently, we argue that the most economical, 
and natural, way to handle the problems of this thesis is to take 
the formal and semantic properties of the adjectives together.
In chapter four the formal and semantic properties are stated and 
an attempt is made to correlate them. Attention is focussed on 
the tendency for prenominal adjectives to be more precise than 
postnominal ones. The conditions for adjective preposing are also 
stated.
chapter five we take up the question of adjective ordering. 
It is shown through the results of the Completion Test that in
9pre-position adjectives are ordered according to what semantic 
class they belong to, whereas in post-position they are not*
It is also shown that whereas one can stack as many adjectives 
as one likes in post-position because of its open-endedness, this 
is not possible in pre-position, presumably because of its semantic 
associations. These differences in the properties of adjectives 
in pre- and post-position lead us to suggest that they are a 
paradigmatically opposed set.
■'■n Chapter Six we briefly examine some Cnon-adjectival) 
modifiers which cropped up in our discussion (but which do not 
fall within the scope of this thesis) and suggest a syntactic 
typology to cover them. Finally, we end the discussion by 
summarising our findings in Chapter Seven.
NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE
1) Note that throughout the thesis, vowel length is indicated 
by doubling the vowel; a grave accent over a vowel indicates 
low tone, and a circumflex indicates falling tone. High 
tones are unmarked.
2) In this thesis we will not be concerned with non-adjectival 
noun modifiers such as relative clauses, determiners, Mai + N, 
dfan/yar + N, etc., phrases, numerals and quantifiers, etc.
But as some of them have cropped up in our discussion we shall 
briefly examine their role and distribution in Chapter Seven.
CHAPTER TWO: THE CATEGORY ADJECTIVE IN HAUSA
2*1* Unlike students of languages like English, French, Latin,
/
etc*, we cannot assume that Adjectives are a "well-known” category 
in Hausa and just go on to tackle the question of their syntax and 
semantics* That is to say, we cannot start our analysis of the 
problems of Hausa adjectives "in the middle’1 because their distinctive 
features as a word-class have not, to my knowledge, been clearly 
stated in existing studies of Hausa. We will therefore have to 
start by presenting arguments for distinguishing Adjectives from 
other Hausa word-classes, particularly from Nouns, with which they 
have sometimes been lumped together* This is necessary for our 
purpose in this thesis because of the division among Hausaists 
regarding the status of Hausa Adjectives as an independent lexical 
category. Some treat them as an independent category (e.g. Howeidy, 
1953* Galadanci, 1969); others regard them as a sub-class of Nouns 
(Parsons i960, 1961, 1963; Kraft and Kraft, 1973» Kraft and Kirk- 
Greene, 197*0* Abraham's position is unclear in this regard 
(Abraham, 1959) and Hodge (19**5)^  takes him to task for his ambivalence.
2.2. We start by considering the arguments put forward by those 
linguists who favour treating Adjectives as a sub-class of Nouns*
Their main argument is that morphologically there is no clear
difference between them. For supporting evidence, consider the
1
following paradigms.
11
”A" ffesculine
Singular
Feminine
Singular
Plural
1 taakalmii (shoe) taakalmaa (shoes)
2 -
\
riigaa (gown) riigunaa (gowns)
3 yaaroo (boy) - yaaraa (children)
k -
\
yaarinyaa yaaraa (children)
\
karee - karnukaa (dogs)
6 -
\
karyaa
%
karnukaa (dogs)
7 sarkii (king) - saraakunaa (kings)
8 manoomii (farmer) - manoomaa (farmers)
9 mutum (man) mutumiyaa (woman) mutaanee (people)
10 maroofcii (town- 
crier)
marookiyaa (town- 
crier)
marookaa (town criers)
11 mawaakii (singer) mawaakiyaa (singer) mawaakaa (singers)
12
\ \ . x
ma'aikacii (worker) rria'aikaciyaa
(worker)
mafaikataa (workers)
"B"
13 matalaucii (poor)
\ \ v \ 
matalauciyaa (poor) matalautaa (poor)
l*f
 ^ \ 
matsiyaacii 
(insufferable)
\ \ 
mats iy aac iy aa 
(insufferable)
\ \
matsiyaataa (insufferable)
13 gajeeree (short) gajeeraa (short) gajeeruu (short)
16
\
gundumeemee
(massive)
gundumeemiyaa
(massive)
gundumaa-gundumaa
(massive)
17 fcallallee (broken) ballalliyaa (broken)hallalluu (broken
18 farii (white) faraa (white) faraaree (white)
19 saaboo (new) saabuwaa (new) saababbii (new)
20 kaatoo (huge) kaatuwaa (huge) kattai (huge)
21 (.1aa, (red) ) (.jaa, (red) ) jaajaayee (red)
22 (babba, (big) ) (babba, (big) ) manyaa, *big’
23 (kyakkyaawaa 
(beautiful) )
(kyakkyaawaa, 
(beautiful) )
kyaawaawaa (beautiful)
2k (mummuunaa, ugly) (mummuunaa, ugly) muunaanaa (ugly)
etc* etc* etc.
12
As shown in the table most the class A items have two forms, 
whereas most the class B items have three forms. Nevertheless, 
among the former there are items with three forms (e.g. 9 - 12), 
whilst among the latter there are some with only two forms 
(e.g. 21 — 24).
Notice also that the feminine forms of most of the words end 
in -aa. In fact the -a/-aa ending has been widely regarded by 
Hausaists as a marker of feminine words. But as items (21-24) 
clearly demonstrate there are words which end in -a/-aa yet are 
not feminine. Such words are not marked for gender»only for 
number. Their singular forms are placed in parenthesis under the 
masculine and feminine singular categories to demonstrate their 
neutrality in regard to gender: hence we can have -
1. .ja-n wandoo (red pair of trousers), in which .jaa is masculine
2. .1a-r riigaa (red gown) in which .jaa is feminine
3* babba-n gidaa (big house) in which babba is masculine.
4. babbar riigaa (big gown) in which babba is feminine.
\ \ \
5* kyakkyaawa-n yaaroo (handsome boy) in which kyakkyaawaa is
masculine
6. kyakkyaawa-r maataa (beautiful woman) in which kyakkyaawaa is 
feminine
\ \ %
7. mummuuna-n karee (ugly dog) in which mummuunaa is masculine.
roummuuna-r karyaa (ugly bitch) in which mummuimaa is feminine.
The gender of such items is clearly determined by the following
word.
As with class Bt there are class A items like likita (doctor), 
faada (palace), etc., whose gender is not clear, and otherslike gidaa
13
which end in -a/-aa and yet are masculine. Compare (9-12) and 
(13-1*0.
\ y \
9* Faada-r-ta taa ruushee
Palace-of-her she collapse
as Her palace has collapsed, in which faada is feminine.
\ \ \ 9
10. Faada-n Katsina yaa tsuufa r
Palace-of Katsina he old
u "Katsina palace is old", in which faada is masculine.
11. Likita yaa zoo
doctor he come
= "The doctor has come", in which likita is masculine.
12. Likita taa zoo
doctor she come
» "The doctor has come", in which likita is feminine.
13# gida-n maataanaa nee
house-of wife-my is
= "It's my wife's house", in which gidaa is masculine.
14. *gida-r maataanaa nee
house-of wife-my is
= It's my wife's house".
It is clear from these examples and the preceding discussion that 
the two sets of items represented as "class A" and "class B" in the 
table cannot be adequately distinguished simply by considering their
14
endings or the number of places they occupy in the paradigms above. 
Hodge is therefore right to claim that "there is no morphologic 
difference" between them in isolation, and that "both have the same 
type of feminine and plural affixes". But we do not share his view 
as to the implication of this- Specifically, we do not think this 
fact should preclude us from trying to establish their differences 
at other levels, particularly the syntactic level. We shall in 
fact argue that their morphological properties are far less important 
than their syntactic ones (2.J5). The difference in their syntactic 
function is marked formally in the grammar and so makes it desirable, 
if not necessary, to distinguish between them as lexical categories 
in Hausa.
One other argument that is commonly used to show that class B 
items are "nounlike" and to support grouping them together with 
class A is that the former may sometimes serve as the head of a noun 
phrase (c.f. Kraft and Kirk-Greene 197^» 129). For instance, you can 
have,
15* Jaa ya sawoo 
red he buy 
He bought the red <bne)
^6. Manyaa na kee soo 
big I (+ ASP) like 
I like the big (ones)
V
17• Doog waa ya sayaa 
tall/long he buy 
He bought the tall/long (one)
1 % JL
\ %
18. Ka (faukoo man fara-r
You fetch me white-the 
Fetch me the white (one) 
etc*
This ability of such items to serve as head of a noun phrase 
does not seem to me to be significant, however, for other word-classes
can similarly serve as head, e.g. verbs:
19. a Yaa yi shigaa mai kyau
he Aux dress well
\
= 'He dressed well', where shigaa = "verb"
* \
b Shigar^sa taa yi kyau
dress his she Aux well
s
* 'His dressing was fine”, where shigaa = "Noun"
20. a Yaa shiga daakii
he enter room
\
= entered the room1, where shiga = "verb11
b Yaa fita (faakii 
he leave room
v
He left the room, where fita « "verb”
N '£ Eltaa da shiga -r- sa taa yi yawaa
exit and entry -of-his she Aux excess
= *His comings and goings are too much*,
\ \
where fitaa and shiga serve as "Noun subject" of the 
sentence.
16
 ^  ^ \ 
d Kaa cika shigaa da fitaa
You excede entry and exit
\ \
= 'You are a busybody*, where shigaa and fitaa serve as 
"noun object"•
Shiga? and fita7are; normally analysed as "verbs" as they have a
"basic" form ending in on high tone ( = Grade III), and a "derived"
form ending in -ee, -ar, -oo, -u (for shiga) or in -ee, -ar, and 
%
-oo (for fita?) (see Parsons i960 for details)# But as examples 
(19ib) and (20,b-d) demonstrate they can also function like nouns#
In these examples they have the morphology and syntax of nouns: 
shiga?in (19»b) carries the linking -r and serves as subject, and 
both words serve as subject in (20,c) and as object in (20,d). In 
other words, they too can "stand alone". This would not, however, 
justify listing the two words twice, as "noun" and as "verb", in the 
lexicon or dictionary# This will only complicate rather than simplify 
the analysis. It is simpler and perhaps more profitable to list them 
as a sub-class of verbs capable of serving like nouns.
The same condition seems to apply when words from other classes 
function like others, for instance, when class A items function as 
modifiers of the head word:
\ n
22. kaaka-n bana'= 'dry season of this year' 
gida-n goonaa = farm house 
salla-r saafe « morning prayer, 
aure-n sadakaa = 'gift marriage*
\ \ \ \
In these sequences bana, goonaa, saafe and sadakaa may be said
to have an 'adjectival' function since they help to specify or restrict
17
\ \
the reference of kaakaa, gidaa, sallah and auree respectively.
2Should we then analyse them as both "noun11 and "adjective"?
To come back to the question we are specifically concerned 
with in this part of the discussion. Even though it is true that 
class B items may serve as head of a Noun phrase, this is not 
common. A careful study of several standard written texts like 
Magana Jari Ce and Gaskiya Ta fi Kwato revealed no examples of 
such usage. I suspect it is more a feature of speech than of 
writing, and even in speech it is usually conditioned by the 
discourse. That is, the utterance Manya-n sun fi kyau ("The big 
(ones are better") will not make sense unless it is said in a
A
specific context where the referent of manya is predetermined.
usually
That is, it/occurs in contexts like the following;
\  ^ v \ \ \
23• Akwai tufaafii iri-iri a kanti-n,
there-is clothes various in shop-the
manyaa da kanaanaa, faraaree da jaajaayee. Amma manya-n
big and small white and red but big-the
sun fi kyau,
they surpass beauty.
- "There are various types of clothes in the shop; big and 
small, white and red". But the big ones are better."
2*U Wata raana sarkii ya taara jama*arsa mazaa da mataa,
some day king he gather people-his male and female 
yaaraa da manya. Ya cee wa maza-n su kulaa da 
young and adult. He say to male-the they care with 
noomaa. Maata-n kuma ya gargacfee su da su
farming. Female-the also he advise-them with they
18
kulaa da auree• 
care with marriage•
5= 'One day the king gathered his subjects, male and female, young 
and old. He told the male persons present to take farming seriously. 
The female among them he advised to honour their marriage vows.*
% \ \ \ \ 
c.f. 25. Akwai tufaafii iri-iri a kantin.
A
*Mahyan sun fi kyau.
V \  \  ^
26. Wata raana sarkii ya taara jama'arsa.
\ \ \ \
*Ya cee wa maza-n su kulaa da noomaa.
i \ \ \
27• Wata raana sarkii ya taara jama'arsa*
\ s \ \ \ \ \
* Maata-n kuma ya gargadeesu da su kulaa da auree.
 ^ \ \ V \
28. Akwai tufaafii iri-iri a kantin.
*Amma manya-n sun fi kyau.
In both (23) and (2*0 we can easily tell what words manya-n. 
maza-n and maata-n are related to: manya-n refers to tufaafii
in (23), whilst maza-n and maata-n refer to jama'arsa in (2*0.
In (25-8), however, we cannot - hence their unacceptability. These 
examples therefore demonstrate that manyaa. mazaa. maataa. and 
similar words, may occur unaccompanied by their heads only if such 
heads are specified in a previous sentence. Thus even though the 
sentences in which they appear alone are acceptable in the second 
sentences of (23) and (2*0, it is still arguable whether their 
function in such sentences is any different from what it is in the
preceding sentences* Even if it is, it does not seem to be sufficient
19
as an argument for putting them in the same class, as tufaafii and 
\ \
jama'arsa in the same sentences*
2*3 Adjectives and Nouns in Hausa as in other languages are 
involved in a modifier-head relationship* So the distinction between 
them may best be established in terms of this relationship.
As a prerequisite we shall begin by stating what we mean by 
'Modifier' and 'Head'* For this purpose consider the following 
sets of sentences:
Set I
29* sarkii yaa zoo
chief he come 
+Asp.
= The chief has arrived.
30. (Tsooho-n) sarkii yaa zoo
Old chief he come
+Asp.
= The Old chief has arrived.
/ v  \ %  N31. (Babba-r) maata-r taa haihu
big wife-the she birth
+Asp*
=s The senior wife had a baby.
32. (Babba-n) yaaro-n yaa zoo
big boy-the he come
+Asp.
« The big/senior boy has arrived.
20
33 • (Manya-n) yaara-n sun zoo
big boys-the they come
+Asp.
= The big/senior boys have arrived.
Set II
\
Karee nee
dog is 
= It is a dog
\ \
35* Karyaa cee
bitch is 
= It is a bitch
\ \ \
36. (Babba-r) karyaa cee
big bitch is
= It is a big bitch
37. (Babba-n) karee nee
big dog is
= It is a big dog
38. (Manya-n) karnukaa nee
big dogs are
s= They are big dogs.
39. (Manya-n) mutaanee nee 
big people are
ss They are important people.
21
The varied shapes of the verbal prefix^ (yaa, taa, sun, etc.) 
in the Set I sentences and of the copula (nee/cee) in Set II sentences 
are determined by the gender and number of the preceding words (under­
lined). In examples (29), (30) and (32), yaa is selected because 
sarkii is masculine singular. In example (31), maataa is feminine 
singular, so taa is selected as the appropriate verbal prefix. In 
example (33) i on the other hand, yaaraa is plural (and common); so 
sun is selected as the appropriate verbal prefix.
Similarly in Set II the shape of the copula verb varies with the
gender or number of the words that precede it. As shown in (3^)» and
(37-39), nee correlates with both karee, which is masculine singular,
\ v
and karnu-kaa and mutaanee which are plural and common. In example 
(36), on the other hand, cee rather than nee is chosen as the 
appropriate form of the copula verb because karyaa is feminine singular.
Such class A items as sarkii, maataa. yaaroo, yaaraa, karee, 
s \
karyaa, karnukaa, which serve as the subject of the sentence and also 
control agreement with the verb phrase in Sets I and II sentences 
we shall call ’’Nouns1' in this thesis. Notice that these same words 
determine concord with the words*that precede and follow them in the 
sentence. They may thus be regarded as the "Head” words of the 
constructions•
The items in parenthesis have no effect on the concord with 
the verb phrase. They may in fact be omitted without affecting the 
grammaticality and /or acceptability of the sentences in which they 
occur. They will for this reason be regarded as optional elements, 
and as having a subordinate or 'modifying' role in the sentences.
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They represent the class of items that we will call "Adjectives'
if
in this thesis. Semantically, their function is to specify or 
narrow down the range of reference of the head nouns they co-occur 
with. For instance, in (30 - 33) and (36 - 39)» the Adjectives may 
be said to specify the objects being referred to.(See following 
chapters for detailed discussion).
The distinction between Adjectives as 'Modifiers1 and Mouns 
ae Head words is marked formally in Hausa. The system of marking 
the distinction also helps to distinguish Adjectives from other 
possible modifiers of nouns. For illustrations of how this is done, 
compare the following sets of sentences:
1 / \ '  ^ ^40. (i; Babba-r riigaataa taa tsuufa
big gown-my she age 
J^ -Aspg
My big gown is old
(ii) Tsooho-n gida-n-su yaa zubee
old house-theirs it collapse
E+Asp]
*s their old house has collapsed
/ \ v \ \(iii) Kyaawaawa-n mutaanee nee
beautiful people are
They are beautiful people
. . \ \ \
(iv) Muuguwa-r maata-r taa mutu
wicked woman-the she die
[+Asp]
The wicked woman is dead
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(v) MaLaalaaci-n yaaro-n nan yaa zoo
lazy boy-the that he come
t^Aspl
ThA lazy boy has come
\ \ \
(vi) Mahaukaciya-r yaarinya-n nan taa zoo
mad girl-the that she come
j+Asp]
The, mad girl has come
\ N >>
4l. (i) Riiga-r saawaa msataa gaagaree shi
gown-for wearing (emph 1) she beyond him
C+Asp 3
He hasn't even a gown to wear
* \ \
(ii) Gida-n baabansu yaa zubee
house-of father-their it collapse
[+Asp J
Their father's house has collapsed.
(iii) Mutaane-n birnii sun zoo
people-of city they come 
/+Asp3
The city people have come
(iv) Maata-r Audu taa tata
wife-for Andu she disappear 
B-AspJ
Audu's wife has disappeared,
(v) Yaara~n gida-nta su-naa da kirkii
boys-of house-her they have with kindness 
C+Asp3
Her houseboys are kind
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(vi) Yaarinya-r Isa taa zoo
girl- of Isa she come 
+Asp
Isa's girlfriend has come.
Notice that in both sets the junction between the modifier
and Head is made by interposing -n/-r. If the Head is masculine
singular or plural, -n is used as link; whereas if the Head is 
feminine singular and ends in -a/-aa, -r is used as link (see 
Appendix A)• Notice also that the position of the link varies with 
the location of the Modifier. If the Modifier is in pre-position,
the link is affixed to the Head. As indicated by the examples, the
difference in the distribution of the link is relatable to the 
difference in the class membership of the items serving as Modifiers. 
Such a difference may be used as a diagnostic criterion for sub- 
classifying the Modifiers, as well as for further distinguishing 
adjectives from nouns.
The Modifiers in (AO i-vi) include those items that we have 
already characterised as 'Adjectives'. They are distinguishable in 
addition by the fact that, unlike those in Set II (1-6), they are 
very mobile; that is, they can be moved to post-Head position without 
affecting their grammatical relationship to the Head:
(Adj - N) *----- > (N-Adj.)
Babba-r riigaataa — > riigaataa babbaa = my big gown
*f3 Tsooho-n gidansu  gidansu tsoohoo = their old house
A4 Kyaawaawa-n mutaanee •—#» mutaanee kyaawaawaa = the beautiful people
■ \ \ \ ^
4-5 Muuguwa-r m a a t a a-maataa muuguwaa = the wicked woman
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46 Malaalaaci-n yaaroo
\  X  \
4? Mahaukaciya-r yaarinyaa
\ \ '
yaaroo malaalaacii = The lazy boy
\ \ \
yaarinyaa mahaukaciyaa as The mad girl
Or
\ X X \ \ X ^
48 Malaalaaci-n yaaron nan yaron nan malaalaacii = That lazy boy
\ \  \  ^ \ A \ ^
49 Maha.ukaciya-r yaarinyan nan yaarinyan nan mahaukaciyaa - That mad
girl*
Notice also that in post-position no link (-n or -r) is interposed 
between the Head and the Modifier* But where the Modifier is not an 
adjective a linking (-n/-r) is obligatorily interposed between it and 
the Head (e*g* (4l* i-vi)). So the presence or absence of a link 
between a postmodifier and its Head may be regarded as a criterion for 
distinguishing between the two kinds of modifiers exemplified in (4l) 
and (42-49) sequences above. If -n/-r is absent the postmodifier must 
be an Adjective; if it is present, the postmodifier must be non- 
Adjective.
The non-Adjectival Modifiers1 of (4l« i-vi) are in fact nouns, 
for they can independently serve as Head in similar constructions, 
e.g.:
50 saa(wa-n) riiga-r da ka yi ya €>aataa ta.
wear-of gown-the which you did it spoil it 
ss ’Your use of the gown spoilt it.'
\ \
51 Baaba-n sarkii yaa rasu
father-of chief he die
as ’The chief’s father has passed away’
2 n 
0
\  \ \ '
52 Birni-n Kano yanaa da kya.u
City-of Kano it has with beauty
& AsjO
= Kano city is beautiful 
\ %53 Audunta ne ya zoo
Audu-her is he come 
I+AspJ
It's her Audu who came
1 . A v5^ Gida-n yaaraa yaa cika
house-of children it full 
{+Asp|
The children's home is full
v \ \ \
55 Isa-n Laraba yaa zoo wurinka
Isa-of Laraba he come place-your 
D-Asp]
Isa, the one associated with Laraba, has come to see you*
When nouns serve as modifiers of other nouns they are distinguished 
by their tendency to be immobile. That is, they are restricted to 
post-Head position, unlike Adjectives which, as we have seen, can 
occupy pre-Head and post-Head positions. Consequently the noun 
modifiers of (41. 1-vi) and (50-55) may not be moved to pre-Head 
position without affecting their grammatical relationship to the Head.
For instance, we cannot move such modifiers to derive (56-60) below:-
56 * (Saawaa riiga-r ) taa gaagaree shi
(Saawa-r riigaa )
'He hasn't even a gown to wear'
/ N \ '57 * ( Baabansu gida-n ; yaa zubee
< \  ^
( Baabansu-n gidaa )
'Their father's house has collapsed'
58 * ( Birnii mutaane-n ) sun zoo
< n T "  5
( Birni-n mutaanee )
'The city people have come'
\  / A  ‘ .  \  V  N
59 * ( Gidanta yaara-n ) sunaa da kirkii
{ '  *  \(. Gidanta-n yaaraa ;
'Her houseboys are kind'
60 * ( Isa yaarinya-r ) taa zoo
( Isa-r yaarinyaa )
'Isa's girlfriend has arrived'
The unacceptability of these examples follows from the fact 
that in (N^ + N2) constructions, the relative positions of the 
'modifier* and 'head* are 'fixed* or non-exchangeable: N2 always 
acts as the modifier of the preceding noun, N^. Such constructions 
are usually possessive, with regularly denoting the item possessed 
by or associated with N^. We shall therefore label N2 as a 
"possessive modifier"^ to distinguish it from the "adjectival 
modifiers" we have already established. Since we are concerned 
primarily with the latter sub-class in this thesis, we shall not 
devote much time to "possessive" and other non-adjectival modifiers 
(but see chapter six for a discussion of their general properties).
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The distinction between Nouns and Adjectives is reinforced 
by the fact that the two classes behave differently toward other
word-classes, especially Adverbs, For instance, Adjectives may
6  ^ \ 
be postmodified by such Adverbial Intensifiers as soosai, ainun
and kwarai (da gaske) (all meaning something like "very (much)”,
"extremely", ’’indeed", "absolutely") in equational sentences,
whereas Nouns cannot. Compare 61-6^ sequences below: -
61 a. Riiga-r faraa cee kwarai da gaske
Gown-the white is very / extremely
7•The gown is extremely white*
b. ( dafciikii ) ( kwarai )
x ( x , > , X )
Audu ( hatsabiibii ) nee ( ainun )
( v } }
( shafciyyii ) ( soosai )
( very ) ( dull
 ^ . ( ) (
Audu is£ extremely ) ( uncontrollable
( ) (
( absolutely ) ( shameless
£, Sarki-n mai hakurii nee soosai/kwarai/ainun
*The chief (in question) is very / extremely / truly patient1.
62 a. Shii muugu-m mutum nee kwarai 
He wicked man is very
'He is a very wicked man*.
\  ^ \ \ \ 
b. Audu hatsabiibi-n yaaroo nee ainun
Audu uncontrollable boy is extremely
'Audu is an extremely uncontrollable boy*
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■ j
N x \ % %
£. A’i mahaukaciya-m maataa cee soosai
A ’i mad woman is very
'A1i is a very mad woman *•
d. Shii azzaalumi-n sarkii nee kwarai da gaske
He unjust king/chief utterly
’He is an utterly unjust king/chief*^
6j5 a. Naa ga wani mutum mai fara'aa kwarai
I see certain man polite very
•fAsp
*1 saw a very polite man'
b. Tanaa da <faa shakiyyii ainun
She with son shameless indeed 
•fAsp
’She has a son (who is) utterly shameless1
N ' N T .V ^£• Sunaa da sarkii mai aadaicn soosai
They with king just very
•fAsp
’They have a king (who is) very fair/just
6*f a. * Riigaataa cee ainun
Gown-my is extremely 
*'It is my extremely gown'
b. * Riigaa cee kwarai da gaske 
Gown is very 
* ’It is a very gown*
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c. * Shii sarkii nee fcwarai da gaske
He king is very
* 'He is a very king / chief'
\ \ \
d. * Audu doogarii nee soosai
Audu guardsman is absolutely
'Audu is absolutely guardsman'
As these sets of examples clearly demonstrate Adjectives 
allow postmodification by Intensifiers in various positions: 
predicatively (61), prenominally (62), and postnominally (63).
In all these positions the Intensifier affects only the Adjective* 
That is, it intensifies or heightens the meaning or focus of 
only the Adjectives or Adjectival phrases in the sentences* It 
does not apply to the Nouns and other items in the constructions 
- hence the unacceptability of (6k) sequences* It is therefore 
diagnostic, and may be regarded as an important criterion for 
deciding whether an item is an adjective or not.
To demonstrate that the Intensifier is related only to the 
Adjectives in our example sentences we can conduct a simple test: 
we can delete the Intensifier and leave the Adjective without 
affecting the grammaticality of the sentence; but we cannot delete 
the Adjective and leave the Intensifier without rendering the
g
sentence ungrammatical. Thus we can delete the Intensifiers in 
(62-3) to produce (65-66), or even delete both Adjective and 
Intensifier (since they are both optional elements in sentence 
structure) to produce (67-68) but we cannot delete the Adjective 
alone lest we produce (69-70) which are ungrammatical:
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65 a. Shii muugu-m mutum nee 0 - 'He is a wicked man'
\ \ \ , 
b. Audu hatsabiibi-n yaaroo nee 0 = 'Audu is an
uncontrollable boy'.
x s \ \ ^
£. A'i mahaukaciya-m maataa cee 0 .
'A'i is a mad woman'
d. Shii azzaalumi-n sarkii nee 0 •
'He is an unjust king / chief*
... s \ \. \ H
66 a. Naa ga wani mutum mai fara'aa 0 •
*1 saw a certain polite man'
b. Tanaa da cfaa shafeiyyii 0 •
She has a shameless son*
c. Sunaa da sarkii mai aadalcii 0 .
'They have a fair / .just king'.
6? a. Shii 0 mutum nee 0 •
'He is a man / human being'.
b. Audu 0 yaaroo ne 0 •
'Audu is a boy'
£. A'i 0 maataa cee 0 •
'A'i is a woman.'
d. Shii 0 sarkii nee 0 •
'He is a king*.
68 a. Naa ga wani mutum 0 0 .
'I saw a certain man'.
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b. Tanaa da cfaa 0 0 .
'She has a son*
£. Sunaa da sarkii 0 0 •
'They have a king'.
c.f. (69-70) which are inadmissible reductions of (65-66)
69 a. ♦Shii mutum nee Icwarai
*He is a very man
\ \ ,  ^
b. *Audu yaaroo nee ainun
♦Audu is an extremely boy
x \ N N j•A'i maataa cee soosai 
•A'i is a very woman
0 \ \
d. *Shii sarkii nee kwarai da gaske
•He is a very king.
v \
70 a. *Naa ga wani mutum kwarai.
•I saw a very man
b. *Tanaa da daa ainun
♦She has a son (who is) utterly, or
♦She has an utterly son
\ \ \
£. ♦Sunaa da sarkii sosai
♦They have a king (who is) very, or
♦They have a very king.
Examples (67-70) are syntactically identical so the 
unacceptability of (69-70) must be attributed to the presence 
of the various intensifiers, to the fact that they cannot co­
occur with the rest of the words in the two sentence sets*
This seems to lend strong support to our earlier claim that in 
(6I-65) above the Intensifier is related only to the Adjective, 
which it thus helps to identify uniquely.
The arguments we have presented in favour of distinguishing 
Adjectives from Nouns may be summarised as follows: -
A. Nouns as a class generally favour 'Head1 position in modifier - 
head constructions. When the Head Noun in such constructions is 
also the subject of a sentence it always determines concord with 
the Verb Phrase of that sentence. Thus the Noun controls the 
shape of its Modifier and the Verb Phrase* and is Pivotal in this 
sense•
2.* Adjectives generally act as 'Modifier' in modifier - head 
constructions and are optional in sentence structure. But whenever 
they act as 'modifier* they obligatorily correlate with the gender 
and number of the 'Head*, regardless of whether they occur in pre- 
or post-position, ^hey are in addition formally distinguished from 
other modifiers of the Head (particularly 'possessive' modifiers) 
by the fact that they are quite mobile, and can occur in post-Head 
position without a formal link, -n/-r.
C. Finally, Adjectives are uniquely characterised by their ability 
to admit postmodification by Adverbial Intensifiers like fcwarai
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(da gaske), soosai and ainun in all the positions they may occupy 
in the sentence; whereas Nouns and other categories in the construction 
do not allow postmodification by such Intensifiers.
These differences in the syntactic properties of the various 
items in the modifier-head constructions we examined above are significant, 
and seem to vindicate our assumption of a distinction between Nouns and 
Adjectives, and between Adjectives and other noun modifiers. Such a 
distinction is desirable as it helps to avoid the danger of grouping 
too many words together under the dominance of a single superordinate 
class. This is what some earlier studies of Hausa word-classes appear 
to have done. This seems to have resulted from their tendency to 
attach an undue weight to the morphological characteristics of the 
words in isolation and to ignore or underemphasize their syntactic 
and semantic ones. But as Crystal (1966) has warned,
one cannot isolate word-classes giving them an identity of 
their own apart from the grammar. The proper emphasis in 
establishing or describing them does not allow them to be 
disassociated from the grammar at all: the concept word-class
implies the prior establishment of a grammar, and explicating 
the word-classes of a language involves explicating its grammar."
More specifically Robins (1969* 12*f, V) has emphasized that
".. word classes are primarily distinguished by their different 
syntactic functions ..." and that ".. morphological formations 
(or more strictly inflectional formations) in languages exhi­
biting them serve as the markers of syntactic structures and 
groupings and the relations within and between them."
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In Hausa the morphological similarity between Nouns and 
Adjectives is fortitous in fact* What is crucial is the 
difference in their syntactic function* As we argued above,
Nouns tend to favour Head position in modifier-head constructions, 
whilst Adjectives usually act as Modifier in such constructions*
As gender is inherent in both word-groups, it is predictable that 
when they co-occur a masculine singular Head Noun should select 
an Adjectival Modifier that has similar properties, i*e», is 
masculine singular too* The same applies when the Head Noun is 
feminine singular or plural* Consequently we do not get sequences 
like (71-7*0 in standard Hausa; -
71 * mootaa bakii
+ sing* 
+, fem*
+ sing* 
- fem.
— N Adj* J NP
(for mootaa bakaa = 
black car
72 * bafci-n 
+ sing*
- fern* 
Adj
\ % mace
+ sing. 
+ fem.
N J NP
for bafca-r mace
= 1 black woman*
73
7*+
* bafcaake-n "gidaa
- sing* + sing* for bakaafce-n Kidaajee
+ fem* - fem. ss 1 black houses*
J7 Adj* n J NP
* ba ka-r fgidaa
+sing. + sing. for ba fci-n gidaa
+ fem* - fem. = * black house
Adj._ N- -i
NP
Similarly we do not find 75 - 79'•
75 *huuluna-r 
- sing.
+ fem.
-JL
N
Audu^
+ sing. 
- fem.
n
\ \ 
for huuluna-n Audu
_ iAudu's cApS 1
76 * Zannuwa-r] 
- sing.
+ fem.
N L
Laarai 
+ sing* 
+ fem.
N jNP
for Zannuwa-n Laarai
'Laarai1s wrappers1
77
L
*gida-r “ 
+ sing. 
- fem.
maataa 
- sing. 
+ fem.
N NP
for gida-m maataa 
= ’woman's house' 
(= brothel)
78
79
r* ■ \ \
*Laalaatacc: 
+ sing.
+ fem.
Adj. 
\ -
yaarinyaa 
+ sing.
- fem.
N
■s
yaaroo
+ sing.
\ \ 
for laalaataccen
- fem. = 'spoilt boy'
.-J
N NP
kaatoo 
+ sing. 
- fem.
for yaarinyaa feaatuwaa 
= 'huge girl'* etc.
~np
All these sequences are in violation of the relevant 
selectional rules and are therefore unacceptable.
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2.H Syntactic sub-classes of Adjectives
•*
We mentioned in our discussion of the distinctive properties 
of Hausa Adjectives above that they are mobile% and can modify 
the head noun of an utterance both in pre- and post-position,
e.g. (62-63) and (65-66)* This ability applies to a very large 
number of Adjectives in the language* But there are quite a few 
items which are adjectives by our criteria and yet are restricted 
in their distribution* For instance, there are adjectival 
modifiers like dan / *yar tsiyaa. dan / 'yar giyaa, mai fara'aa, 
mai aadatcii, mai hafcurii, mai kyau, na'allah, na/ta gari, etc., 
which cannot, however, premodify the head noun of an utterance* 
Consequently we do not have: -
80. *dan giya-n yaaroo (c.f* yaaroo dan giyaa = a boy who is
drunk)
*fyar giya-r maataa (c.f* maataa *yar giyaa » 'a woman
who is drunk*)
*mai fara*a-n yaaroo (c.f. yaaroo mai faraa^= 'a polite
boy5
\ s \ >•
*mai aadalci-n sarkii (c.f* sarkii mai aadalcii = 'a just
king*)
*mai hafcuri-n daa (c.f. cfaa mai hakurii = *a patient son*)
\ N
*mai kyau-n gidaa (c.f. gidaa mai kyau = 'a beautiful house') 
*na*alla-h ma'aikacii (c.f. ma'aikacii na*allah = 'an honest
/selfless worker') 
*ta-gari-n shaawaraa (c.f. shaawaraa ta-gari = 'sensible advice!) 
*na-gari-n haalaayee (c.f. haalaayee na-gari = 'good habits').
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These modifiers are in contrast with muuguu (wicked m.)
hatsabiibii (restless, uncontrollable, m.), saaboo (new, m.),
\ \ 
bakii (black, m.), shakiyyaa (cheeky, f.), dafciifciyaa (dull, f.),
mahaukacii (mad, m.), shahararruu (famous, pi*), laalaatattuu
(spoilt), naughty, pl*)» .iaa (red), kaatoo (big, m.), etc* which
can function attributively both in pre- and post-position, e.g.:
8l. muugu-m maalamii / maalamii muuguu (wicked teacher)
hatsabiibi-n yaaroo / yaaroo hatsabiibii (restless boy)
saabo-n gidaa / gidaa saaboo (a new house)
bafci-n wandoo / wandoo bakii (a black pair of trousers)
shakiyya-r maataa / maataa shakiyyaa (a cheeky woman)
\ % \ \ 
dakiikiya-r daalibaa / cfalibaa dakiikiyaa (a dull student, f.)
mahaukaci-n direeba / direeba mahaukacii (a mad driver)
shahararru-n mutaanee / mutaanee shahararruu (famous people)
laalaatattu-n ’yaa1yaa / *yaayaa laalaatattuu (spoilt children)
ja-r riigaa / riigaa .iaa (a red gown)
fcaato-n gidaa / gidaa fcaatoo (a big house)
etc.
The modifiers in (30) and(8i) can each postmodify the head 
noun. They differ only in their ability to premodify the head.
In general all those items which can premodify the noun head 
may also postmodify it, but the reverse is not the case, as (30) 
clearly demonstrate. Those modifiers which like those in (&1), 
can function attributively in a postnominal as well as in a pre- 
nominal position (and which aditiJls UfeHsipiefs ) will be designated
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"CENTRAL ADJECTIVES1*; whilst those which are confined to post- 
nominal position (but which similarly InfenSlf^rc, we
will regard as "PERIPHERAL ADJECTIVES"#
The majority of central adjectives tend to be simple lexical 
items, whereas most of the peripheral adjectives are compound or 
complex. But some of the latter are used so regularly that they 
are now represented as single items in the standard orthography#
C.f, the following examples taken from Gaskiyaa Tafi kwabo: -
o  ^ \  ^ v
82. "Alhaji Yusufu Maitama Sule yace Gwamnatin
' x v \ \
Mulkin Soja —  ta yanke shawara tagari wajen
\ \ \ \ . *  ^ \
Kafa Hukumar Binciken Hakkin Jama*a"
(26/1/76, back page, col. 1.)
= 1Alhaji Y.M. Sule said that the Federal Militrary Government 
had taken the right decision in establishing the Public 
Complaints Commission".
\ \ % \  ^  ^ \ r ^
83* tfYa ce amma fa a tuna Hukumarsa ba za ta yarda da kararraki 
na&arya ba."
(Ibid. col. 5*)
s 'He said it should however be remembered that his Commission 
will not accept false complaints#
84. (Sarkin Zazzau) ya gargatfe su da su aikata halaye nagari."
(Ibid. cols. 4 + 5)»
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*s 'The emir of Zaria advised them to be of good 
behaviour.1
Notice, however, that there are a few instances where a 
•peripheral adjective may premodify the head noun, e.g.:
85* Wata 'yar iska-rn maataa taa kwaacee man kucfiinaa.
Certain irresponsible woman she confiscate me raoney-my.
+Asp.
= 'A certain irresponsible woman confiscated my money*•
86. cfan-iska-n yaaro-n nan nee ya zoo.
irresponsible boy that is he come
+ Asp.
=*It is that irresponsible boy who has come1
87. AsheeCkai cfan-iska-n yaarooo nee )
( \ } ?(kee *yar-iska-r yaarinyaa cee )
So you irresponsible boy / girl are.
-'I hadn*t realised that you are such an irresponsible (boy).
(girl).
These examples suggest that the central-peripheral distinction 
is not absolute. It is however, useful as it covers a very large 
number of Adjectives, and makes the task of accounting for their 
distribution easier. What sentences (85 - 87) illustrate is the 
tendency for certain peripheral adjectives to be stereotyped through 
regular use and to behave like central ones. We have, however, no 
example of central adjectives losing their ability to premodify the 
head noun and being confined to postnominal position.
The distinctions we have made between Adjectives and 
other word-classes, particularly Nouns, and within Adjectives 
themselves as a class, may be summarised as in Table 2 below.
For simplicity and convenience only three of the criteria 
discussed above will be used here to illustrate their differences 
(for other relevant criteria see 2.3):
1. Ability to admit postmodification by an Adverbial
 ^ \ \ \
Intensifier like (cwarai (da gaske), ainun, soosai.
2. Ability to function attributively in a prenominal 
position - that is, it can premodify the head noun 
of an utterance;
Ability to function attributively in a postnominal 
position - that is, it can postmodify the head noun 
of an utterance6 ... . .
In this matrix table the three criteria are set out at the 
head of the columns. When any of the test items listed on the 
left of the table satisfies a criterion, a plus sign ("+'’) is 
entered in the appropriate cell; when it fails to satisfy the 
criterion a minus sign ("-") is entered. A query (f,?M) indicates 
doubt whether the criterion under which it is entered is satisfied. 
A query sign accompanied by another symbol e.g. a plus or minus, 
indicates disagreement or variation in our reactions. The entries 
are based on my reactions and those of three friends who 
acted as native informants for this exercise. The entries for
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criterion I were made using the equational sentence frame
\ \
(nX —  ne kwarai/ainun/sosai.”).
As the words listed in the table were chosen at random, 
it is remarkable how their overall characteristics as revealed 
by the entries appear to confirm our earlier predictions about 
the syntactic properties of Hausa adjectives and other related 
word-classes. A horizontal line is drawn at appropriate 
places in the table to draw attention to the identical pattern 
of entries that the four sets of items have. The pattern of 
entries for set jL items would apply to most simple adjectives 
in Hausa. They are positive for all the criteria posited and 
represent what we have designated "CENTRAL11 adjectives above.
The items under sets II - IV exemplify what we have already 
called "PERIPHERAL" adjectives. They are only partially positive 
for our three criteria - specifically, set LI items are negative 
for criterion 2, whereas set IV items are negative for both 
criterion 2 and criterion 1. Set II items are adjectival 
despite the restraint on their syntactic distribution - they all 
satisfy criterion 1. Set IV items are, however, non-adjectival; 
they satisfy only the third criterion, and mainly comprise nouns 
or noun phrases that may be used in apposition to other nouns 
or noun phrases.
Sandwiched between the items that are adjectival and those 
that are non-adjectivalt are what may be described as the 
"BORDERLINE" categories. These are exemplified by set III items.
The pattern of entries for these items displays a gradience
- that is, a graded variation in the degrees of similarity and
dissimilarity between them. This is shown by a diagonal line
across the entries. The gradient serves a dual purpose in the
table. In the first place it represents the approximate
boundary between Adjectives and Non-Adjectives. In the second
place, it shows how far each of the (set III) items is more or
less like an adjective or a noun: the more positive entries it
has the more it is like an adjective; the more negative entries
it has, on the other hand, the more "noun-like” it is in its
characteristics. Such items as ma’aikacii, batuuree, marookii
anc^  mawaakii are shown to be closer to adjectives in their
\
defining properties than they are to nouns. Gurguu, beebee, 
mara-laafiyaa, etc., are however, shown to be more like nouns 
than adjectives. The table thus provides a basis on which we 
may objectively categorise or sub-catagorise the items listed.
It therefore makes it unnecessary for us to resort to non- 
linguistic arguments as Kraft and Kirk-Greene's definition of 
the Hausa adjective as ”a noun which designates basically a 
person or thing characterised by the particular quality indicated
- not merely the quality itself” (p. 129)• This "definition” is 
quite non-grammatical, as it tells us nothing about the grammar 
of adjectives. In fact, it tells us nothing about their function 
in a sentence, their relationship to other words, etc. Instead, 
it gives only a vague idea of what adjectives/nouns (the two are 
not clearly differentiated) refer to in the external world.
Moreover, the information which it provides is very inexplicit.
For what exactly is a "thing” and what "thing” is not "characterized
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by a particular quality'1? The argument is reminiscent of Jespersen’s
(1965) description of "substantives" and adjectives as complexes of
"qualities". But if the quality that a word denotes is all that
matters for its specification, then how can we distinguish between
kyau and kyakkyaawaa (beauty v. beautiful, fem.), roowa v. maroowacii
\ \ \
(meanness v, mean, masc.), wuyaa v. mawuyaacii (difficulty v. 
difficult, masc.), etc., or even between sooyayyaa (love), guduu 
(running), tsiyaa (quarrel, poverty), kirkil (kindness), etc.? The 
pairs in the former set seem to be characterised by the same qualities; 
but not the latter. Nevertheless they all seem to be characterised 
by some "quality" or other. Are they therefore all nouns designating 
"persons" or "things"? The "qualities" associated with these words 
are metaphysical in nature and appear to have nothing to do with 
their grammatical properties.
Kraft and Kirk-Greene's definition will not for example distinguish 
the four sets of items in our table, nor will it discriminate adequately 
between the individual items of each set. So it must be regarded as 
unhelpful.
In order to satisfactorily handle the problems posed by such 
words, it is not enough to merely rely on our notion of what 'qualities’ 
they refer to. We must instead use a more objective basis, like our 
three criteria above, to demonstrate the areas where they are similar 
and / or dissimilar, as well as how this may be used to determine 
their class membership. Once we do that we may call them anything 
we like (see Lyons 1966 and 1969* 217-25* a discussion of how
formal and notional criteria may be jointly used to characterise 
word classes).
Apart from illustrating some of the basic differences between 
Nouns and Adjectives the table also reveals some interesting facts 
about individual adjectives. Among those worth mentioning is the 
fact that the items that satisfy all three criteria have different 
morphological derivation. Thus they include items that are 
sometimes characterized as "participles" or "deverbal nominals" 
in the literature, e.g.:
Ad.i* Verb
88. gaagararree <---- gaagaraa (= "to be beyond control")
\
cikakkee ^ __- cika (= "to fill")
taBa&See < --- tabaa (ss "to touch")
Wankakkee c-- -—  wankee (= "to wash")
tuu6a£>See --- tuufcee (= "to dismiss")
%
ginannee <s--- . \- gmaa (= "to build")
etc. etc.
They also include such denominal adjectives as
89. kyakkyaawaa, derived by reduplicating the nominal base
kyau (=*beauty*)
fcakkarfaa, derived by reduplicating the nominal base
\
fearfii strength) 
kakkauraa, derived by reduplicating the nominal base
kaurii (=*fatness)
Derived in the same manner are
Adj. Noun% — — x
90. mummuunaa <3----  muunii (= "ugliness")
x \
kunfcuntaa ---   fcuncii (= "narrowness")
x \
dandankaa ---  danfcii (= "filth")
Others include
91* mahaukacii ----  haukaa (= "madness")
s \ 
matsiyaacii ^ ---- . tsiyaa (= "aggression, poverty)
both of which are derived by prefixing ma - to the nominal base 
and then affixing the appropriate ending -cii for masculine 
singular, -ciyaa for feminine singular, and -taa for plural*
The fact that all these types of adjectives satisfy the same 
criteria demonstrates that what matters as far as their 
characterization and classification is concerned is their 
syntactic function not derivation* This suggests that we are 
justified in regarding the syntactic properties of the adjectives 
as being more important than their morphological ones*
Among the set that are peripheral« perhaps the most 
interesting group are the "mai - adjectives". This group is 
potentially bigger than the "central" one because they can be 
derived by prefixing mai (or mara-, for negative adjective 
compounds )to a large number of nouns in the language - hence 
their preponderance in Set II of Table I* Note, however, that 
for such derivands to be truly adjectival (i*e* to be able to 
satisfy criterion 1., the stem Noun must be (+ ABSTRACT) and 
(+ STATIVE). Unless this condition is satisfied mai" cannot 
function in such sequences as an adjective-deriving prefix.
The violation of this constraint is what seems to render the 
other (mai + N) compounds of Set IV non-adjectival.
The nouns used in combination with mai in this set are
(+ CONCRETE), and (-STATIVE). The derivands themselves are 
rarely used attributively. Rather they are more often used as 
postmodifiers of the head noun, e.g.:
v \ \ 92. Sani mai-harbu, Zaria = "Sani, the hunter, of 
Zaria"
\ '93* bindigaa mai-ruwaa s "automatic rifle" (lit.
"a gun which rains bullets")
9^# jirgin sama, mai saukan angulu a "helicopter" (lit.
"aeroplane, which lands 
like a vulture")
95» Abu, mai neeman na Makka ... "Abu searching for what to 
go to Mecca with"
97* Amalaala, mai fitsaarii daga 
\
kwance
"Amalaala, the one who wets
his/her bed"
(See chapter six for a more detailed discussion of appositive 
postmodification with (mai + N) constructions as well as with the 
less frequent (dan/'yar + N) and (na/ta + N) sequences, which, 
incidentally, seem also to be subject to the same derivational 
constraints as (mai + N) postmodifiers - cf. set II items 2^-31 
with set III items 52-35 in Table 2.).
Of particular significance for our purpose in this thesis are 
the distributional characteristics of the test items as displayed 
in the table. As can be seen from the entries in cell J5, virtually
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all the words can postmodify noun phrases, regardless of whether 
they are adjectival or non-adjectival. Occurrence in cell 2 is, 
however, restricted. That is, not all the items may premodify 
a noun phrase. Those that may do so are in most cases simple 
lexical items; whereas those that may not are in most cases 
compound or complex.
Observe further that some of the items which cannot preraodify 
a noun phrase are also doubtful as postmodifiers of same, e.g.
, \ A \ ,
sarkii, masooyii, mamacii, in sequence 97.
\ ^ \ \
97* *sarkim mutum ? *mutum sarkii = "a chiefly man1'
? *masooyim mutuum * mutum masooyii= "a loving man"
\ \ \ \
*mamacin namiji ? *namiji mamacii = "a deceased male"
Such items do not satisfy criterion 1 either. So they 
should be analysed as members of a totally different word-class, 
possibly as ’Nouns'.
Our approach thus enables us not only to establish the salient 
properties of Adjectives as a separate word-class in Hausa, but 
also to isolate other word-classes in contradistinction to them. 
This suggests that our criteria are valid and objective, that the 
classes we succeeded in isolating on their basis are similarly 
valid, for they are well supported by the facts of the language. 
Given the differences that we have shown to exist between Hausa 
Nouns and Adjectives it would be somewhat unreasonable to analyse 
them both as members of a single category. In our view such an 
analysis would complicate rather than simplify the analysis.
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2s2 Semantic Sub-classes of Ad.jectives
Hausa Adjectives may be subclassified semantically according 
to whether they are:
(i) static / dynamic 
(ii) gradable / non-gradable 
(iii) inherent / non-inherent
2m3 (i) Hausa adjectives are characteristically stative. They 
usually denote "permanent" or "transient" state as in the following 
examples:
98* Permanent state:
farii / faraa / faraaree (white) 
doogoo / dooguwaa / doogaayee (tall) 
tsoohoo / tsoohuwaa / tsoofaffii (old) 
fcaatoo / kaatuwaa / fcattai (huge) 
etc*
99* Transient state
Koorarree / koorarriyaa / koorarruu (dismissed)
^ \ \ \ 
buudfaddee / buudacttfiyaa / buucfatfcfuu (open)
kunnannee / kunnanniyaa / kunnannuu (lighted)
keetaccee / keetacciyaa / keetattuu (torn)
etc*
In the first set, the adjectives denote unchanging or permanent 
characteristics, whereas in the second they denote characteristics 
that may be changed or cancelled, and so are temporary in nature.
100. koorarre-m ma'aikacii (a dismissed worker)
\
buudacfcfe-n fioofaa (an open door) 
kunnanniya-r fitilaa (a lighted lamp) 
keetacciya-r riigaa (a torn dress),
the Worker* may be reinstated, the 'door* may be shut, the 'lamp* 
put out and the 'dress' mended* But it is not normally possible, 
for one to turn a 'white', 'tali', 'old' or 'huge* person into a 
'black*, 'short*, 'young* or 'tiny' one, as such attributes are 
permanent rather than temporary.
Some adjectives may also be dynamic*(we are using 'stative' 
/'dynamic* in the sense of Quirk, et al (1972), i.e.^serve as VP 
complement of an imperative construction, e*g.:
\ *
101. Ka zama (aadalii ) ( just
Many stative adjectives cannot be used dynamically, however. For 
instance, you cannot have
( .' }You (sing.) become (haazikii )
( V )
(nagari )
\
(
Be ( brilliant
(
( decent
102. Ku zama
You (pi.) become
(haazikai )
(na'allah )
Be ( decent
(
( honest
( brilliant  ^
(
103. Ka zama J*fari / *doogoo / *tsoohoo / *fcaatoo / etc.
\ *koorarree / *buucfacfcfee / *kunnannee / *keetaccee / e4c *
But the dynamic adjectives may also be stative, e.g.
\
10^. aadali-n sarkii = a just king
,\
105. haaziki-n daalibii a an intelligent student
\
106. shawaraa tagari = a wise decision
\  •V. \  N
107. shi mutum ne na'allah = he is an honest man.
2.5 (ii)
All the adjectives are gradable in the sense that (l) they 
admit intensification by fewarai (da gaske), soosai and ainun* 
and (2) involve implicit comparison against a supposed norm or 
standard. With regard to the latter, consider the following 
sequences:
108. kaato-n gidaa = a huge house
\ \
109. kaatuwa-r maataa = a huge woman
110. katta-n raafcumaa = huge camels v
Though the three adjective forms have the same meaning they 
involve different degrees of comparison. That is, they refer to 
different norms or standards: in kaato-n gidaa the norm is the
relative size of houses; in kaatuwa-r maataa* the norm is the 
relative size of women; finally, in katta-n raakumaa* the norm 
is the relative size of camels.
Note that only a few Hausa adjectives allow direct comparison. 
They include such colour adjectives as jaa (red), bafcii (black), etc
\ \ jaa (red) mafii jaa (redder) mafii jaa duka (reddest)
\  \  x 
bakii (black) mafii bakii (blacker) mafii bakii duka
(blackest),
\
in which the comparative morpheme mafii = 'surpassing', 'more', 
and the phrase mafii Adi. duka = "more Adj. than all".
The regular comparative constructions do not involve the 
use of adjectives even though they have the sense of adjectives, 
e.g.:
111 Audu yaa fi Binta wa'ayoo =
Audu he surpass Binta clever
ss 'Audu is cleverer than Binta*
\ \
112 Gidanshi yaa fi naasu kyau
house-his it surpass theirs beauty
sr 'His house is more beautiful than theirs'
113 Gidanshi hai kai naasu kyau ba 
House-his NEG reach theirs beauty NEG
= 'His house is not as beautiful as theirs'
114 'Yarta taa fi duka kyau* 
daughter she surpass all beauty
= 'Her daughter is the most beautiful of all'.
2.5 (iii)
mtmmrnrn
Adjectives which characterize the referent of the noun directly 
may be said to be 'inherent' whereas those that do not may be said 
to be 'non-inherent' eg.:
115 baka-r mootaa (*— mootaa bakaa ) 
black car 
=s 'a black car*
116 bafca-r maganaa (— *maganaa bafeaa ) 
black talk 
= 'sarcastic talk*
117 doogo-n yaaroo (-— >yaaroo doogoo )
tall boy
= 'a tall boy*
c. f.
\ \ 
doogo-n tuuranchii (■— tuuranchii doogoo)
tall English
= 'long-winded, irrelevant talk'
119 tsooho-n sarkii
old king
= 'the (old 
(
(former 
(
(dead
In sequences (115) and (117)» bafcaa and doogoo are inherent,
\ v
as they characterise the referents of mootaa and yaaroo directly.
In (116) and (118), however, they are non-inherent, as they do not 
characterise the referents of maganaa and tuuranchii directly. In 
(119)* on the other hand, tsoohoo is ambiguous between inherent 
and non-inherent. If it is referring to the age of the king, it may 
be analysed as inherent. But if it is referring to the fact that 
the referent was formerly a king but is now retired or dead, then
(— ^sarkii tsoohoo )
king*
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it may be analysed as non-inherent.
Having established that adjectives exist and function in 
Hausa as an independent lexical category, we may now turn cu-V* 
attention to the second, and central, problem of this thesis, 
namely, the tendency for preposed adjectives to have a different 
meaning from postponed>ones. and to be alone subject to order 
restrictions# This question will be the burden of the next three 
chapters#
NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO
1) The list of items in both classes A and B is not intended 
to be exhaustive. It merely consists of some of the items 
that commonly come under them. For more examples of class B 
items see Table 2.
2) C.f. English which presents a similar problem with steel, 
cotton, party, etc. in such pairs as
steel is costly vs. a steel plant
cotton is best vs. a cotton farmer
my party won vs. my party politics
in which they seem to be 'nouns’ in the first and 'adjectival' 
in the second. Should we list them twice, or regard them as 
a sub-class of nouns which can function like adjectives in 
certain contexts? The latter seems to be more reasonable, 
(c.f. Palmer 1972, 68).
3) Notice that the verbal prefix may serve as aspect marker 
in sentences with completive , sub.junctive or Future 2 
aspect, 'fhat is to say, the aspect marker and verbal 
prefix (or pronominal copy) are so fused together in such 
sentences that it is impossible to isolate them, viz:
Person Completive Future 2 Subjunctive
1 gm/f naa Anaa
\
na
2 ms kaa kaa ka
fs kin kyaa
\
ki
3 ms yaa
A
yaa ya
fs taa t&a ta
1 pi mun Amaa \mu
2 pi kun kwaa ku
3 pi- sun
A
swaa su
Indefinite ? an
A A< aa n
In the case of the other aspects, however, the aspect marker
is easily isolated, so the verbal prefix does function as an
aspect marker. In the following paradigm ■-naa marks the
progressive aspect, - kan the habitual and zaa- the first
future:
Person Progressive Habitual Future I
1 gm/f
\
n-naa na-kan zaa-n (a)
2 ms ka-naa ka-kan zaa-ka
fs ki-naa ki-kan
s
zaa-ki
3 ms
\
ya-naa ya-kan zai/zaa-ya
1 ta-naa ta-kan zaa-ta
1 pi
\mu-naa mu-kan zaa-mu
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2 pi
\
ku-naa
\
ku-kan zaa-ku
N
3 pi su-naa su-kan zaa-su
Indefinite \a-naa a~k!n
\
zaa- a
*0 We are using this terra in the same sense as Howeidy (1953)» 
Abraham (1959)» and Galadanci (1969). As far as we are 
concerned Parsons's "Dependent Nominals" is simply a 
terminological variant of "Adjectives" as defined above.
5) C.f. Schachter (1966) from whom we borrow the term.
6) C.f. Greenbaum (1969) from whom the term is adapted.
7) Notice that these glosses are approximate only. The 
actual translation equivalent for an Intensifier depends 
on the sense of the adjective it co-occurs with.
8) Note that in (6l) the adjectives are predicative, so they
cannot be regarded as 'optional* in structure. They cannot
therefore be deleted, but the Intensifier fcwarai, sosai and 
ainun can be, e.g.:
Riiga-r faraa cee 0 - the gown is white
Audu dakiifeii nee 0 = Audu is dull
Sarki-n mai hafeurii nee 0- The chief is patient
But as with (62-3) you cannot have
x \ r \ v* Riiga-r cee kwarai da gaske
* Audu ne ainun
* Sarki-n ne soosai
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9.
10.
11.
12.
C.f. Newman - a case of syntactic overcorrection.
N.B. There is a significant difference in meaning between 
pre- and post-posed adjectives, with the former being 
generally more specific than the latter. But we shall 
leave the discussion of this until later (chapters 3 & k )
See Quirk (1965), Crystal (1966) Greenbaum (1970), and 
particularly Bolinger (1961) for discussion of the phenomenon 
of gradience in language use.
We are using T,stative1,/Mdynamic,, in the sense of Quirk, 
et al. (1972).
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CHAPTER THREE: ELICITATION EXPERIMENTS
5.1 We mentioned in the last chapter (2.3) that in the 
modification relationship between adjectives and nouns in Hausa 
(as in French, English, Russian, etc.), it is normally the 
adjective which modifies the noun. We have also argued that the 
relationship remains constant whether the adjectival modifiers 
are located in pre-position or in post-position. What we wish to 
determine next is why adjectives in post-position tend to have 
different connotations from those in pre-position. As far as I am 
aware only Galadanci (1969) has commented on this problem, but even 
he is not very clear on the nature of the difference between the 
two positions and what causes it.
For a start consider the following sentences:
1. (a) An kaama wani £aato-m fcaraawoo =
"a certain notorious thief has been arrested".
(b) An kaama wani taraawoo kaatoo
"a certain thief (who is^  incidentally) huge has been 
arrested".
(c) *An kaama wani taraawoo fcaato-m
(d) *An kaama wani Baraawo-n feaatoo.
2. (a) An sallami wani shahararre-m maaikaci =
"a certain distinguished civil servant has been dismissed",
(b) An sallami wani ma'aikaci shahararree =
"a certain civil servant (who,I recall, is) famous / 
notorious has been dismissed •
/ \ /  \ \ \ \
(c) *An nada wani ma'aikaci shahararre-m.
/ \ r* x  X x(d) *An naaa wani ma'aikaci-m shahararree.
3. (a) Yau naa hadu da wani muugu-m mutum =
"Today I met a thoroughly wicked, heartless man".
\ I* \ \ \ \
(b) Yau naa hadu da wani mutum muuguu =
"Today I met a certain man (who seemed to me to be) wicked"
(c) *Yau naa hadu da wani mutum muugu-m.
(d) *Yau naa hadu da wani mutum-in muuguu.
k, (a) Taa saami fari-n yaaroo = "she has given birth to a light­
skinned baby boy".
\ \
(b) Taa saami yaaroo farii = "she has given birth to a baby boy 
(who is also) light-skinned".
(c) *Ta& saami yaaroo FARI-n.
\  V
(d) *Taa saami yaaro-n FARII.
In these examples the a. and b sentences (in 1 through f^) are identical 
except in the position of adjectives. This difference in their word 
order influences their morrhology and phonetic realisation considerably.
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Thus, in the a sentences (1 through k) the pre-posed adjectives all 
end in a short vowel and Eire obligatorily linked to their head nouns 
either by means of a nasal consonant that is homorganic with the 
initial consonant of the antecedent, or by regressively assimilating 
the final consonant or vowel of the adjective to the initial consonant 
of the noun (see Appendix A), Observe that where the adjective is 
High it tends to be on the same pitch as the preceding High of the 
head noun, with no pause in between, viz:
~Adj* + N~
(-pause)
In post-position, however, the adjective ends in a long vowel* Note 
also that in this position it has no direct link with the head noun; 
that is, no "adjective link" is used to connect it to the latter, and 
vice versa* When the preceding head noun is High, the adjective is 
realized on a lower pitch even though it remains a high syllable, viz:
-N + Adj •“
(+pause)
hence the unacceptability of all the (£) and (d) sentences in 1 
through .
Notice also that the variation in the position of the adjective affects 
the intonation and rhythm of the sentences* For example,in articulating 
the (b) sentences a junctural pause is usually made between the noun
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and its modifier. This is particularly noticeable when several 
adjectives are stacked in post-position with a listing intonation 
pattern. In such a case the individual adjectives tend to be 
heavily accented, and the pauses between them become even longer, 
e.g.
A  \  \ S  ^
5* Yau naa hacfu da wani mutum 'MUUGUU,
'BAKU, 'TSOOHOO, kuma DOOGOO, kama-r 
raaicumii•
"Today I met a certain man (who, I recall, is evil-minded, 
black, old, (and) tall like a camel."
Koo zaa kajiya bayyanaa mana kamannun fearaawon?
"Can you tell us what the thief looked like?"
\  \  "X V \  \
Ban duubee shx soosai ba»Amma naa tunaa
\ \ \ \ v r ^
yanaa saaye da wata riigaa 'kaatuwaa,
'faraa, 'saabuwaa, saakafckiyaa, mai
tsadaa kuma.
"I didn't see him properly. But he was wearing a gown 
which, I recall, was big, white, new, hand-woven, and 
expensive looking".
We shall see in chapter 5 that in such a listing pattern normal 
adjective order restrictions are relaxed. At this stage we are 
concerned only with the effect of variation in the formal properties 
of adjectives in pre- and post-position as exemplified in 1 - 6.
The overall effect of such a variation seems to be to modify, and 
sometimes to drastically change, the interpretation or effect of the
6. A.
B.
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adjective itself and of the sentence as a whole# We have attempted 
to show these differences in the translations given for the examples#
As indicated in the (a and b) sentences (1 - k) above there is 
a tendency for the interpretation of the pre-posed adjectives to be 
closely tied to the lexical properties of their respective head nouns, 
unlike the post posed ones. As a result they tend to modify their head 
more precisely than the postposed ones.
For instance, in 2 (a) the civil servant*s greatness or fame is
closely linked to his status as ms?aikaci. In 2 (b), on the other hand,
\  \ \
there is no such link between maaikaci and shahararreq.» the post-position 
of the adjective and the manner in which it is articulated at once 
rule out any suggestion that N*s greatness has any logical connection 
with his identity or quality as a civil servant. That is to say, the 
reason for his being shahararree is not necessarily connected to his job; 
the adjective is in fact two-ways ambiguous here: ambiguous in its
relationship to the noun it modifies, and ambiguous as to whether its 
reading is positive or negative for it could mean either ’famous* or 
hotorious*. To disambiguate the adjective, in particular to indicate 
whether shahararree is to be read as "well-known", "famous" or 
"notorious", it is necessary to append, say, a prepositional phrase 
with positive or negative connotations to it. E.G.
2. (b ) An sallami wani maaikacii shahararreewajen iya aiki
= "a certain civil servant who is famous for being an 
excellent workers has been dismissed".
2. (b ) An sallami wani maaikacii shahararreewajen cin hanci.
= "a certain civil servant who is notorious for 
bribe-taking ..."
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This is never necessary for pre-posed adjectives. In fact, appending 
such phrases would make the sentence ungrammatical and unacceptable:
These examples suggest that the interpretation of the adjective varies 
with its position in the noun phrase as well as with the type of noun 
it modifies.
Few Haysaists seem to have appreciated this fact, however, Tlie 
tendency for most analysts is to regard adjectives in pre- and post­
position as "synonymous" (cf. Abraham,1959» Galadanci, 19&9, also 
Parsons, 1963), aad to assume that they are completely interchangeable* 
But this is certainly not the case in my idiolect. Other Hausa native 
speakers"1' I consulted here in London4 also seem to be conscious that 
there is a difference of meaning between adjectives occupying the two 
positions, but they were not quite sure what was responsible for this 
difference or whether it applies in all cases. They were also not 
unanimous about the order in which adjectives may be stacked before 
or after the head noun.
: ’ So in order to ascertain that my own impression about these 
issues are not totally idiosyncratic and that they are shared by 
others,particularly non-linguist native speakers of Hausa, I carried 
out a number of elicitation experiments with some schoolchildren in 
Nigeria during the second term of the 1975/76 session.
*An koori wani shahararrem maaikacii wajen \iya aiki
cin hanciiI
The Tests were specifically designed to determine:
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3.2. (a) whether the subjects perceived any difference in the
semantic interpretation or effect of adjectives in 
pre-position as against post-position.
5.2. (b) whether they perceived any difference in meaning when
two or more adjectives in pre-position are permuted in 
that position.
5*2. (c) whether they perceived any difference when two or more
adjectives in post-position are permuted in that position.
5.2. (d) whether they perceived any difference in meaning when
strings of adjectives (and other noun modifiers) in pre­
position and co-occurring strings of adjectives (and 
other noun modifiers) in post-position are permuted in 
either or both those positions.
3.2. (e) Also to infer from their judgement of sentences containing
stacked adjectives in pre-position and in post-position what 
their order preferences were for adjectives in sequence, and 
finally
3.2. (f) to determine whether restrictions can be imposed on the
number of adjectives that may be strung together in pre-
and post-position.
The last two objectives were motivated largely by the uncertainty
earlier referred to regarding the nature of the restrictions that apply
when ordering adjectives in Hausa, i.e. whether they are syntactic,
2semantic, phonetic, or all three; and by the absence of any clear
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ruling on the number of adjectives that may be used, especially before 
3the Noun.
The subjects were also asked to provide some information on 
their linguistic background (i.e. to state what dialect of Hausa they 
speak), and to state their age and level of education. The aim here 
is to see whether their reactions to the test sentences have any 
correlations with such extralinguistic variables. These would be 
relevant for our purpose should the subjects diverge widely in their 
response•
if
3.3. The sentences used were based on observed and potential usage. 
The techniques used to elicit the responses of the subjects were 
modelled on those developed by Quirk, et al. to study acceptability 
in English (see especially Greenbaum and Quirk 1970). I did not 
employ all the types of test they have used in their studies, however, 
this is simply because our aims are different. All that we hoped to 
achieve in this exercise was a more objective basis for our ideas 
and conclusions about adjective use in Hausa, specifically to draw 
some insights from the general pattern of the responses to enable us 
to resolve the problems confronting us in this thesis. We, therefore, 
conducted our enquiries within a much simpler experimental structure, 
as shown in Table I below:
PERFORMANCE----------   composition
_ preference —  rating
JUDGEMENT
similarity
Table It Types of Test Used
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As can be seen from the table only one Performance test and 
two Judgement tests were considered necessary for our purpose (cf. 
Greenbaum and Quirk, henceforth "G and Q", p. 3)« ^he Performance 
test comprised a composition task only# Subjects were asked to 
complete a part of a sentence with certain adjectives in pre-position and 
in post-position. Our aim here was simply to see how they would place 
and order the adjectives they were asked to use in the frames given.
In this way we hoped to get some idea of their own use.
The two Judgement tests form the core of the experiments. The
first set of tests involved Preferential Rating only (tests 1, 2 and 3)
i.e. subjects were required to rate the sentences given them on a
5three-point scale: "good”, "bad”, and "not sure”. In the second set,
the similarity test (4) subjects were required to judge, again on a 
three-point scale, whether the given pairs of sentences were "very 
similar in meaning", "very different in meaning" or "somewhere between". 
As the Performance test was primarily intended to provide evidence from 
the subject's own use to support or refute their judgements in tests 
2 - *f, it was left until after all the other tasks had been completed.
3.*fr. The Subjects who participated in the experiments may be 
divided into four groups according to their age and/or level of 
education:
Group One: 13-16 years (Form Pour. Barewa College, Zaria)
n. as 26.
Group Two: 16-18 years (Form Five, Barewa College, Zaria)
n. = 27*
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Group Three: 19-23 years ("A" Level Class, College of Arts,
Science & Technology, Zaria) n. - 23
Group Four: 23-33 years (First Year, A.B.U., Zaria) n. = 7«
c
The, first two groups comprise pupils preparing for the WAEC 
"O'1 Level exams in Hausa, the third of pupils studying "A" Level Hausa, 
and the fourth are undergraduate students of English, who have, however, 
never taken any of the official Hausa examinations. They are older 
than the others, but have not been exposed to ’’standard" Hausa teaching. 
Informants from these three institutions were used because they are 
some of the few places where students from all the Hausa-speaking parts 
of Nigeria may be found. This, we feel, is a very ’important prerequisite 
for a study of this nature. It is just not enough for our purpose to 
find just a handful of native speakers from one Hausa-speaking area 
and draw general conclusions about Hausa adjective usage from their 
responses alone. As "standard" Hausa is in actual fact an amalgam of 
many features drawn from all the major dialects of the language, it would 
be misleading to do that. In any case, it would be false to assume 
that the speech habits of such a chosen group would be uniform in 
themselves. We know from our experience of the language and from the
n
evidence of sociolinguistic studies conducted elsewhere that variation 
is as much a feature of intra-group behaviour as it is of inter-group 
behaviour. Our guiding principle in the coice of informants, therefore, 
is the one that states that if "standard" Hausa exists at all it must 
be found where speakers from various parts of Hausaland live together 
and are in constant contact.
The institutions we have chosen provide the ideal environment
g
for this kind of interaction to take place. The breakdown of our
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informants by dialect reveals the extent of inter-dialect contact 
between them:
Kanonci 22
Katsinanci 39
Sakkwatanci 6
Zazzaganci 13
Others (Bauchi, lola etc.) 3 Total = 8^
If we consider the fact that Katsinanci is not really very 
different from Kanonci (the supposed standard variant), and the 
fact that these two jointly differ from Zazzaganci only in minor 
grammatical and communicatively insignificant matters of detail, 
we can see that the subjects used are not actually the mixed bag 
that they would appear to be at first sight. In informal 
conversations with many of them before the tests I was struck by 
the fact that hardly any of them spoke a glaringly dialectal Hausa, 
not even the six who claim to have come from Sokoto and who one 
would expect to reflect the well-known idiosyncracies of Sakkwatanci 
in their speech. Equally interesting is the fact that many of them 
had difficulty stating what dialect of Hausa they spoke, as part 
of the background information required. This was largely because 
they did not consider their Hausa to be different from that of 
anybody else. Thus our impression about the absence of any real 
difference in their spoken Hausa is strengthened by their feelings 
about their own usage.
We are therefore, right in regarding these institutions as ideal 
for our experiments. They are boarding and located in an urban
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environment; and seem to contain all the ingredients that make up 
the wider Hausa society.
The number of subjects tested was not calculated on a strict 
statistical basis, however. Participation in the tests was made 
entirely voluntary, so the numbers involved were simply of those 
who made themselves available at the time. Luckily, we had the 
full backing of the teachers and authorities of the institutions, 
so in many cases (groups 1 - 3 )  whole classes were placed at our 
disposal. This made it possible for many students to participate 
in the tests. We could have tested more students in similar 
institutions located elsewhere if we wanted to but the time and 
resources available to us were severely limited. At any rate, 
our aim was not to conduct an exhaustive study of all manner of 
variations in adjective usage and their interpretation by all 
Hausa speakers, even if that were possible, but to draw valuable 
insights from the responses of the subjects to support or refute 
our assumptions as stated above. For this purpose any number would 
do. We think the number we succeeded in testing was quite adequate 
for our purpose and for a one-man study.
3.5. All the tests, except the CompositionTest, were prerecorded 
on tape and cassette and then relayed to the subjects in the language 
laboratory of the Department of English and Modern Languages, A.B.U., 
or played back in the classrooms made available to us at Barewa 
College and the College of Arts, Science and Technology, Zaria. Typed 
copies of the recorded sentences were also given to the subjects to 
note their reactions on. Subjects were thus able to look at as well
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as listen to the test sentences at the same time. Instructions were 
recorded in English simply because the subjects were used to similar 
instructions in English for their school examinations. But in order 
to ensure that they understood exactly what they were required to do, 
verbal explanations in Hausa were given to them before they started 
the tests.
We decided in favour of an audio-visual presentation because it 
enabled us, first, to control the pace at which the subjects performed 
the tasks given them; second, to ensure that they all heard exactly 
the same thing; and third, to present the same recorded material to 
different groups of subjects in different places without variations 
or mistakes in its prosodic rendering. The last two points are 
important because Hausa is a tone language and any undue variation 
in the pronunciation of the test material as is most likely to occur 
in a "live" presentation, could lead to confusion and make it difficult 
for the subjects to record their reactions along the lines required 
of them. Furthermore, presentation by means of a questionnaire alone 
would be similarly confusing since the tone is not normally marked 
in the orthography. It was not possible for us to conduct all the 
tests in the language laboratory, however, but we were fortunate to 
find classrooms with relatively good acoustic conditions, and nothing 
happened in the course of the experiments to distract the subjects 
unduly from the tasks.
The subjects were also allowed to remain anonymous if they wanted 
to, but were nevertheless urged to provide the background information 
required, namely their age, sex, dialect, hometown and place of birth. 
(All the subjects who volunteered were male, so sex was irrelevant as 
a variable in the experiment.)
As none of them had participated in an elicitation experiment 
before, it was necessary to get the subjects to take it easy. They 
were assured that their reactions would not be assessed, nor be seen 
by their respective tutors. These assurances plus the fact that they 
were allowed to be anonymous appeared to have had a positive effect 
upon them, for they set about the tasks seriously, and recorded their 
true responses freely and unashamedly.
At the end of the tape they were asked to do the composition 
test - only the instructions were read out to them. It was thought 
that they would find it easier to do this test at the end, having just 
finished marking several test sentences with adjectives located in 
different positions and ordered in different ways. Surprisingly, 
however, only a few of them succeeded in completing this test within 
the time available. On the whole it was badly done, presumably 
because they were tired or because, having been left to their own 
devices, (with no pre-recorded accompaniment) the exercise looked like 
a real test of their personal knowledge and use, and so made some of 
them nervous. Consequently few of the responses were valid. They 
cannot therefore be used as a basis for comparing the subjects's own 
use with their judgements (as indicated in the other tests). We 
will use them, however, for the insights they provide on the various 
ways in which adjectives in pre- and post-position may be ordered in 
Hausa (see Chapter 5)*
3.6 For the registration of results, if the subject marks a 
sentence twice, say, by a tick (“^ ) and then crosses it out and 
replaces it with another mark, his response is regarded as "unsure"
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and a score of one is entered under the "not sure11 column* Similarly 
if for any reason he fails to mark any test sentence: in either case
we take it that the subject is unsure of his response to the sentence*
3.7* The results obtained for each test are displayed in the 
Tabular Appendices* The scores were calculated first for the groups, 
then for all the subjects put together.
The results in general provide strong support for our 
assumptions (see 3*1)• They show that the subjects recognize that 
variations in the position and order of Hausa attributive adjectives 
do have important consequence for the semantic interpretation of the 
latter. They thus indicate that we are right in claiming that
adjectives in pre- and post-position are not interchangeable or in
"free variation". We shall present arguments (in Chapters 4 and 3) 
in favour of treating the two positions as paradigmatically related.
The Similarity test in particular provides evidence in support 
of this point of view. The sentences comprising it may be re-arranged 
to form three sets of sentence pairs, with each set highlighting a 
particular problem and the subjects reactions towards it:
Set One: (1, 8, 13 and 15) in which the sentences were
identical except in the position of the adjective.
Aim: to test the effect of pre-position versus post­
position of the adjective.
Set Two: (2 to 7) in which the sentences were identical except
that the co-occurring adjectives were permuted in each 
of the sentences.
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Aim; to test the effect of indiscriminate order 
change of the adjectives*
Set Three; (9 to 12, 1^, 16) in which the adjectival constructions 
comprise different lexical items or clauses, but with 
similar semantic and/or syntactic function.
Aim; to test whether two formally distinct items 
could be "synompous”.
It was hypothesised that if the sentence pairs of Set One and 
Set Two are all judged ’’very similar in Meaning” by the subjects 
(i.e. their similarity scores respectively add up to 100 %) we should 
take this to mean that the subjects did not perceive any difference in 
the semantic interpretation of the adjectives in pre- and post­
position. If, on the other hand, no pair is judged in this way (i.e. 
have a similarity score of less than 100 %) we must conclude that the 
subjects feel that there is a difference in meaning between the 
sentences caused by changing the position or order of the adjectives. 
Similarly, if no pair of sentences in Set Three is judged synonymous, 
we must assume that this is due to the lexical and syntactic differences 
between the modifiers; that is, their different properties as phrases, 
clauses, nominalisations, etc., militates against their being 
interchanged without a change of meaning or effect (see Chapter *f).
Now, even a cursory glance through the results will reveal that 
none of the sentence pairs in the three sets has been judged ’’very 
similar in meaning” by the subjects. For Set One, only one of the 
four groups had a 100 % "Equals” score (i.e. 1), but this could be 
regarded as a minor aberration at the initial stage of the test, and
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does not even seriously affect the overall "equals" score for all 
the groups for that pair (92*77 %)• Furthermore the scores for the 
other three pairs of sentences in this set do not show any real 
divergence in the judgements of the groups. The results for this 
set as a whole clearly demonstrate that the subjects indeed perceived 
significant differences in the semantic effect of adjectives in pre­
position as against those in post-position. For instance the "equals" 
scores for
(Yaa auri kyakkyaawa-r yaarinyaa
8 ( x ■ v x (95*98 %)
(Yaa auri yaarinyaa kyakkyaawaa
, \ \
(Baa na son yaagaggiya-r riigaa 
and for 15 (  ^ v (80.72 %)
(Baa na son riigaa yaagaggiyaa
respectively provide indirect measures of the difference caused by
the variation in the position of the adjective in each pair. The
difference in their scores and of the other pairs, however, seems
to indicate that syntactic differences were not the only factors the
subjects considered while marking the sentences. The lexical properties
of the adjectives seem also to have affected their judgements -
otherwise they should have marked them all in the same way. They
apparently distinguished between simple adjectives and participles and
the qualitative difference in their respective relationship to the
x
head noun. Thus simple adjectives like fari and kyakkyawa seem to
be closer to the noun and focus more on the attributes of the noun
\ \ \ \ 
than "participial" adjectives like yagaggiyat bucfacfcfe, korarru etc.,
which tend to focus more attention on themselves. That is, with
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simple adjectives the noun is the focus, whereas with participials 
the focus is both on the noun and the verb from which the adjectives 
have been derived* This division in focus seems to be even more 
pronounced when the adjective is post-posed thereby making it sound 
even less closely related to the noun* (Observe, a similar difference 
in the relationship between the noun and adjective-type seems to 
exist in English: e*g* dry fruit versus dried fruit; clear road
versus cleared road; a grown woman versus a growing woman; a record 
win versus a recorded win; record delivery versus recorded delivery; 
etc.)•
Note that 13 has the lowest score not because of the adjective- 
type involved (= a simple one) but because the interposition of deictic 
nan (="the one mentioned before'*) between the adjective and noun has 
the effect of dissociating, or interrupting the relationship between, 
the two, thereby making the adjective somewhat superfluous: nan
suggests that both the speaker and the hearer know all about yaro;
s \ \
munafuki does not therefore say anything new about yaro in the sentence.
Note also the comparatively lower similarity scores achieved by 
Set Two sentences. These seem to indicate not only the subject’s 
awareness of the semantic significance of variation in adjective 
position, but also their recognition of the fact that an uncontrolled 
variation of their sequential order could have serious consequences 
for the grammaticality and / or acceptability of the sentence itself. 
Thus the very low score of 3 ("Equals" = 9*6^ %)•
\ \ \
(Yaa baani kaaton farin yaaron dookii
3 < \
(Yaa baani yaaron kaaton farin dookii
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very nearly amounts to a total rejection of the pair. This is 
presumably due to the fact that the indiscriminate permutation of 
the adjectives of the second sentence of the pair has made the 
sentence absurd and infelicitous - for it could be read as
* "He gave me (the) servant of (the) big, white horse,"
Their rejection of this sentence as semantically equivalent to the 
first sentence thus suggests that they recognize that there are 
order restrictions for adjectives in Hausa* We shall attempt to 
determine what these restrictions are in a later section (chapter 5)»
Set Three sentences have low scores also, but for a different 
reason. These indicate that even though some mai + N adjective
\ \ \ V.
phrases like mai tBooroo, mai kyau, mai zurfii, etc,, may occasionally
\ ^ \ \ 
be exchanged for matsooracii, kyakkyaawaa, zuzzurfaa, etc.,
respectively, they do not have the same meaning. (We shall return 
to this point in chapter six when we consider other phrasal noun­
modifiers).
We may tentatively conclude, therefore, that the results of 
the similarity test have verified our assumption of a close link 
between the formal (= syntactic, morphological, phonological) 
properties of Hausa adjectives and their semantic interpretation. 
Specifically, they provide the objective basis we need to answer 
the questions raised in 3*2 (a-d) in the affirmative. They also 
(plus the results of the preference test to be analysed in chapter 
five) provide us with valuable insights into the question of ordering 
adjectives when two or more co-occur in pre- and/or post-position.
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At this point we should like to dispose of one issue: the
question of the possible influence of background variables, such 
as age, sex or level of education, on the subject's reactions to the 
data presented them, as raised in 3.2 above• It is clear from 
the pattern of sill the scores for all the tests that such variables 
did not in any way influence the results (we have noted that "sexM 
is irrelevant because all the subjects were male). If they did, 
the pattern of the scores would have reflected it. We can thus 
claim that in both the Preference and Similarity tests the subject's 
responses were independent of their group membership. This is 
illustrated by the fact that the total scores for each test sentence 
were remarkably similar to the group totals, thereby indicating the 
absence of any serious divergence between the groups. The division 
of the subjects into four groups therefore had no value other than 
to make it easier to conduct the tests. Some minor variations in 
their scoring of the sentences were of course manifest, but these 
we prefer to attribute to their individual preference or, perhaps, 
to differences in their linguistic competence.
The fact that they displayed such differences, is important for 
us, however, for their very existence demonstrates that the usual 
claim that adjectives in pre- and post-position mean the same is 
false. They also seem to indicate that the problem of their variant 
interpretation can best be handled by correlating their form and 
meaning. We shall explore this possibility in some detail in the 
following chapters.
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MOTES TO CHAPTER THREE
1 I am particularly grateful to Malam Dalhatu Muhammed and
M. Gidado Bello for the useful discussions I had with them 
on this question*
2 For instance, Galadanci (1969» p* 108) has remarked:
”... There appears to be some kind of sequential ordering 
of such Adjectives; for instance a colour adjective always 
occurs last in any sequence in which it occurs. E.g. (wani) 
kosasshen doogon farin dookii (= a tall well-fed white horse).
Not '‘farin fcosasshen doogon dookii. or * doogon farin fcoosasshen 
dookii”.
He does not tell us why one sequence is acceptable and the 
others not.
3 Galadanci (op. cit*, p. 192) has stipulated that no more than
four adjectives and other modifiers may occur before and / or
after the noun. Again, he has not stated why this is so. His 
ruling is in fact in violation of his earlier assertion that 
several adjectives may qualify a noun (c.f. footnote 2 above).
In fact adjectives plus other modifiers usually add up to more 
than four both in pre-position and in post-position. (See 
Chapter 5 for details).
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k "Observed" in speech of others, particularly in radio 
advertising, newspapers and some other written sources 
(g,5- Magana Jarice, Ikon Allah, Wakokin Imfira.li V, etc.)
The sources of our examples will be indicated whenever 
possible. "Potential" refers to examples which are 
possible Hausa sentences though not actually heard in the 
speech of others.
5 Note that G and Q's "Preference" and "Evaluation" tasks
are subsumed here, for, in our view, marking a sequence as 
"good" rather than "bad" suggests that the subjects not only 
prefer it to the others in the set, but also that they find 
it more acceptable than the rest. We felt that our informants 
would most probably be confused if we insisted on a distinction 
between the two types of judgement. Hence our use of a much 
simplified, though admittedly potentially biased instruction^
As they were all non-linguist and had not participated in 
elicitation experiments before, we had to use the simplest 
kind of instruction, possible.
6 WAEC = West African Examinations Council.
7 Cf, W. Labov (1966), also Trudgill (197*0*
8 Ahmed8cDaura (1970) confirm our view about the kind of Hausa
spoken in these institutions.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRE-POSITION AND POST--POSITION IN HAUSA - A SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
4.1. Our simi/Av/fy:;; test results have confirmed our view that 
there is a difference of meaning between preposed and postposed 
adjectives. They do not, however, tell us what the difference
is, and why there is such a difference. For satisfactory answers 
to these questions we must rely on clues provided by the language 
itself as well as on our own native intuitions. As meaning and 
form are regularly correlated in Hausa we must assume that the 
difference in meaning between the two adjective forms is associated 
with the difference in their formal properties. Our task in this 
chapter and the next one is to determine what the formal-semantic 
characteristics of adjectives in pre- and post-position are.
4.2. There is a difference in meaning between preposed and 
postposed adjectives generally because the two positions affect both 
the shape and distribution of the adjective: (l) preposed adjectives 
are systematically linked to the head, whilst postposed ones are not 
(see 2.4, 3«1» and Appendix A); (2) preposed adjectives have a more
restricted distribution than postposed ones - that is far fewer 
adjectives may occur in pre-position than in post-position (see below). 
These formal differences have as their semantic correlates the 
different associations that adjectives in pre- and post-position tend 
to have: adjectives in pre-position are associated with greater
explicitness than their counter-parts in post-position. That is to 
say, even though adjectives in both positions generally help to narrow 
the range of reference of their head nouns, those in pre-position
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tend to do so more precisely than those in post-position.
Compare,
s l\
1# Naa ga wani mutum
I (+Asp) see certain person 
= "I saw a man1*
2* Naa ga wani doogo-n mutum
I (+Asp) see certain tall person 
= "I saw a certain tall man"
3* Naa ga wani mutum, doogoo
I (+Asp) see certain person, tall 
= "I saw a man who is» incidentallyi tall"
In (l) we are not told what sort of man was seen by the speaker.
In (2) and (3)» however, we have more information about the person
seen: we are told something about his height. But whereas doogoo
in (2) establishes the man as member of a class (of ftall men1),
in (3) it is simply parenthetic. The point of the sentence is like
that of (l), namely, that the speaker has seen someone. The only
difference is that in this case the person was additionally observed
to be "tall". Thus, even though doogoo provides some information 
\ \
about mutum. it does not serve as an aid to identification - hence 
the usual description of such postnominal adjectives as "appositional" 
modifiers in the literature (c.f. Abraham 1959» Kraft & Kirk-Greene 
197 »^ etc.).
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The semantic difference between pre-position and post­
position is best exemplified when a single noun head is modified 
by two adjectives, simultaneously, one in pre-position, the other 
in post-position, e.g:
*f. Naa ga (bafci-n )
( ) yaaron nan
(kaato-n)
I(+Asp.) see black / huge boy that-one
= "I saw the / that (black) boy
( )
(huge )
5. Naa ga Raato-n yaaro-n nan bakii
l(+Asp) see huge boy that-one black 
= f,I saw the / that huge boy (who you know is) black'1.
Consider also (6-8):
6* (wadannan) 
( ) 
(wacfancan)
j\
yaara-n
(these) 
( ) 
(those)
children
7. (wadannan) x A
(  ^ ) shakiyya-n yaara-n
(wacfancan)
(these) 
( ) 
(those)
naughty children.
8* (wadannan) ^
( ) yaara-n shafciyyai
(wadancan)
(these) children 
(those)
(who, as you can see, are being) naughty.
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Bafci-n and kaato-n in (4) and shakiyya-n in (7) serve to restrict 
the reference of yaaroo and yaaraa respectively to an identifiable 
group. Of the many boys known to the speaker / listener, only one 
is being singled out in (4). Similarly in (7), of the many yaaraa 
present in the given context only those characterised, by their 
naughtiness are referred to. Such adjectives are "restrictive" 
since their respective noun heads can be linguistically identified" 
only through the modification that they provide (c.f. Quirk and 
Greenbaum, p. 276).
In (5) and (8), however, bakii and shakiyyai provide additional 
information which is not essential for identifying the head: deictic 
nan in (5) and (8), plus kaato-n in (5) give the impression that the 
head can be independently identified. Consequently they are'hon- 
restrictive.n
Notice that even though we claimed at the beginning of this
chapter that preposed adjectives generally help to narrow down the
range of reference of their head nouns more precisely than postposed
ones, this does not mean that all preposed adjectives are "restrictive",
and that all postposed ones are "non-restrictive". The restrictive /
non-restrictive distinction applies only where the noun the adjective
co-occurs with is definite (e.g. 4-8), for nothingin an indefinite
1
NP may logically be said to be 'restrictive*.
4.5* These formal-semantic differences between adjectives in pre- 
and post-position seem to suggest that they are paradigmatically 
opposed, and that they are used to serve different purposes in Hausa- 
hence the informant's responses to the sentences of the Similarity
Test (see chapter three). Post-position is the 'unmarked' 
or 'favourite' order of the adjective in Hausa, hence its
preponderance in our data. Pre-position, on the other hand,
is marked or restricted, hence the paucity of examples in our 
corpus containing two or more adjectives in pre-position. For 
instance, consider (9-10) in which there are far fewer pre­
positions than post-positions of the modifiers:
\ \ \  \ \
9. "Daga nan ne kuma sai babban sakataren yayi
=from there is also then chief secretary he-ASP
\ \ \ V S \ v
kiraa ga dukan jama'aa da su baiwa Gwamnati
call to all people with they give government
cikakken hacfin kai.. • wa jen ganin an saami
fullest joining head towards seeing one-ASP get
\ \ ^ \ \ 
c m  nasara-n babban aikin da aka saa
win victory-of/for big work which one-ASP put
a gaba na saake *&unar da nafcasassuU.,
at/in front for changing living of handicapped.
\ \ \ \  . f \ ■
tagayyararru tf„ da kuma 'yan kaakaa-nikaayi a koo
helpless and also destitute in every
ina a kasar nan."
place in country this.
Gaskiya 1/3/76, p. 15, col. 2
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"It's then that the principal secretary mentioned, also 
called on all the people to give the Government their fullest 
co-operation to see that success is achieved in the important 
task of resettling those who are handicapped helpless and 
destitute in every part of this country"•
' \ ' \ \
10, ... gaa shi Dauraa muhimmin garii ne^  mai kyau,
see it D. important town is beautiful
\ \ \ \ \ \ \  \ 
mai tuushee, mai tsabtaa, mai farin .jinii, mai kaasaitaa,
historic clean popular fast-growing
V \ \
ammaa baa wuta-n lantarkii.
yet there is no fire of electricity.
("Letters to the Editor"
Gaskiya 2/2/76, p. 3i col. I)
You know that Daura is an important town which is beautiful, 
historic, clean, popular, (and) fast-growing, yet there is 
no electricity.
4-*4*As many adjectives may occur both in pre- and post-position, 
the tendency for Hausa speakers to use one form of the adjective more 
commonly than the other must be related to the ability of the items 
to serve different purposes in the discourse. As suggested above, 
postposed adjectives may be used without necessarily committing them 
to the identification of their noun head. Preposed adjectives, on 
the other hand, are generally used in contexts where greater precision 
or focus is required. That is to say, they are preposed to satisfy
particular discourse-related requirements like the following:
(I) The need to specify or characterize a particular noun, 
e.g.:
11• doogo-n yaaro-n
tall boy-the
st "The tall boy" ("... not the short one")
12. doogo-n yaaro-n can
tall boy-the that
= "That tall boy" not the short one")
13* tsoohuwa-r maata-r
old woman-the
= "The old woman" ("... not the young one")
Ik* saabuwa-r maata-r-sa
new wife-of-his
= "His new wife" ("... not the old one")
The adjectives in these examples are restrictive. In post­
position, however, doogoo, tsoohuwaa and saabuwaa are clearly non- 
restrictive, e.g.:
13. yaaron nan, doogoo
boy that-one tall
"The boy (we talked about) who is tall. 
( )
(in question )
16. maata-n narn tsoohuwaa 
woman that-one old
s "The woman (we talked about), who is old.
( )
(in question )
17. mootarsa saabuwaa din nan 
car-his new that one
= "That car of his, which is new"
In these examples the postmodifying adjectives provide
additional information only, and are uncommitted to the identity
\ \ yv \ \ \
of yaaro-n. maata-r. maatarsa and mootarsa respectively. These
nouns can be independently identified without the aid of any of
the adjectives that modify them. It is clear therefore that the
adjectives in (11-1*0 have a different function from those in
(13-17).
11* The need to distinguish a noun in terms off its reference
system only, e.g.: in
_ \ \
lo. babba-n yaaro-n nan
big boy that-one 
= "That big boy"
\ \
babba-n refers to the physical size of yaaroo, but m
19. babba-n sarkin nan
very important chief that-one
as "(first-class ) chief"
( )
(very important)
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The referent is babba qua sarkii. That is, the interpretation 
of babba here has nothing to do with the physical size of the 
referent.
Similarly in
20. babba-n sooja-n nan ('that high-ranking army officer')
\ \ 
the referent is babba qua soona, and m
\ \ \
21. babba-n Baraawo-n nan ('that notorious thief'), the
's \  \referent is babba qua baraawoo. Their physical size
or any other quality are of no interest here. The same applies 
to the interpretation of shahararree in (22-24):
\ \ \ ^
22. Shahararre-n ma'aikacin nan ('that well-known / famous
civil servant')
v \ \ \
Here the referent is shahararree qua ma'aikacii only; in
23* shkhararre-n mawaafein nan ('that famous singer'), he is 
shahararree qua mawaafcii only; and in
24. shahararre-n Saraawon nan (that notorious thief'), he is
shahararree qua Baraawoo only.
Now compare (25-30):
25. sarkii babba ('big/important chief') where babba is ambiguous
in its denotation between the physical size and social 
status of sarkii;
sooja ('big/important soldier) where babba is
ambiguous in its denotation between physical size and 
military rank;
fcaraawoo babba ('big thief') where babba is unambiguous, 
for cultured, reasons, and refers to the physical size of 
the referent only;
\ \ \ \ /,» 
ma'aikacii shahararree = famous civil servant •
(.the civil servant who is, incidentally^
famous.
where shahararree is ambiguous between shahararree qua 
ma'aikacii or for other unspecified reasons;
mawaafcii shahararree = (famous singer )
( ) 
(the singer who is.incidentally^ famous)
where shahararree is ambiguous between shahararree qua mawaafcii, 
or for other unspecified reasons;
baraawoo shahararree (notorious thief )
( ) 
(the thief, who is, incidentally, famous)
where shahararree is ambiguous between shahararree qua fearaawoo 
(wherein it would be interpreted as "notorious"), or for other 
unspecified reasons.
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In other words, the interpretation of the postposed adjectives
may be related to the inherent properties of the noun head or it
may have no connection with any of them. In this sense also they
are less precise than preposed adjectives, (c.f. English good singer
= good qua singer; but the singer is good may mean he is good
"at ludo", "to meet", "as a singer", etc., or that he is "honest",
"kind", "trustworthy", etc. Also eager student may mean he is
eager "to be off", "to play the piano", "to finish his homework",
f more
"to demonstrate", etc. (Foi/ details see Bolinger, 1967)).
III. To confine the sense of an adjective with a wide semantic 
field to the lexical meaning of the noun head, e.g.: ky&kkyaawaa
has such meanings as "beautiful", decent, proper, useful, interesting, 
meaningful, etc.", but in
31* kvakkyaawa-r muryaa « 
kvakkvaawa-r hiira =
kvakkvaawa-r nasaraa =
\ ' \kvakkvaawa-n bincikee «
\ \
kvakkvaawa-r haalii =
kvakkvaawa-r manufaa = 
kyakkyaawa-r yaarinyaa= 
etc.
the meaning of the adjective is obviously restricted to reflect the 
properties of the following head noun.
\
Similarly the interpretation of muuguu. farii. faraa, and jaa 
varies according to what noun they modify in (32-35)•
2melodious voice 
interesting discussion 
complete success 
thorough investigation 
decent behaviour 
good intention 
beautiful girl.
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32. muugu-n sarkii
muugu-n kalloo
\ v
muugu-n nufn
\ \ muugu-n maganaa
muugaaye-n al'aaduu
muugu-n iskaa
muugu-n guduu
33. fari-n dookii
-r maataa
-n cikii
unjust, bad, vindictive king
excessive look
bad intention
sarcastic talk
evil practices
strong wind
dangerous speed
white horse
light-skinned / white woman 
happy state
3^. .ja-r faataa
ja-r jakaa 
\
.ia-n halii
35• baki-n mutum
baki-n ruwaa 
baki-n cikii 
baki-n waayoo 
hakaake-n al'aaduu 
baki-n mai 
etc .
white man / men 
red bag
"courageous character' (= brave)
black man 
plain water
unhappy state, unhappiness 
excessive cleverness 
bad, dirty habits 
engine oil
The meanings of these sets of adjectives are sometimes related 
but as the glosses show they are seldom equivalent.
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IV, To single out or assign priority to one adjective in a 
sequence. Such an adjective is usually said on a higher pitch 
than the rest of the sequence (c.f. 5*8), e.g.:
\ s
36. riigaa saabuwaa, kuma faraa
gown new also white
= "a new white gownM
\
1FARA-r riigaa saabuwaa 
white gown new 
- " a WHITE new gown”
riigaa saabuwaa, feaatuwaa kuma faraa _____^
gown new large also white
= "a gown (which is) new, large and white"
SAABUWA-r riigaa feaatuwaa kum'a faraa
new gown large also white
= "a NEW gown, which is also large and white"
OR
saabuwa-r baka-r riigaa _ 
new black gown
■ "a new black gown"
\
BAICA-r riigaa saabuwaa 
\
BAKA-r saabuwa-r riigaa 
In these examples priority is assigned to the adjectives in bold
"a BLACK gown, which is also new"
"a BLACK new gown" 3
type. That is, they are used contrastively to reflect the speaker’s 
view that they are the most discriminative properties of riigaa.
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It is clear therefore that the difference in meaning between 
adjectives in pre- and post-position is closely related to the 
difference in their formal properties. It is also clear that many 
speakers of Hausa are not only aware of the formal-semantic 
differences between pre-position and post-position, but also take 
advantage of it to achieve varying degrees of precision, emphasis, 
or contrast in the modification process according to the pragmatic 
demands of the communication situation.
NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR
l) C.f. English a red book vs. the red book. In the former,
red is simply descriptive as the NP is indefinite; but in
the latter, it may be restrictive or non-restrictive:
the red book = (the book which is red 
(
)
)
(the book which is, incidentally,red)
2) These translations are approximate only.
CHAPTER FIVE . ORDER OF ADJECTIVES
5*1- In this chapter we will consider the restrictions that 
apply when several adjectives are concatenated in pre- and post­
position* It is not uncommon for two or more adjectives and 
other modifiers to be stacked in either position in modification 
of a single head noun. So it is important for our purpose in 
this thesis to try to determine the nature of the constraints, 
if any, that govern their co-occurrence in these positions.
We shall argue below that the relevant constraints are semantic 
rather than syntactic, and apply only in pre-position.
5.2. To help us account for the usual ordering and co­
occurrence of adjectives in pre-position and post-position the 
following semantic sets of adjectives are proposed: -
(a) adjectives denoting colour, e.g.:
bafcii / bakaa / bafcaafcee^  (black)
farii / faraa / faraaree (white)
jaa / jaajaayee (red) 
kooree / kooriyaa / kooraayee (green)
©tc •
(b) adjectives denoting taste, e.g.:
^ \ \ 
zazaafcaa / zaafcafcfcuu (sweet)
dad'daataa / (faatattuu (bitter)
daddaacfaa / daacfadcfuu (delicious)
i oo
(e) adjectives denoting smell, e.g.:
wawaaraa (sme lly, stinking)
mai kaushii (sweet-smelling)
\ \
mai han&mii (nauseous)
Cd) adjectives denoting age, e.g.:
(old) 
(young) 
(new) 
(worn)
\ \
tsoofoo / tsoofuwaa / tsoofaffii
/ . ^ y Ayaaroo / yaarinyaa / yaaraa
/ * / x \
saaboo / saabuwaa / saababbn
kood'addee / koocfadcfiyaa / koodadduu
(e) adjectives denoting size / shape, e.g.:
\
fcaatoo / kaatuwaa / fcatta . (huge)
babba / manyaa (big)
karamii / kararaaa / fcanaanaa (small)
\ , \ \ / \ \ zungureeree / zungureeriyaa / zunguraa - zunguraa
(long, luxurious)
% x \ x
shirgeegee / shirgeegiyaa / shirgaa - shirgaa
(enormous)
gundumeemee / gundumee^miyaa / gundumaa - gundumaa
(massive, heavily-built)
(f) adjectives of materialf e.g.:
ne/ta uulu (woollen)
\
ng/ta leeshi (lacey)
\
na/ta karfee (metallic)
na/ta kaataakoo (wooden)
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(g) deverbal adjectives denoting results, e.g.:
ginannee / ginanniyaa / ginannuu (’ready-built1)
saafcakfcee / saafcafe&iyaa / saafcafcfcuu (hand-woven)
\ \ \ \
cikakkee / cikakkiyaa / cikakkuu (filled)
buudaddee / buudacfdiyaa / buudadduu (open)
\ \ \ \
rufaffee / rufaffiyaa / rufaffuu (closed)
\ ' / \ v , \ v / \laalaataccee / laalaatacciyaa / laalaatattuu (spoilt) 
koorarree / koorarriyaa / koorarruu (dismissed) 
tsiinannee / tsiinanniyaa / tsiinannuu (cursed) 
zaata&ftee / zaabaSfeiyaa / zaatafiSuu (chosen) 
etc.
(h) denominal ad.jectives denoting provenance or ethnic 
backgrounds e.g.:
bahaushee / bahaushiyaa / Hausaawaa (Hausa, Hausa-speaking)
batuuree / batuuriyaa / tuuraawaa ('European(s) )
\ \ \ ^
balaarabee / balaarabiyaa / laarabaawaa (Arab (s) )
% \ \  ^ \ ^
babarbaree / babarbariyaa / bareebarii (of Barber stock,
Kanuri)
*4 \ \ \
bayarbee / bayarbiyaa / yarbaawaa (Yoruba, Yoruba-speaking)
' (i) general adjectives. e.g.:
\ \ \ \  ^ ^
matsiyaacii / matsiyaaciyaa / matsiyaataa (destitute*
aggressive)
bahagoo / bahaguwaa / ?bahagwai (left-handed, difficult) 
butulu (ungrateful)
munaafukii / munaafukaa / munaafukai (unreliable)
na-/ta-gari (decent, well-behaved)
s \ \
mai fara'aa / raaasu fara'aa (polite)
\ \ v S
mai aadalcii / maasu aadalcii (just) 
mummuuna / muunaanaa (ugly) 
kyakkyaawaa / kyaawaawaa (beautiful)
malaalaacii / malaalaaciyaa / malaalaataa (lazy, indolent) 
etc.
Observe that the sets are not intended to be absolute, but 
simply to reflect general characteristics. The labels used are 
also arbitrary, as others could esily be substituted; for 
instance, sets a, ,e and could just as well be labelled ’’hue”, 
"dimension", "consequence" respectively.
As indicated in (3*2) above, one of the aims of the 
elicitation experiments with some native informants was to 
determine what restrictions, if any, are applicable when ordering 
Hausa adjectives in pre- and post-position (see 3*2 (e) ). This 
question has to my knowledge received little or no attention in 
existing Hausa studies, despite the fact that speakers can distinguish 
between what adjective sequences are acceptable and which ones are 
unacceptable when they are used in modification of a single head 
houn. This is particularly the case in pre-position. For instance, 
consider the following examples: -
1. a. Taa haifi shirgeege-n baki-n yaaroo
she deliver huge black baby-boy
+ Asp.
="She has given birth to a huge black baby boy".
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C.f *
Z a*
b.
3 a.
b.
c.f. 
a.
\  V
*Taa haifi baki-n shirgeege~n yaaroo
she deliver black huge baby-boy
+Asp
= * ’’She has given birth to a black huge baby boy".
Taa haifi yaaroo, shirgeegee, bafcii*
she deliver baby-boy huge black 
+Asp.
= "She has given birth to a baby boy, who is huge 
and black11
Taa haifi yaaroo, bafcii, shirgeegee.
She deliver baby-boy, black, huge 
+ Asp
= "She haB given birth to a baby boy, who is black, 
as well as huge"
v \ \ n \ \
Audu naa da zungureenya-r fara-r mootaa.
Audu has with long white car
= "Audu has a long white car"
'Audi naa da fara-r zunRurftariya-r mootaa
Audu has with white long car
- "Audu has a white long car"
\ \ \ % \ \ \
Audu naa da wata mootaa, faraa, zungureeriyaa.
Audu has with certain car white long
= "Audu has a car, which is white and long."
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Audu naa da wata mootaa, zungureeriyaa, faraa. 
Audu has with certain car long white.
= "Audu has a car, which is long and white".
\ \ \.  ^ \ 
Yanaa da zungureeriya-r tsoohuwa-r fara-r mootaa
He-has with long old white car
"He has a long old white car"
s \ \ \ N
*Yanaa da fara-r tsoohuwa-r zungureeriyar mootaa. 
He-has with white old long car
= "He has a white old long car"
* Yanaa da tsoohuwa-r zungureeriya-r fara-r mootaa 
He-has with old long white car
= "He has an old long white car"
\ \ \ \
*Yanaa da tsoohuwa-r fara-r zungureeriya-r
He-has with old white long
= "He has an old white long car"
Yana^da mootaa faraa, tsoohuwaat zung\ir e er iyaa
He-has with car white old long
="He has a car, (which is) white, old and long"
\  \  \  V A
Yanaa da mootaa tsoohuwaa, faraa, zungureeriyaa 
He-has with car old white long
= "He has a car, (which is) old, white and long"
mootaa
car
V \ X \ • "
Yanaa da mootaa zungureeriyaa, faraa, tsoohuwaa 
He has with car long white old
= "He has a car, (which is) long, white and old".
\  \ \  \ ^ '
Yanaa da mootaa zungureeriyaa, tsoohuwaa, faraa
He-has with car long old white
s= "He has a car, (which is) long, old and white
Yaa sayi wata laalaatacciya-r zungureeriya-r
he (+Asp) buy certain damaged long
%
tsoohuwa-r fara-r mootaa 
old white car
a "He has bought a damaged, long, old, white car"
% \ \
*Yaa sayi wata fara-r laalaatacciya-r tsoohuwa-r
he buy certain white damaged old
+Asp.
v \ \
zungureeriya-r mootaa
= "He has bought a white, damaged, old, long car"
*Yaa sayi wata tsoohuwa-r fara-r laalatacciya-r
He buy certain old white damaged
+Asp.
\  ^ \zungureeriya-r mootaa.
long car
= "He has bought an old, white, damaged, long car"
\ \ N \ \
* Yaa sayi wata zungureeriya-r tsoohuwa-r laalaatacciya-r
He buy certain long old damaged
+ Asp.
fara-r mootaa. 
white car
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c.f •
8 a*
b.
c.
» "He has bought a long* old, damaged, and white car"
Yaa sayi wata mootaa laalaatacciyaa, zungureeriyaa,
he buy certain car damaged long
+Asp.
tsoohuwaa, faraa* 
old white*
= "He has bought a car, which, among other things, is 
damaged, long, old, (and) white*
\ \ \ \
Yaa sayi wata mootaa faraa, laalaatacciyaa,
He buy certain car white damaged
+Asp.
tsoohuwaa, zungureeriyaa 
old long
= "He has bought a car, which, among other things, is white, 
damaged, old (and) long"
\ \ v ^
Yaa sayi wata mootaa tsoohuwaa, faraa, laalaatacciyaa,
He buy certain car old white damaged
+Asp.
v  ^
zungureeriyaa*
long
= "He has bought a car, which, among other things, is old, 
white, damaged, (and) long"
\  N s v
Yaa sayi wata mootaa zungureeriyaa, tsoohuwaa,
He buy certain car long old
+Asp*
laalaalacciyaa, faraa* 
damaged white*
="He has bought a car, which, among other things, is long, 
old, damaged, (and) white"
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Our task here is to determine why examples l.a, 3.a and 5«a 
are acceptable, and l.b, 2.b, 3»b-d, and 7.a-d are either doubtful 
or totally unacceptable, even though there is nothing grammatically 
wrong with them.
5.*+. The unacceptability of l.b, 3*b, 5*b-d and 7.b-d seems 
at first to be due to their non-compliance with a simple phonetic 
rule of Hausa which specifies that where no priority is attached 
to any one of the adjectives premodifying a single noun head, the 
longer adjectives should precede the shorter ones. (For the 
operation of this rule, the relative length of the adjectives is 
to be judged according to the number of syllables they each have.)
This rule seems indeed to account for the acceptability of 
l.a, 3«a» and 5»a and for the apparent infelicity of the Js, jd and 
cl sentences. It is not adequate for 7.a, however. The doubtful 
acceptability of 7«a. strikes us as being probably due as much to 
uuantity of the premodifying adjectives as to their relative 
lengths.
Examples 5«a and 7»a are identical except in the quantity of 
the premodifiers: the latter has one adjective more than the former.
Therefore the difference in the acceptability rating of 7.a may well 
be related to the fact that it has more premodifiers than 5«a. If 
this is the case, then we must conclude that there is a limitation 
on the number of adjectives that may felicitously co-occur in pre­
position: the different ratings of 5»a and 7«a suggest that three
2is the 'maximum number that may be used in this way.
10
The existence of this restriction seems also to suggest
that it is almost equal in status to the phonetic rule stated
above. It may in fact be regarded as being more important since
there are occasions when considerations of adjective length are
normal
not crucial for the/ordering of prepoeed adjectives - for 
instance, where all the adjectives have relatively the same
length. Consider the ordering of saaboo (new, masc.), farii (white)
^ \
and babba (big) in 9 - 12 and of saabuwaa (new, fern.) and kaatuwaa
(huge, voluminous) in 13 - 15 below: -
\  ^
babba-n fari-n dookinsa
big white horse-his
- "His big, white horse"
*farin babban dookinsa 
white big horse-his 
= *"His white big horse"
saabo-n fari-n wandoo 
new white trouser 
“ new white (pair of) trousers"
*fari-n saabo-n wandoo 
white new trouser 
= "* (a) white new (pair of) trousers"
babba-n saabo-n garii 
big new town 
= "a big new town"
b.
10 a.
b.
11 a.
* saabo-n. babba-n garii 
="*a new big town"
\ \ 
babba-n saabo-n fari-n kwaanoO
big new white bowl-the
= "the big new white bowl"
\ \
*saabo-n babba-n fari-n kwaano-n
new big white bowl-the
=*"the new big white bowl"
\ \
*fan-n babba-n saabo-n kwaano-n
white big new bowl-the
=" * the whi te, big new bowl"
*fari-n saabo-n babba-n kwaano-n 
white new big bowl-the 
5="*the white new big bowl"
\ \
fcaatuwa-r saabuwa-r riigaa
voluminous new gown 
~'a voluminous new gown"
*saabuwa-r fcaatuwa-r riigaa 
new voluminous gown
-" ? a new voluminous gown"
\ N \
Naa sayi kaatuwa-r saabuwa-r fara-r riigaa
I buy voluminous new white gown
+Asp.
="I have bought a voluminous, new, white gown"
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*Naa sayi saabuwa-r fcaatuwa-r fara-r riigaa.
I buy new voluminous white gown
4-Asp
= "I have bought a new, voluminous, white gown”
*Naa sayi saabuwa-r fara-r kaatuwa-r riigaa
X buy new white voluminous gown
4-Asp
="* I have bought a new, white, voluminous gown”
Yaa bar masu wani laalaataccen kaato-n
He leave them certain damaged big
4-Asp
bafci-n gidaa 
black house
= ”He left them a damaged, big, black house
* Yaa bar masu wani laalaatacce-n bafci-n
he leave them certain damaged black
4-Asp
kaato-n gidaa 
big house
=”* He left them a damaged, black, big house”
*Yaa bar masu wani bafci-n laalaatacce-n
he leave them certain black damaged 
4-Asp
fcaato-n gidaa, 
big house
a1** He left them a black, damaged, big house”
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The inadequacy of this rule is clearly demonstrated by 
the fact only a few of the examples are acceptable* If 
adjective length is decisive in these sequences, most of them 
should be acceptable. Notice further that the examples contain 
the same number of adjectives, so the unacceptability of the 
b, and jc sequences cannot be attributed to this factor. We 
therefore have to look for an alternative explanation.
5.*f.l«
We may here refer to the fact that a similar problem of
adjective ordering in pre-position has been observed in other
languages, notably English. Several attempts have been made to
Whorf 19^5»
account for this problem (e.g./Vendler 1965, Fries 1952, Danks 
and Glucksberg 1971, Danks and Schwenk, 1972, etc.) but the 
explanation that is most commonly given for it is that the 
adjectives are ordered according to what attributes they denote:
* general1 or *specific*. Thus, according to Whorf (19^5) the 
group of (English) adjectives "referring to ’inherent* qualities - 
including colour, material, physical state (solid, liquid, porous, 
hard, etc.) provenience, breed, nationality, function, use - has 
the reactance of being placed nearer the noun than the other group, 
which we may call one of non-inherent qualities., though it is 
rather the residuum outside the first group - including adjectives 
of size, shape, position, evaluation (ethical, esthetic, or 
economic). These come before the inherent group, e.g. large red 
house (not red large house), steep rocky hill, nice smooth floor
( p .  108)  . . . "
This explanation seems to be quite plausible, as it can be 
used to account for the ordering of a good many adjective sequences
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in English and other languages* It has certain shortcomings, 
however. For instance, as observed by Crystal (1972, 1^1), in 
the phrase small round pink face it is difficult to tell which 
attribute is the most important feature of face* Is it its 
smallness, its rotundity, or its pinkness? The answer seems 
to depend entirely on the perception of individual speakers*
But as far as the ordering of the adjectives is concerned there 
is no choice* Whatever adjective we take to denote the central 
attribute of face, the order remains the same - hence *pink round 
small face and *round small pink face are not acceptable* The 
normal or expected order may be disturbed only if we want to 
single out one of the adjectives in the sequence, e*g.:
16. I mean the man with the PINK round face (.*• not the
man with BROWN round face)
17• I mean the man with the ROUND small pink face (*.. not
the man with the TRIANGULAR small pink face)
In these two sentences the speaker is in each case singling 
out a particular attribute of face by putting extra intonational 
emphasis on it. For this reason the adjective so emphasized may 
come first in the sequence, whatever its normal position elsewhere*
Another drawback of Whorf's hypothesis, is the fact that it 
provides no clue as to the correct ordering of adjectives belonging 
to one or the other of the two sub-classes he posited. That is, 
suppose we have a sequence of two or more "inherent” adjectives,
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and a similar sequence of "non-inherent" adjectives* How do 
we go about ordering them behind the noun head? For example, 
brown and wooden are "inherent" in Whorf's sense* But whereas 
a brown wooden spoon is acceptable, * a wooden brown spoon is 
not* Also, big and round are "non-inherent" in Whorf's framework. 
But whereas a big round building is acceptable, * a round bip; 
building is not. These suggest that the inherent - non-inherent 
distinction proposed by Whorf is inadequate for accounting for 
adjective ordering in English.
It also seems inadequate for Hausa. The unacceptability 
of all the Ja, £  and d, sequences in examples 1 - 1 5  above suggest 
that Hausa too has a 'fixed' or expected order for adjectives.
A close examination of these and other examples in our data reveals 
a consistent tendency for all the adjectives that may occur in 
pre-position to be ordered according to what "quality" they 
individually denote not merely according to whether they are 
inherent or non-inherent.
Thus in (1-15) above the relative order of the adjectives 
may be presented as follows: -
1. a. (det.) - size - colour - N
3. a. (det.) - size - colour - N
3. a. (det•) - size - age - colour - N
7. a. (det•) - general - size - age - colour
9. a. (det.) - size - colour - N
11. a. (det.) - size - age - N
12. a. (det.) - size - age - colour - N
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13* a. (det.) - size - age - N
14. a* (det.) - size - age - N
13* a. (det.) - result - size - colour - N.
These reveal five possible sequences, viz.: -
I det - size - colour - N (l.a, 3*a, 9*a)
IX det - size - age - N (11.a, 12.a, 13*a)
III det - age - colour - N (10.a)
IV det - general - size - colour - N (ljp.a)
V det - general - size - age - colour - N (7a)
These five sequences in turn give us sequence VI; - 
VI (det./dim. - general - result - size - age - colour - N)
NP
as the general or preferred order of adjectives in pre-position*
That is to say, in stacking adjectives prenominally 'colour' 
adjectives are generally placed last in the sequence, preceded 
by "age" adjectives, which in turn may be preceded by 'size' adjectives. 
All of these are then preceded by adjectives of "result" or adjectives 
denoting "general" qualities* Finally, these are preceded by 
determiners or diminutives or an appropriate combination of both 
of them.
The adjectives used in our fifteen examples are some of the 
commonest in the language. They are morphologically 'simple' and 
'central' (see 2.4). So their ordering may be regarded as typical 
in Hausa. There are, hov/ever, a few other 'central' adjectives,
which are not represented in the examples, but which seem to be
subject to the same order restrictions as the others. These
include such adjectives of "taste/smell" as daddaacfaa, z&zzaaicaa. 
\
wawwaaraa, etc. These normally precede "result" and thus follow 
"general" adjectives, c.f. (16-23) below: -
16. daddaada-n maaganii
sweetened medicine
17• kyakkyaawa-n maag&nii
beautiful medicine
- "an efficacious drug"
18. kyakkyaawa-n daddaada-n maaganii
beautiful sweetened medicine
- "an efficacious sweet drug"
19* daddaada -n kyakkyaawa-n maaganii
sweetened beautiful medicine 
= ? a sweet efficacious drug
\ \
20. kyakkyaawa-n saabo-n maaganii
= "an efficacious new drug"
21. daddaada-n saabo-n maaganii 
= "a sweet new drug"
\ \ \
22. kyakkyaawa-n daddaada-n saabo-n maaganii
="an efficacious sweet new drug"
23* ?* daddaada-n kyakkyaawa-n saabon maaganii
= "a sweet efficacious new drug"
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We may therefore extend our order pattern VI to include such 
adjectives of taste / smell as follows: -
VII j det*- dim.- gen* - taste / smell - result - size -
age - colour - N
NP
where "det*" » determiner, "dim.” - diminutive,
"gen." ■ general, and N = noun head.
5*5*
Our intuitions about the preferred ordering of Hausa adjectives 
in pre-position are confirmed by the responses of our informants to 
similar premodifying sequences as (1-23) above which were presented 
to them in the Preference Tests (batteries I, II, and III (Test One) 
and IV (Test Two) ). The detailed results for all the tests are 
presented in the Tabular Appendices (Appendix B tables 1-9)* Here 
we will consider only a few of the examples used. As can be seen from 
both the group "bad” and total "bad" scores for Battery I sentences 
(table 1) the subjects consistently rated sequences in which "size” 
adjectives precede "colour” adjectives higher than those in which 
they do not. See particularly the scores for examples(4-8). Note 
also that the scores for clearly demonstrate that where "size and 
"age” adjectives co-occur, the former should precede the latter; l.a 
also shows that where "age” and "colour” adjectives co-occur, the 
former should also precede the latter.
Similar judgements were obtained with respect to Batt* II and 
Batt. Ill sentences (tables 2 & 3 respectively) containing three and 
four premodifiers respectively. That is, the examples with the lowest
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negative ratings are those which are ordered according to the 
rule schema presented above*
There are a few instances^ however^ where the sentences which 
were judged acceptable by the informants may appear to violate 
the ordering rule, e.g. Batt. II (10, 11, 13 and Ik), This is 
not the case, however. Example (10) is preferred by the informants 
to (11, 13 and 14) for cultural reasons; manya-manya is grammatically 
the plural form of bkbba; consequently they interpreted manya-
A \ N y v
manya-n riigunaa in (10) as a compound nominal whose first member 
is an adjective and which functions as a whole as the plural form
v *
of the condensed compound babba-r riigaa. the designation of a 
well-known garment worn commonly by the Hausa. In other words, they 
analysed the phrase as
In this analysis, therefore, there is no order violation in sentence
(10); the colour adjective jaaiaayee may be said to be appropriately 
located at the head of the premodifiers in the sentence. In sentences
(11), (13) and (l*f) (example 12 is opposed to example 9 - hence its 
score), however, there is no ambiguity about the connection of manya- 
manyaa to riigunaa: the former is the adjectival modifier, whilst
the latter is the head - hence the varied location of manya-manyaa
in the sentences. Note also that riigunaa does not refer to any
manya-manya- rather than
N
simply E* A  A  tmanya-manya-(n
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specific garment in these examples. Of these three examples, 
only (11) may be said to conform with the ordering rule - hence it 
receives a lower negative score than the other two.
Observe further that even though (13) is deviant in regard 
to the ordering of jaajaayee. it receives a higher rating than 
(Ik) (which is ‘better' order-wise) because it was presented with 
extra intonational emphasis over the whole NP. The subjects 
response thus indicates, as expected, that intonation can be made 
to outrank normal order restrictions in premodification. In other 
words, the normal adjective order may be inverted only if one of the 
adjectives in the string is deliberately singled out to indicate that 
priority is being attached to the attribute it denotes. In this way, 
the adjective concerned is emphasized i.e. is articulated with 
greater force than the rest to indicate that the ordering rule is 
being relaxed in accordance with the pragmatic demands of the 
communication situation (c.f. *f.2, IV).
&3.I-
Given these results we predicted that if the subjects were to 
be presented with a set of adjectives denoting "size", "colour"; 
"age", etc. and request them to order them all prenominally, they 
would most probably order the "size" before the "age" adjectives, 
the 'general* before 'taste' and 'size'^finally place the whole lot 
before the "colour" adjectives. In this way they should produce 
sequences that would be consonant with our earlier impressions and 
with the results of the preference tests.
Section C. Test Five (the Completion Test) was designed to test 
this assumption. As explained in Chanter 3. however, only a few
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informants were able to participate in this part of the experiments. 
Furthermore, few of the responses were valid. Inspite of these 
drawbacks the responses we had provide interesting insight into the 
subjects own use of adjectival modifiers, as distinct from their 
judgement of other people's use of same. The sequences they produced 
also seem to confirm our views. Some variations were noticed here, 
however, probably due to the smaller number and types of adjectives 
they were asked to use. Thus when they were given the sentence:
Yaa baani
\
riigaa
and the following set of adjectives - tsoohuwaa (’'age") huujajjiyaa 
("result"), fcaatuwaa ("size") baicaa ("colour"), ta leeshii ("material") 
saafcafcfciyaa ("result") and mai kyau ("general") - to use to fill in 
the blanks as appropriate, the subjects produced the following sequences:
A. Two modifiers before N, or
1. (i 
(ii 
(iii 
(iv 
(v 
(vi 
(vii
jpge
[C«Size
E*Result + size
Adj, + N
... n - 2
NP
[[Age + colour^ + N "J
ESize + colour! + N IA NP
Result + colour! + N I
”A J NP
+ colour7 + N I
A NP
+ age [J + N "7 
A
j[Age + size J + N J
NP
NP
+ N
A
NP
= 9 occurrence(s)
= 1
= 1
NP
Three modifiers before N. or I Adi, - + N I  Npl ••• n = 3 J
where one of them is a "colour" adjective
NP,
(i)//Age + result + colour "7 + N / = 7  occurrence(s)
L A NP
(ii) //Age + size + colour^ + = 3  "
L A NP
(iii) I [Result + size + colour! + N/ a 2 "
L A -* NP
(iv) I/Result + age + colour! + Ni = 1  "
lr A -J NP
(v) (Result + result + colour ! + N /
r  a J
= i
NP
(vi) [/Size result ~ colour 1 + N I = 1  "
L A J NP
Four modifiers before N, or iAdj * + N]
NPl  ... n = JNP^
where one of them is a "colour"adjective:
= 2 
NP
(i) /[Size + result + age + colour! + N
L JA -*I
(ii) IjAge + result + size + colour 7 + N / = 2
L JA -'NP
(iii) /[Age + size + result + colour 1 + N / = 1LL JA -J NP
(iv) Ipize + result + result + colour! + N f = 1
LT A J NP
Five adjectives before N, or [Adj. + n7
NPL- ... n  a 5 ^NP
of which one is a "colour" adjective
NP
= 1
4. I,. .o.K»r]r ^  . 1
(ii) //age + result + size + result + colour/ + Nj
LL JA J
(iii) [size + colour + result + age + result / + NIL ‘ a  ]
(iv) [age + colour + result + result + size J + Nl
L A J]
Notice the progressive decrease in the number of successful completions 
as we move from A-D. This may be a reflection of the growing difficulty 
of the task, or of the subjects inability or unwillingness to produce 
premodifying sequences which are at variance with their own normal 
usage. One informant in fact modified his entry for C to read "Yaa 
baani wata irin kaatuwa-s saafca&kiya-b baka-r riigaa" (= "he gave 
me a certain type of large, hand-woven, black gown"), which is perfectly 
acceptable despite the unsolicited increase in the length of the 
premodifying sequence. In support of this explanation is the fact 
that virtually all those who attempted this test appeared to have had 
no difficulty in completing the A and B sentences with the given 
modifiers arranged in the correct order. Their success in this respect 
seems to confirm our earlier suggestion that it is possible to use 
up to three adjectives to premodify nouns, that anything exeeding that 
number would most probably sound forced and / or unnatural.
This is not to suggest that four or more adjectives cannot be 
used to specify a head noun in preposition. The first two entries 
for C and D in fact show that this is quite feasible, depending on 
the criteria needed to specify the referent of a particular noun 
properly. This sort of usage is rare, however. For this reason the
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subjects inability to comply with our instructions, and the 
uncertainty displayed by the few who were brave enough to complete 
this section of the test are quite understandable! it is perhaps 
not easy to produce premodifying sequences that are theoretically 
possible, but which one knows to be unusual or not in accord with 
one’s everyday usage*
The subjects judgement of the strings of premodifiers in (Test 2,
IV) further illustrate this point. Their divergent reactions (see
various scores in table 7) to these sequences seem to match the
uncertainty they later on displayed when ordering the five adjectives
they were asked to use in D in the completion test* This seems to
indicate that native speakers vary not only in their attitude towards
others using such sequences but also towards their own use of them*
Some subjects disapproval of (2. iv) sentences (verbalised in the
course of the experiment with such expressions as "Kail11 or "too
long!") and difficulty in doing the C and D sentences may thus be
attributable to the same factor: the rareness and unnaturalness of such
3usage* In support of this view is the fact that sequences containing 
four or more premodifying adjectives are hard to come by even in 
Hausa writing. Nothing we were able to find in written Hausa contains 
more than three adjectives in sequence, (cf* (38) and (39) in Chapter 
above. Some of the test sentences we have ourselves constructed 
(e.g. Batt. Ill and Batt. IV) are only theoretically possible, and 
not actually heard#
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The evidence provided by the completion test was thus not 
inconsistent with our own intuitions about the limitation on 
the number of adjectives in pre-position. It also seems to 
lend strong support to our own ideas about the correct ordering 
of adjective strings in pre-position. Notice that there is a 
slight variation in the subjects ordering of 'non-colour' 
adjectives, that is, they seem to be a little more flexible in 
their ordering of all except the colour adjectives. We do not 
see this as necessarily conflicting with our own assumptions, 
however. The difference seems to be due to the smaller number 
and types of adjectives they were asked to use for the purposes 
of the test.
Having established that adjectives in pre-position are
ordered according to what 'quality' they denote, we go on to
present in table JL, a number of preposed adjective sequences and
other premodifiers to reflect general order preferences in Hausa*
(Literal translations for the examples used in the table
may be given as follows:
1. "A cursed, big, black woman"
2. "A (funny—looking) lame school teacher"
3* "A lazy, old woman"
"A beautiful, moderate-sized, white girl"
3. "A huge, black boy"
6. "An ugly, big, white race horse"
7- "These mad, little / junior labourers"
8. "That damaged / unserviceable, long, old, red car"
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9* "Some Bhortish, white, people"
10. "A delicious, new catarrh drug"
11. "A smelly, black oil"
12. "A big, new, white bridge"
13* "A voluminous / an outsize, new, yellow gown" 
l*f. "A hand-woven, big, white cap"
15- "Some / certain, untrustworthy, dismissed, senior, old 
civil servants"
16. "That cowardly, small, black lady"
17. 1!This grubby, torn, old rag"
18. "A sweet, white candy"
19* "Some thin, black sticks"
20. "An impressive, red bird"
21. "A skinny, new harlot" ).
5*6.1 As earlier demonstrated in (^.2 (d) ) and (5*^1) it is 
possible to set aside the normal order of the adjectives in order
to make one of them more prominent, or to indicate a contrast. For
example, in(2*+ - 6) saabo, fcaaiTuwaa and bafcaa are assigned priority 
over the other adjectives by moving them to the beginning of the 
sequences and accenting them more heavily than in their normal 
position:
2*f. daddaa<fa-n saabo-n maaganii -—
* SAABO-n daddaacfa-n maaganii
25* saakakkiya-r kaatuwa-r fara-r huulaa —
KAATUWA-r fara-r saakakkiya-r huulaa.
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26. £an£anuwa-r baka-r mace *-----5s”
lBAKA-r fcanfcanuwa-r mace.
(c.f. also (5“S) examples k2 + kj)»
We may also add here that even though the order patterns
presented in the table reflect the preferences of quite a large
number of native speakers of Hausa, they must not be regarded as
absolute. We must allow for the possibility that others may vary, 
though this seems unlikely. But if they do vary at all, they will 
most probably only differ from us in their attitude toward some of 
the sequences containing stacked adjectives. That is, they may 
regard some of them as "too^long" (as some of our informants responded 
to similar sequences in the preference tests, see 5*^)* but we will 
not expect them to judge the examples as ill-formed or ungrammatical.
5.7. The ordering of adjectives and other noun modifiers 
postnominally is subject to far fewer restrictions than their ordering 
prenominally. For instance, there is no requirement that they be 
ordered according to their semantic properties or syllable quantity, 
c.f. 2k - Jk (also 2, *f, 6, 8 above):
\  \  f \  ^
2k, Yaa sayi mootaa bakaa, zungureeriyaa
he buy car black long / luxurious
+Asp.
= 'He has bought a car, which is black and long1 
\ N
25* Yaa baani riigaa faraa saabuwaa
he give-me gown white new
•fAsp.
= 'He gave me a gown, which is white and new'
26, Yaa baani riigaa faraa kuma saabuwaa
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He give-me gown white also new 
+ Asp.
n 'He has given me a gown, which is, incidentally, white 
as well as new!
27. Ka eawoo man riigaa, balcaa koo .jaa
You buy me gown, black or red
=s 'Buy me a gown, black or red*
28. Gaa shi feaatoo ammaa ga.jeeree 
See him big yet short
= 'He is huge yet short *
\ \ % \  ^ A
29* Assalaamu alaikum jama'aa, mazaa da maataa, yaaraa
Peace to-you people male and female young
v A da manyaa
and adult
= 'Peace be upon you people, male and female* young and old*
\  ^ 'k V y ^
30. Wannan littaafii yaa kunshi hikaayooyii cfarii, ga.je.i.jeeruu.
this book it enclose tales 100 short
+Asp.
maasu ma'anaa fadakarwaa da farantaawaa  }  ----------
meaningful cautioning and pleasing 
= 'This book contains a hundred tales, which ar& short * 
meaningful, instructive and pleasing.'
31* Naa sayi riigaa faraa, saabuwaa, babba, ta leeshii,
I buy gown white new big of lace
+ Asp.
wadda ta fi_____ karfiinaa.
which it surpass strength-my.
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= 1 I have bought a gown, (which is) white, new, big, lacey, 
(and) which is too big for me1
x \ \ ' \ '
32, Naa sayi riigaa faraa, saabuwaa, babba, mai tsaadan tsiyaa,
I buy gown white new big has expense excess
+ Asp,
wadda aka yi a Kano baara 
which one do in Kano last-year
= 'I have bought a gown, (which is) white, new, big. 
extremely expensive, (and) which was made in Kano 
last year1
c,f* >> \ \ x \ >■ 
33# Naa sayi riigaa faraa. saabuwaa. babba. ta leshii. mai aikii.
wadda aka yi a Kano baara.
= 'I have bought a gown, (which is) white, new, big, made 
of lace, (which is) embroidered, (and) which was made in 
Kano last year*
. \ \ N \
34-• Naa sayi wandoo na leeshii, saaboo. babba. farii,
a 'I have bought a pair of trousers made of lace, (which is)
new, big, (and) white*
Apart from demonstrating that adjectives in post-position are 
freely ordered, these examples also reveal other interesting facts# 
They reveal, for example, that connectives like kuma (*also*) koo 
(*or*), atnma ('but* / 'yet'), da ('andD may be used here, whereas 
they are not allowed by the grammar in pre-position. Similarly 
relative clauses, whether restrictive or non-restrictive, as well as
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a number of adjectival compounds formed by prefixing mai- or na-/ta- 
to a noun, etc. may also occur here. These add to the flexibility 
in the ordering of the modifiers. (See chapter six)
But they may also make clarity harder to attain. As indicated 
in (33) and (3*0 it is sometimes not easy to tell which noun a 
particular modifier is related to in a postmodifying sequence,
especially where adjectives of material (na/ta - N) or (mai - N)
/ \ x Vconstructions are involved. Thus in (33)» is it riigaa or leeshii
' ^ \ \ \ \ v
that is being modified by mai aikii and wadda aka yi a Kano baara?
/ , n n sSimilarly, in (3*0» is it wandoo or leeshii that is being modified
by saaboo, farii and babba?
One way out of the difficulty is to move na / ta leeshii to the 
final position, e.g.:
\ \ \ \ \
35. Naa sayi wandoo saaboo. farii. babba, kuma na leeshii.
\  ■ s \ ^
36. Naa sayi riigaa faraa. saabuwaa. babba. ta leeshii.
In this way all the adjectives are brought under the dominance 
of a single noun. But it must be emphasized that the movement of 
na/ta leeshii to final position is done only for our own convenience. 
It is not intended to suggest that this is its 'normal' position, 
for we have no evidence from other people's usage that this is the 
case (see 5.8). Such ambiguities as exemplified by (33) and (3*+) are 
inescapable given the flexible ordering of the postmodifiers.
5.7,1. As argued in (*f.2) above adjectives in post-position are
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generally less precise semantically than those in pre-position and 
very often tend to do no more than provide further information 
about their head* In many cases of post-position the head is 
independently identified - hence the implication of optionality, 
even of afterthought, associated with many postmodifying sequences 
in the language* Consequently it is not possible to restrict the 
number of modifiers that may be used in post-position. For instance, 
the reason why we do not frequently come across such a sentence 
as 37,
\ \ ^ ^  \
37* Naa sayi babbar riigaa, faraa* saabuwaa* ta leeshii* mai
S \ \ V \ \ \ \ \
askaa takwas* wadda aka yi a Kano baara* mai tsaadaa* mai
v \ , s \ \  \ \ \ * . \
kwarjlnii da daukan ido, gaa kuma taushii da saukin wankii...
\ ^
? I bought a babbar riigaa which is white, new,made of lace, 
has distinguished embroidery, which was made in Kano last 
year, expensive, distinguished and radiant, soft and easily 
washable•.•
is not because they are ungrammatical but simply because they are 
seldom necessary in spoken discourse* In other words, their 
occurrence is constrained only by performance factors, - they will 
obviously be hafd to articulate fully, and will probably sound odd, 
if not unnatural, to the hearer. There is otherwise no reason why 
we should not string as many, if not more, modifiers postnominally, 
given the open-endedness inherent in the mostmodification process.
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5»7«2. In order to verify our claim that adjectival modifiers 
are ordered freely in post-position, that unlike in preposition 
there is no ordering rule governing their use, we required our 
informants to postmodify riga in the following frame
^Yaa baani riigaa..............   J
with two, three, four or more of the modifiers they had earlier
k
used to premodify it in A-D above. The sequences they produced 
are quite revealing and seem to corroborate our claim.
5
They are presented in three sets, ItQ:. , according to the 
number of modifiers the subjects had employed to derive the various 
surface orders.
E. Two modifiers after N or [n + Adj.
NP1- . ..n = 2-J NP
N + colour + resulti
[&■i
[&
+ size
+ age 
IN + size
general
A-*NP
= 5 occurrences
a 2 it
general = 5 a
general = 5 tt
general j ]
A NP
= 5 ti
colour
7 ]A-*NP
= 3 ti
general j l
ir NP
= 1 H
result ] ]
A NP
= 1 n
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(9) |n + age + result 3  J - 1 occurrences
A NP 2E
F* Three modifiers after N, or IN + Adj
(1
(2
(3
(if
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
d o
(11
(12
(13
(Ik
(15
I
[N + age
In + age
Fn . 1
L ••*n = 3J NP
[fN + colour + general
+ colour + size 
jjN + colour + general
|Jn + age + colour
[[N + size + general
J^Jn + size + colour
+ colour
+ general
[n + result + colour
N + general + colour
jjN + age + general
N + age + result
jpl + colour + age
/Jj + general + size
N + result + colour
+ age 
+ general
U p -
]L - 2 "
1 occurrences
+ general / I
A NP
12+ result I J = 2  MA NP
+ general/ / = 1
A NP
+ general] ] = 1
A NP
+ general j I = 2
A NP
+ general II - 1 M
A NP
+ general j / = 1
A NP
+ generalj I = 2
A NP
+ colour I = 1  ”
A'NP
+ colour ] | - 2  M
' A NP
+ result ] *7 “ 1 "
a"np
+ result 3 7 - I  M
A NP
+ age 3  3 = 1 H
A NP
(16)[[n + result + general + colour 1 J = 1  occurence(s)
*— "A NP
(1?) In + result + general + general J = 2  "
A NP
(18) I(N + colour + general + result I = 1 "
I- " A NP
(19) IJn + general + result + general 1 I
L" “ A
= 1 
AJNP
Four or more modifiers after N, or IN *• Adj. I
NPL ...n = *f + J  NP
N + result + colour + size + result j f = 1
~ A NP
N + size + age + result + mat. + gen. "7 7 = 1
A NP
[n + age + colour + mat. + res. + gen. J.L = 13
k
5
6
7
8 
9
(10
(11
(12
A NP
In + age + size + res. + gen. + gen. 7 7  - 1
Lr a np
llN + size + colour + res. + mat. + gen. 7 I = 2
IT A NP
I In + age + result + col. + gen. + res.'j'J = 1
1—* A NP
+ age * general + res • + mat. + col .7 / = 1
A NP
N + colour + general + res. + age + res. + size3^7f(p
iN + age + colour + size + mat. + gen. 7 / = 1
- a r
If + size + age + res. + gen. + res
A  I
+ material + colour + reB. + gen.7 / = 1
A NP
III + general + res. + age + col. + sizej I = 1
Lr a np
A NP
= 1 
IT'NP
(13
(l*f
(15
(16
(17
(18
(19
(20
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/IN + size + col. + res. + res. + age + gen.7 I 
L “A1
IJn + mat. + col. + size + age + res. + gen.J J
A 1
IjN + gen. + col. + age + res. + res. + sizeJ I -2.
L A NP
IjN + age + res. + size + col. + mat. + Sen*j I 53 1
L A NP
f IN + res. + size + gen. + col. + res. + gen. 7 / = 1L  - V np
[N + res. + mat. + col. + size + gen.7 I
L A 1
In + res. + mat. + col. + res. + gen.7 I = 1
Lr a**np
= 1
'NP
= 1
'NP
= 1
"AJNP
A NP
(N + res. + gen. + mat. + res. + size + col.7 f = 1 
r AJNP
etc, etc. etc.
These sequences are only a sample of what is possible, and cannot, 
therefore, be regarded as exhaustive; for clearly one can still 
produce a few more to fill in the blanks in the frame sentence. It
is evident even from the ones enumerated, however, that we were right
in assuming that postnominal adjectives and other modifiers in Hausa 
are not ordered strictly according to their semantic or any other 
properties. None of the combinations recurred frequently enough to 
warrant calling it the "favourite” or basic pattern. A great majority 
of them occurred once only,suggesting that speakers string postmodifiers 
as they think of them, and as they wish. This absence of any real
constraint on the ordering of postnominal modifiers is what in
effect makes it possible for the various semantic classes of adjectives 
to be combined in that position - unlike in pre-position where this 
privilege is restricted only to a few adjective classes. It is also
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what makes it possible for adjectives to be used in combination 
with other noun modifiers, like relative clauses, as we saw in 
37 above. For examples of similar combinations, see 2»III ( 
table 6), reproduced as 38-^ 1 for convenience:
38. Naa sayi riigaa faraa. saabuwaa. babba, mai kyau,
I buy gown white new big has beauty
\ \  ^ \  ^wadda aka saaroo daga Makka baara.
which one purchase from Mecca last year
= *1 (have) bought (a) gown (which is) white, new, big, (and) 
beautiful, which was imported from Mecca last year".
\ ' \ \
39. Naa sayi riigaa faraa, saabuwaa, babba. mai tsaadan
I bought gown white new big has dearness
tsiyaa, wadda duk baa innta a garm.
extreme which all none like it in town-the
ss *1 (have) bought a gown (which is) white, new, big, (which 
is) extremely dear, (and which is) unique in the town".
\ \ ^kO. Naa sayi riigaa faraa, saabuwaa, babba, ta leeshii,
I bought gown white new big of lace
s N N
wadda tafi fcarfii na.
which exceeds strength my
= 'I (have) bought a lace gown which is white, new, big, which 
is too big for me*.
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\  ^ \ \
^1. Naa sayi riigaa faraa, saabuwaa, babba, ta leeshii,
I bought gown white new big of lace
\ \ \ \ N \
mai aikii, wadda aka yi a Kano baara*
has embroidering which one did in Kano last-year.
= ’I bought a lace gown, which is white, new, big, embroidered, 
(and) which was made in Kano last year.1
These examples may give the false impression that the modifiers 
are scaled according to whether they are simple adjectives, adjectival 
compounds or relative clauses, contrary to our claim above. This is, 
however not the case, for they can all be switched round. For 
instance, the non-restrictive relative clauses need not be sentence- 
final and can be moved to other locations in the postnominal sequence.
The important thing to notice, however, is that examples 37-^1 
and, more crucially the sequences produced by our informants all 
support us strongly in our view that postmodifiers are not ordered 
in Hausa in the way that premodifiers are ordered, that this difference 
derives solely from the fact that the two adjective forms have different 
formal-semantic characteristics, as explained in chapter
It may be observed here that speakers of Hausa seem not only 
to be aware of this fact but also exploit it for purposes of 
communication. Recall our earlier remark about the paucity of 
examples in Hausa speech or writing containing two or more adjectives 
in preposition and how this seems to be related to the constraint on 
the quantity of adjectives that may be stacked prenominally - hence
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the somewhat negative or ambivalent responses registered by our 
informants in respect to H  and HJ sentences (tables 2 and 3
respectively, Tesf On®- ), as well as \V (table 7)* Examples (38) 
and (39); Chapter 4 above,, are also a case in point. In fact many 
speakers were observed seem to prefer shorter sequences. The 
general tendency is for them to postpose most modifiers, using 
pre-position only if it is necessary to define N rigorously or to 
indicate which modifier is the most discriminating in the given 
context (c.f. 4.2, d). Compare
42. *fiaabuwa-r riigaa, faraa, saafcafcfciyaa
1 \ x \ \
43. fara-r riigaa, saabuwaa, mai aikii
6ih which saabuwaa and faraa are pre-posed and strongly stressed
\
to indicate that they are the most important attributes of riiga
in 42 and in 43. The post-posed adjectives only provide supplementary
\
information about riigaa in these two sequences and are disjunctive
7
for this reason.
The choice between pre-position and post-position thus seems 
to be contextually conditioned: the use of the one form rather than
the other seems to depend entirely on the distinctions that the 
speaker wishes to make, on the aspects or qualities of the referent 
of N that he wishes to emphasize in a given context. The choice 
between them may therefore be said to be governed by a pragmatic- 
communication rule that is not unlike the one that enables English
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speakers to invert the normal order of adjectives to highlight 
one of them*
For instance, if a speaker wishes to refer to one of two 
cars, one of them French, the other German, and both of them 
white* he would say,
44. The *French white car
with stress emphasis on French, and not
45* the white French car
which is the "normal" order. He could also single out an adjective 
without necessarily inverting the normal order. For instance he 
could say
46. the *white French car
with higher pitch on white, if there are two French cars, and he 
wishes to refer only to the one which is white. Speakers of English 
could thus single out the most discriminative adjective by intonation 
and word order change. The effects achieved by means of these 
strategies seem to be analogous to those achieved in Hausa by 
systematically pre**posing attributive adjectives. The details 
vary, but in each case the motivation of the adjective order change 
is pragmatic, not grammatical, suggesting that the conditions under 
which speakers may vary the normal order of adjectives are virtually 
the same in many languages.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE
1) See tables 1 and 2, chapter 2 for details regarding 
the forms of the adjectives.
2) C.f. Galadanci (1969) who claims that a maximum of four 
modifiers in what is allowed in pre-position (p. 192)
3) Danks and Schwenk report similar reactions from English 
informants when presented with "three-adjective sentences”. 
They found that such sentences were judged unacceptable 
"even when presented in normal order" (1971* p* 66).
*f) Note that this section of the completion test also suffers
from the same defect as the earlier one - i.e. not all the 
subjects were able to complete it. Nevertheless, the 
number of valid responses was appreciably and revealingly 
higher, suggesting that subjects found this task less 
artificial or difficult than the premodification task. We 
may therefore assume that the sequences they produced 
reflect their actual usage.
5) In this representation as in the previous one, "N" = head
noun, "colour" = colour adjective, "possessive" = possessive 
adjective, "process" = process / participial adjective,
"age" = age adjective, "size" = size adjective, and "material" 
= adj. denoting material.
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For col(our)
" gen(eral) 
" res(ult)
n
if
ft
bakaa
maikyau
saafcaRRiyaa
age    tseohuwaa
size _  Ratuwaa  jr
11 \mat(erial) _  ta leeshii
— — — -■y
v
N
\
riigaa
(black)
(pretty)
(hand-woven) buujajjiyaa 
(pierced)
(old, f.)
(huge/big)
(lacey)
(gown)
6) That is, stronger than the normal stress that accompanies 
pre-nominal modifiers. Mingograms 20 and 2-6 (pp. 230-1) 
provide instrumental corroboration for this observation.
7) We are using "disjunctive" more broadly than Greenbaum (1968) 
to characterize any modifier that formally and semantically 
"stands apart" from the item that it modifies.
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CHAPITER SIX: OTHER NOON MODIFIERS
6.1. In this chapter we will briefly examine other (i.e. non- 
adjectival) noun modifiers in Hausa. Even though we are primarily 
concerned with noun modification by simple and complex adjectives 
in this thesis, it is important for us to devote some time to such 
modifiers, especially as they have cropped up several times in our 
discussion and often operate in conjunction with adjectives. I 
am proposing the following syntactic typology to account for their 
co-occurrence in Hausa utterances:
NON-ADJ. MODIFIERS
Appositives
Clausal Non-Clausal
(1) N (2) 
Definites Indefinites Diminutives Rel. mai + N
(2) (3) Clauses na/ta + N
deictic/ Quantifiers 
-N/ Numerals
dan + N
'Proximal'
(4)
wannan
\ \ wacannan
wadannan
'Distal*
(5)
wancan
wac(an)can
wadancan
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These items may function either alone or in combination with
adjectives to modify a noun. In general the determiner classes
1
A.l, A,2 and A,3 are confined to pre-position, whilst the
appositive classes B.l and B,2 may occur only in post-position.
6,2, Observe that the three sets of determiners under (A)
always correlate with the gender and number of the noun head, 
like adjectives, e.g, (1-3)**
wancan /wannan /wani/cfan yaaroo = that / this / a /tiny boy
2* waccan /wacannan/wata/1 ya-y yaarinyaa = that / this / a /tiny girl
3- wadTancan/wa<fannan/wasu/1 yan yaaraa = those/those/certain/
tiny children
It goes without saying, however, that A.l and A.2 items are semantically 
incompatible and cannot therefore co-occur:
k.
5.
6.
* wancan
* wani
* wata
\ \
7* * wadancan
warn
\
wancan
mutum
mutum
wacannan maataa
wasu
a
yaaraa
* that a person (m)
* a that person
* a this woman
* those certain kids
Similarly (*t) and (5) ("proximal” and "distal" demonstratives are 
incompatible.
8• * wannan
* \ \ 
9* wacannan
wancan gidaa
waccan makarantaa 
A
10, * wadancan wadannan yaaraa
= * this that house (m.)
= * this that school (f.) 
s= * those these kids.
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But all the items in A.l and A.2 may co-occur with diminutives in 
any order, i.e.: they may precede or follow them, e.g., sequences
(11-13):
11. a. <fan wani mutum )
b • wani (fa-m mutum )
= a certain tiny man
12. a. "Nii zan auri (fan wannan yaaro-n?" )
\  s  r \  ^
b. "Nii zan auri wannan dan yaaro-n?" )
"I am to marry this 
little boy?"
(..."God forbid")
13• a* ^ya-w wacannan jaaka-r
, \ % ,b. wacannan 'ya-n jaaka-r
= this tiny donkey 
(fern.)
etc.
Note also that it is often possible to delete the head noun when 
it is premodified by an indefinite determiner. But as with adjectives, 
the gender and number of the determiners usually provide formal clues 
for the determination of the deleted head nouns, e.g.:
i*n Wani 0 yaa zoo = "some/a (male) (person) came"
15. Wata 0 taa zoo = "a/some (female) (person) came"
16. Wasu 0 sun zoo = "some (people) came"
Where the indefinite determiner occurs post-verbally or sentence 
- finally, it tends to be ambiguous between a determiner and a 
quantifier (7*32), e.g.:
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17* Baa ni wani *= Give me another/one (m.)
18. Baa ni wata + Give me another/one (fem.)
19* Kaaroo man wasu = Bring me some /more
20* Naa ga 'wata '0 jiya da yamma = I saw (a certain/one) N yesterday
wani. Ksome /one) evening,
wasu
Demonstrative determiners may also appear without an accompanying 
head noun. The reason for the omission of the head noun in such cases 
is quite obvious: the object or person referred to is in the same
spatio-temporal situation as the speaker and the hearer. E.g.,
21. a. Wannan 0 baa shi da kyau = this (one here) is not good
this Neg. he with beauty
b. Wacannkn 0 baa ta da kyau *= this (one here) is not good 
this Neg. she with beauty
c. Wadannan 0 baa su da kyau = these (ones here) are not good 
these Neg. they with beauty
\ ^
22. a. Wancan 0 yaa baa ni haushii
that he gave me anger
= ’that (one) annoyed me1
b. V/accan 0 taa baa ni haushii 
that she gave me anger
=s ’that (one) she gave me anger
c. Watfancehi 0 sun baa ni haushii 
these they gave me anger 
= ’those (ones) annoyed me.
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C.f*
\ \
23. a. Wannan / wancan 0 ya gudu
this that he run
= 1 that(particular) (boy) was the one who ran away1 
( )
(very )
b. Wacannan / waccan 0 ta gudu
this that she run
s 'that (very ) (woman) was the one who ran away'
( )
( particular)
c. Wadannan / wadancan 0 suka gudu
these those they run
« 'Those (very ) (people) were the ones who ran away’.
( )
(particular)
In (21) sequences the referent of N is in the same location as the 
speaker / hearer. In (22) the referent of N is in a different 
location but within sight of the speaker / hearer. In (23)? however, 
the referent of N is neither physically present nor within sight of 
the speaker / hearer, yet both know who / what is being referred to: 
it has been mentioned directly before, so the speaker deletes if in 
second mention. This important difference in the semantic interpretation 
of (21-22) on the one hand, and of (23) on the other, is marked formally.
In the former set, the determiners are High Low or High Low Low, whereas
in the latter they are Low High or High Low High in tone. Furthermore,
the two sets of examples take different aspect markers: the former
have completive aspect markers. This additional formal difference 
between the two lies in the fact that in the case of the simple
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completive, the verbal prefix ends in a long vowel on high tone, 
whilst in the case of the relative completive, the verbal prefix 
ends in short vowel, also on high tone.
Notice also that even though wannan/wacannan are usually 
described as 'near* or 'proximal* demonstratives in the literature, 
in (23) they are strictly speaking 'distal* in their reference, 
since the object being referred to is not physically present or 
near the speaker. In this sort of context the usual semantic 
distinction between 'proximal* and 'distal' demonstratives tends 
in fact to be neutralised, so that either form of determiner may 
be used - hence the interpretation of both wadannan and wadancan 
as "those" in (23 C). What matters here, as in (23 a-b) is not 
the exact location of the object referred to,but the fact that it >5 
presupposed by the speaker to be known by the hearer.
6.3. The other sets of non-adjectival noun modifiers are confined 
to post-position (as noted in 7*1 above). We may characterise them 
all as "Appositives" because, like postnominal adjectives, they are 
not subject to any restrictions in respect of their ordering relative 
to their head nouns (c.f. 5*3 above). They may be sub-divided into 
clausal and non-clausal postmodifiers. The clausal ones may also 
be restrictive or non-restrictive. Consider (25 - 8):
25. Nii nakee da tsoohuwa-m moota-n nan (fcaatuwaa, wadda aka 
I have old car big which one
fteeraa a Ingila, mai kyau) 
made in England, beautiful
= *1 cn*i/ ^ 6jtold car, (which is) big, which was made in England 
(and) (which is) beautiful.
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26. Baa ni aron saabuwa-r leemarki (da kika cee 
give me loan-of new umbrella-of-you which you say
baa ki soo, da na sawoo maki)
not you like, which I bought for you
= 'Lend me your new umbrella., which you say you do not like, 
(and) which I bought you.'
\ A , \ \ \ N
27. Yaa zoo da maatar (da ya auraa baa ra)
he came with wife-of-his who he married last-year 
= 'He came with the wife he married last year.'
28. Naa ga yaaro-n (da ya gudu)
I saw boy the Who he ran
= *I saw the boy who ran away!
In examples (25 and 26) the identity of the respective noun heads 
is determined by the premodifying adjectives tsoohuwaa and saabuwaa«
|.n (25) and (26) respectively the mootaa and leemaa are pre-supposed 
by the speaker to be known by the hearer. The modification supplied 
by the postmodifying relative clauses is therefore non-restrictive.
In(27)and(28), however, the head noun may be linguistically identified 
only through the modification that has been supplied by the relative 
clause. The clause is therefore restrictive.
The modifiers in parenthesis in examples (25)and(26) may be 
dropped without losing any information that is essential for 
identifying the respective head nouns. They are strictly speaking 
optional. In(27)and(2$), however, they are not, so they cannot
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be dropped without making identification of the head difficult.
Restrictive postmodification is also supplied by final 
/-n/ which often suggests prior mention, especially in NPs where 
no other postmodifier is present, like (29-31):
29* Naa ga yaaro-n = ”1 saw the boy in question"
or "I saw the boy (that £)"
\ ^
30. Yaaro-n yaa zoo = "The boy in question came"
or "The boy (that S) came"
31* Sun sai da jaaki-n = "They sold the donkey in question"
or "They sold the donkey (that £)"
/-n/ in these sentences has more than "the effect of the definite 
article" (Migeod 191*N p. 88); it connotes something like "X that 
I told you about", "that you mentioned to me", "that we jointly
3
know", etc. That is, they have the force of downgraded relatives 
containing verbs of speaking like gayaa ("tell"), facfaa ("inform"), 
cee ("say"), sanar da ("notify"), etc. This is the reason why we 
have listed deictic /-n/ under "clausal" post-modifiers. The 
interpretation of yaaro-n and jaaki-n suggests that they are what 
is left of truncated embedded relative clauses of the shape
32. jjNP + jda + Sj| ] ,
in which NP is the antecedent noun, which contains the referential 
- n A r  f da is the relative marker, and S the embedded relative clause.
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The string is then reduced by deleting both the relative marker 
and relative clause, leaving only the antecedent noun and the 
referential morpheme attached to it.
The decision as to whether to use /-n/ alone or to reinforce iJr 
with other postmodifiers like nan (25) or relative clauses, etc., 
seems to depend on the pragmatic demands of the communication 
situation, and on the degree of rapport between speaker and hearer. 
Sentences like(29-3l) seem to suggest a much greater rapport between 
the interlocutors, so much that the speaker can afford to omit 
a whole clause without any fear of being misunderstood by the
if
listener. If any such fear exists, he would most probably 
specify the head more fully as in (27-8) above, and thereby give 
the listener all the necessary information necessary for the 
identification of the object or person being referred to.
6.3*1. The majority of items that come under the Mnon-clausaln
modifiers (B.2) are morphologically complex, and are generally 
derived by prefixing mai, tfan/'yar or na/ta to a noun, but are non- 
adjectival because they are incapable of collocating with fiwarai, 
soosai or ainun (cf. chapter 4^o)» Such constructions are appositive 
per se, in that they are entirely optional, and in some cases tell 
us nothing important about N, and hardly identify it. For example, 33 — 9
33. "Inaa Audu sarkin kaasuwajj. gabas, mai tumbm
« where Audu chief of marked of east has stomach of
\ \ v \ \ \
kucfii, na Mairo, Zaria? Naa saadu da gaisuwarka
money, for Mairo, Zaria, I met with greeting-your
ta gidan wayaa jiya"
through house for telephone yesterday.
"Are you listening Audu, the eastern market caretaker, 
with lots of money, the darling of Mairo, of Zaria?
I received your greetings through the post office 
yesterday".
"Inaa Audu, hassadaa ga mai-raboo taakii, dan tireeda,
where Audu envy to lucky manure son-of trade
\ \ \ N 
baakin kaasuwaa, Kazaure ..."
place of market K.
"Are you listening Audu, envy only reinforces the lucky 
person, the trader, of the market area, Kazaure ..."
"Sai kuraa Sani maasinja, mai neeman na Makka,
then also Sani messenger is looking for Mecca,
 ^ \ \ \ \
Unguwan shaanuu Kaduuna ..•,
U. S. K.
"Next is Sani, the messenger, who is searching for something 
to go to Mecca with, (of) Pnguwan Shanu Kaduna",
■^  \ \ \ \ \
"... da kuraa Iro, mai naamaa. na Abu ..."
and also Iro, has meat, for Abu ...
"... and also Iro, the butcher, the darling of Abu ..."
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37. "A karsh.ee zan kxraa Raabi, maatan Dalhaa. kiran
=at last I will call Raabi, wife-of D. calling
dinaa sai da kutfii. mai tuwon Vya-m makarantaa.
dinner except with money, has tuwo for sons-of school,
S  \  \  ^  N  v  \  \
Funtua; gaisuwarki taa saadu da Laarai, maatar
Funtua; greeting-of-you she reach with L. wife-of
\ r x 
Habiibu. dan kamashoo T ...
Habiibu, son-of commission, ...
"Lastly, I will call Raabi, the wife of Dalhaa, who is able
c
to throw parties because he can afford it. (who cooks for 
school children, of Funtua; your greetings go to Laarai, 
the wife of Habiibu. the commission agent. ..."
38. "Alhaji Muhtari, cTan kirkii, gam.jii, uban_______*yan-
=A. M. son-of kindness gamjii father-of sons-of-
booko, inaa goodiyaa.
modern-schools, I-am thankful•
"Alhaji Muhtari, the kind man, resilient as the gutta percha
g
tree, the patron of the Western-educated. I thank you"
39* "Mai girma$lj mai darajaa, sarkin Kanoo, Alha.ji Ado
has bigness has value emir (of) K., A., A.
Bayero, yaa c6e ..."
B., he said ...
"His Highness, the worthy, the emir of Kano. Alha.ji Ado Bayero. 
has said ..."
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These examples were actually heard over Radio Kaduna. Such 
constructions are very common in present-day Hausa. The interesting 
thing about them is that they are intended not necessarily to 
inform, i.e. to enable the listener to identify the person or object 
referred to, but rather to express the speaker's attitude towards that 
person or object. Very often such sequences serve no purpose other 
than to eulogise the subject of the utterance, especially if he/she 
is in position of authority. It is not uncommon, for instance, to 
hear the radio news headlines predicated by a number of laudatory 
but non-essential appositive expressions, as in (40-^2):
**0. Mai girmaa, Firimiyan Jihar Areewa, kuma mataimakin
has bigness premier region-of North also deputy
\ \ N N X \
shuugaban Kungiyam Musulmii na duuniyaa, Alhaji Sir Ahmadu
leader-of league Moslems for world Alhaji Sir Ahmadu
\ \  \ \ \ \ \ "V
Bello, Sardaunan Sakkwato, yaa bar Kaduna zuwaa Zaria
Bellow Sardauna-of Sakkwato he left K. towards Z.
.Ayau.
today.
= 'His Highness, the Premier of the Northern Region, and Vice* 
President of the World Islamic League, Alhaji Sir Ahmadu Bello, 
the Sardauna of Sokoto, has left Kaduna for Zaria today*.
% \ v \ % \
Al. Mai Martabaa, shuugaban Gwamnatin Mulkin sooja, na
has excellence leader-of government rule of soldier, for
\ \ \ \ ' ' ^ 
Taarayyaa, kuma babban kwamandan soojoojin tsaroo,
federation, also big commander-of soldiers for defence
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\  \ \ \
na Njjeeriyaa baakii day a, janar Mohammed ...
for Nigeria together all, General Mohammed ...
yaa yi jawaabii jiya.
= "His Excellency, the Head of the Federal Military Government 
and Supreme Commander of the Nigerian Armed Forces, General 
Mohammed ..."
\ \ \ ' \ \  ^ \ \  
kZm Manjo-janar Hasan Musa Gusau, Matawallin Sakkwato, babban
Major-general H. M. G., Matawalli of S. big
hafsan_____ hafsooshin so.1oo.iin Nijeriyaa. kuma
officer-of officers-of soldiers of Nigeria also
kwamishinan tsaron____ feasaa, yaa sauka a Kano yau.
commissioner-for defence-of country he land at K. today.
= Major-General Hasan Musa Gusau, the Matawalli of Sakkwato.
the Chief of Staff of the Nigerian Armed Forces and Federal
Commissioner for Defence has arrived in Kano today.
In all these examples, there seems to be little or no head / 
attribute relation between the various head nouns and the non-clausal 
modifiers. The information provided about the person referred to can 
in each case be done without. That is to say, it is not crucial for 
their specification. In (AQ-*f2) as in (39)» the individuals referred 
to are well-known public figures or heads of services, so all the 
information given in the sentences regarding their identity is redundant. 
At any rate the information has no bearing on the themes of the sentences.
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What is interesting is what they are doing or have done in each 
case, hut its expression is so circumscribed that it sounds anti- 
climactic when we finally come to it.
6.32. The numerals and quantifiers are typically postnominal.
For these two classes of non-adjectival noun modifiers the restrictive/ 
non-restrictive dichotomy is irrelevant, for their function is simply 
to "quantify” N, and not necessarily to identify it uniquely.
6.33* The numerals may be sub-divided into two: cardinals and
ordinals (see Appendix D for a complete list).
6.33»1 With the exception of daya ("one") which can co-occur only 
with singular nouns, all cardinal numerals co-occur only with plural 
nouns, e.g.:
X  \  \  \
Tanaa da daa daya da maataa hucfu
She has son one and daughters four
'She has a son and four daughters'
Akwai aaalibai saba'in da takwas a makarantarmu 
there-are students seventy plus eight in school-our 
"There are seventy eight students in our school"
\ \ \ \ v \
^5* Mutaanee dubuu darii aka taaraa a Kaduna sabooda
People thousand hundred one gathered at Kaduna for 
\
shagali-n. 
ceremony-the.
"A hundred thousand people were gathered for the ceremony".
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6»33«2. For ordinals, on the other hand, there is no restriction 
regarding the type of noun they may postmodify, except that they and 
the noun should be of the same gender, e.g.:
\ \ \ \
^6. Yaa saki maatarsa ta farkoo
He divorced wife-his first
f,He has divorced his first wife”
k?, Ka kiraa man yaar oo/yaaraa na farko
you call me boy/ boys first
"Call me the first boy/boys".
^ \ \ \ x \
48. Gaa saaniyaataa ta arba*in da biyar.
See cow - my of forty plus three 
"This is my forty-fifth cow".
6.3/f. Quantifiers co-occur only with plural nouns:
\
^9. Yaa yi gargadii ga mutaanee duka 
He did warning to people all 
"He warned all the people".
30. Akwai tsuntsaayee barkatai/tururu
"There are birds all-over-the-place"
31. Yaa baa ni hootunaa (tulii v 1
tiri-iri J
He give me pictures (many )
different kinds)
"He gave me (many pictures )"
(different kinds of pictures)"
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52. 'Deeboo man ka<fan
gather for-me some, small quantity 
"Bring me some/a small amount"
53* "A baa mu kaliilan, Allah ya maida kasiiran" 
One give us few Allah he return plenty
"Give us a few coins / a tiny amount (of money), and 
Allah will give you plenty of (money) in return".
\ \ x
54. a. Taa dafaa mana abinci isashshee
She cooked us food sufficient
"She cooked us sufficient food".
\ v \ \
b. Yanaa da maataa isashshiyaa
He has with wife adequate
"He has a wife who has got all it takes".
v  V \  \
Yanaa da shaanuu isassuu
he has with cattle adequate
"He has (all the cattle he needs)" 
( ) 
(plenty of cattle )"
\ \ ^
55. (Ku<fii) nawa zan biyaa?
money amount will-I pay 
How much (money) shall I pay?
\ x x
56. Koo (kudtii) nawa ya kee soo zan baashi 
whatever money amount he is liking will-I give-him 
"Whatever amount / sum he wants I will give him".
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\ x ' N i s57. Ubansu yaa bar masu duukiyaa mai-yawaa /gidaajee
father-of-them he left to-them wealth considerable/houses
N \maasu-yawaa.
numerous.
"Their father left them considerable wealth / many houses".
\ \ % v
b. Yaa bar masu gidaajee baa____ iyaakaa -
he left to-them houses lacking limit
"He left them very many houses".
x \ \ \
58. Saani yaa zoo da maatanshi gudaa biyu
S. he came with wives-his units two
"He came with his two wives".
This last example demonstrates how numerals (cardinals) and 
quantifiers may co-occur. In fact, gudaa is always assumed wherever 
cardinal numerals appear. It is, however, generally ellipted, unless 
the speaker wishes to emphasize the units involved or implicitly 
contrast a given number against a norm. In (58), for example, 
gudaa suggests that Saani has brought only two of the many wives
he has; or that he has only two wives, contrary to existing practice
in the community. Similarly, in
\ \ ^
59. Yanaa da maataa (gudaa) daya
He has wife units one 
"He has one wife",
gudaa may suggest non-conformity with the marriage norms of the 
society.
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Given these examples we may sub-divide the quantifiers into
two groups: unitary (^9“56» 58) and phrasal (57)• Even though
* \  / \ the latter are derived by prefixing possessive mai/mara or the
negative morpheme baa to a noun, they are not an open class. In
fact the examples in (57) are the only ones I can think of. The
phrasal quantifiers are semantically less precise than the unitary
ones, and are less common apparently for this reason.
The various noun modifiers we have considered in this chapter 
thus differ from adjectives in their distribution and other formal 
properties. They nevertheless serve basically the same purpose 
as adjectives in Hausa - hence their mutal combinability, and 
ability to help narrow down the range of reference of the.head nouns 
they may jointly pre- and/or postmodify. The kinds of modification 
they provide are varied, however, and may be adequately handled 
only in a separate study. Our account in this chapter is necessarily 
brief because these non-adjectival noun modifiers fall outside our 
main area of concern in this thesis.
NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX
1) Note that Hausa has no definite article equivalent to English 
the. The "definiteness” associated with "the”, is however, 
implicit in the interpretation of determiner sub-classes k 
and 5, especially when they are used cross-referentially (c.f. 
7*2, e.g. 23t 2k), Note also that k and 5 items are sometimes 
analysed as "demonstrative pronouns" in the literature.
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2) For further examples consider (i - iii)
\ ^ \
(i) Audu nee (da ka cee in kiraa shi)
Audu is who you see I call him
s= "It's Audu, who you asked me to call"
(ii) Haakimi-n (da aka nacfaa jiya)
district-head who one turban yesterday 
= "The district head who was appointed yesterday"
(iii) maata-r (da ta fiace^ )
woman who she disappear 
« "The woman who got lost"
In (i) the clause is clearly non-restrictive -fo* U&fn fPie 
speaker presupposes the referent to be known by the hearer.
In (ii-iii), however, no such presupposition is being made 
by the speaker - hence the clauses are restrictive.
3) Cf. Leech 197^, p. 1^9-
k) Cf. Grice's hypothesis of a "Co-operative Principle" between
speakers, discussed in Kempson (1975) P* 1^1 £•
5) Implicit in this utterance is the desire to taunt her husband's
rivals, or those who might complain that he is too extravagant.
6) Cf. Gidley (1975) for similar examples taken from a Hausa
praise-singer.
CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION
We set out in this study to determine (1) why attributive 
adjectives have a significantly different interpretation in pre­
position than in post-position, and (2) why the relevant adjective 
ordering rules apply in pre-position, but not in post-position.
7.1 Our search for suitable answers to these questions was 
complicated by the fact that the lexical category "adjective" has 
not itself been satisfactorily delimited in existing Hausa studies. 
This is largely because of the division of opinion among Hausaists 
regarding this question. Since we ourselves believe that adjectives 
exist in Hausa we had to start by countering the arguments of those 
who claim Hausa has no "true adjectives".
We found that their arguments against analysing adjectives as 
a separate word-class were vitiated largely by the tendency for the 
analysts to put too much emphasis on the morphological (inflectional) 
properties of the words under analysis and to ignore or underplay 
their syntactic ones. But as demonstrated in our own analysis the 
syntactic properties of Ifche items are what really matter. They are 
distinctive, and thus provide a basis for establishing them as a 
separate word-class. The difference in the syntactic function of 
nouns and adjectives in our view outweighs their morphological 
(inflectional) similarity. The latter wias in fact shown to be simply 
illustrative of the syntactic relationship of the items. It is 
therefore argued that the differences in their syntactic function,
the fact that whenever they occur it is always the adjective that 
modifies the noun, never vice versa, and that they behave differently 
towards other word-classes, particularly Adverbial intensifiers like 
kwaraj soosai, ainun, are what really matter for their characterisation 
as two distinct lexical categories.
In regard to the two questions that prompted the whole 
investigation it was demonstrated (in chapters three, four and five) 
that adjectives occurring in pre- and post-position are associated 
with different meanings, that the choice of one adjective position 
rather than the other is conditioned by the pragmatic demands of 
the communication situation. As post-position is the unmarked or 
'normal1 position of Hausa adjectives it is suggested (in Chapter 40 
that adjective preposing is conditioned by the speakers need to 
achieve a greater degree of explicitness in his reference to a 
particular noun than he would otherwise achieve by ordering his 
modifiers postnominally* On adjective ordering, it was shown through 
the results of the Completion test that order restrictions apply 
in pre-position, such that adjectives are ordered according to what 
semantic class they belong to, whereas in post-position no such 
restrictions apply. It was also shown that whereas one can stack 
as many adjectives as one likes in post-position, this is not possible 
in pre-position, presumably because of the semantic associations of 
adjectives occurring in that position. Given these formal-semantic 
differences between adjectives in pre- and post-position we felt that 
the best way to handle them is to correlate their meaning and form 
and to treat them as paradigmatically opposed.
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That is to say we do not feel that the problem of Hausa 
adjectives may be satisfactorily handled by postulating that pre­
posed adjectives mean the same as post-posed ones, for that would 
imply that they are transformationally related - with the former 
derived from the latter as follows (c.f. Bagari, 1976):
r
Ad j . +• ]NP N1 *?’wanda 1 wadda k - ASP wadanda)
e.g.j^afca-r yarinyaaj  .^jyarinyaa [wadda ta ke bakaajj
jbafei-n yaaroo'TI ____^ Jyaaroo Rwanda ya ke bakiijj
jjpafcaa&e-n yaaraaj  ^jyaaraa [wacfanda su ke bakaakeejjl
In the first stage of such a,, derivation the relative clause (S), is 
reduced by deleting the relative marker wanda/wadda/wa(fanda and 
the aspect marker (ASP) (both of which agree in gender and number 
with N^) to produce intermediate N + Adj. sequences like,
1* yaarinyaa bakaa
yaaroo bakii
yaaraa bakaakee
In the second and final stage, the postnominal adjective is moved 
by T-Adj. to prenominal position.
Observe, however, that sequences (1) are acceptable, and in fact 
exemplify the commonest adjectival constructions in the language. 
To describe them as '’intermediate’' strings is therefore misleading 
and incorrect. As argued above the two adjective positions have 
different associations. So the switch from the more frequent
construction to the less frequent one in discourse must be 163
assumed to have more to do with semantic than grammatical factors, 
namely, the need to achieve greater precision in the modification 
process as dictated by the communication situation. As pre-position 
is not a general grammatical requirement in Hausa, unlike in English, 
T-Adj. will therefore not provide a satisfactory answer to the question 
of how prenominal adjectives are derived.
The formal and semantic properties of adjectives in pre- and 
post-position correlate so inextricably in Hausa that we cannot
simply assign the one to competence and relegate the other to
/
performance. Hausa adjective usage seems to be one area where 
the usual distinction between competence and performance is not 
easy to make. Speakers make a distinction between adjectives in 
pre- and post-position not only in their own speech but also in 
the speech of others. That is to say, they not only know that a 
formal and a semantic difference exists between them; they also 
use them creatively and systematically. They know that adjectives 
in the two positions are not synonymous (see results of the 
Similarity Test, table 10). Consequently, they sclcldm uj££-
interchanged!^ j rcnry -fo foe cjfowS of 9 ^ 0 ^ ^
p f 'e c / ’e  o  T  s  , . The two adjective forms are not transformationally
but paradigmatically related. They are therefore most naturally 
analysed by correlating their meaning and form in the way we have 
attempted to do in this thesis.
7.2 In support of our overall position we may cite the fact 
that similar conclusions have been arrived at by linguists working 
on the problem of adjectives in languages that are unrelated to Hausa; 
namely English (Bolinger 197^* see also 1952 and 19&7) anc* Erench
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(see particularly Waugh 1976^  a and b).
Bolinger, for instance, has demonstrated that English prenominal 
and postnominal adjectives contrast in their semantic function, and 
maynot therefore be reasonably said to mean the same or be derived 
from the same source. Bolinger is arguing against the transformational 
view (expounded in Chomsky 1957* 1969* Smith 19&1 - see also Vendler 
1968, Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1969* Stockwell et al. 1972) that pre­
nominal adjectives are derived by transformation from predicate 
adjectives in relative clauses, e.g.
big table in I bought the big table:
I. [N + [wh is Adj .Jp, 7np RUC. REB. [n - Adj .]Hp
table that is big table big
IX. [N - Adj.! T-Adj. [Adj. - N]
NP — 1 >
table big big table
That is to say, the postmodifying relative is reduced by 
deleting the relative marker (wh) and the verb be, followed by 
T ~ Adj. which preposes the adjective to its ’normal' position 
before the head noun. Bolinger;’finds this analysis suspicious 
on many grounds. First he points out that there are several 
attributive adjectives that are never predicative, e.g.:
2. The main reason ; *the reason is main
a total stranger ; *the stranger is total
an utter fool ; *the fool is utter
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a fond old man ; *the old man is fond
a runaway horse ; *the horse is runaway
etc.
Second, there are also adjectives that are predicative but seldom 
or never attributive, e.g.:
5. *the ready man
*the flush man 
*the asleep people 
*the alive man 
*a sorry girl
the man is ready 
the man is flush 
the people are asleep 
the man is alive 
the girl is sorry
His third and most important point is that there is a clear semantic 
difference between predicate adjectives, on the one hand, and 
attributive and postnominal adjectives, on the other. For example, 
he notes that the jewels are stolen is ambiguous between action 
(passive voice) and characteristic, but the stolen jewels and the 
jewels stolen are unambiguous: characteristic for the first,
action for the second . He then asserts that Mif we derive the 
stolen jewels from the jewels are (were) stolen we therefore not 
only derive a less ambiguous construction from a more ambiguous one, 
but, since the jewels stolen is supposed to be an intermediate step 
on the way to the stolen jewels, we get the illogical sequence + 
characteristic, — —  - characteristic — + characteristic"
(1967, 3). Bolinger therefore concludes that the derivation is not 
very helpful, for instead of clearing up ambiguity it actually seems 
to create it.
1 6 6
Bolinger notes further that whilst most postnominal adjectives 
in English mean the same as relative clauses, few, if any, prenominal 
adjectives mean the same as relative clauses. Compare (3) and 0+) 
sequences:
k . the visible stars 
a rural policeman 
the main reason 
a total stranger 
a crack salesman 
an empty house
the stars which are / were visible 
*a policeman who is rural 
*the reason which is main 
*a stranger who is total 
*a salesman who is crack 
*a house that is empty, etc*
5* the stars visible 
the man asleep 
the man alive
the stars which are / were visible 
the man who is / was asleep 
the man who is / was alive 
the jewels which were stolenthe jewels stolen 
the students dismissed =the students who were dismissed
etc.
Of the two sets of examples only the postnominal adjectives in
(3) may reasonably be said to be related to relative clauses. Implicit 
in the adjectives in (5) is the notion of temporary state; that is, 
they refer to the condition of the noun on particular occasions, not 
to its permanent attributes, which is what prenominal adjectives such 
as those in (*f) and (2), usually do. Bolinger therefore concludes 
that it would be unreasonable to posit a single underlying structure 
for the various occurrences of English adjectives, given that their 
function is different, ^
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Linda Waugh (1976 a & b) makes a similar claim as Bolinger and a/>uu4£ 
that the problem of French attributive adjectives may best be 
handled by correlating their meaning and form. She argues that 
there is a systematic difference of meaning between French adjectives 
in pre- and post-position. For instance, in menteur FURIEUX vs*
FURIEUX menteur she argues that "furieux in post-position 
characterizes the person as a 'furious* ('angry') person who is 
also a'liar'. In pre-position, on the other hand, the qualities 
given by the adjective pertain to the person specifically in his 
capacity as a 'liar'. In other words, in post-position the 
adjective qualifies the individual as a person in general, whereas 
in pre-position it characterizes him specifically in so far as he 
is a 'liar'1'.
Waugh maintains that this difference also obtains when furieux 
is used with a different noun, e.g. FURIEUX mangeur ('tremendous, 
prodigious eater') vs. mangeur FURIEUX (’angry eater'). "Again", 
she argues, "in post-position furieux pertains more to the person 
than to his identity as an 'eater'; in fact, the specific 
interpretation of furieux will not differ significantly for mangeur 
FURIEUX and menteur FURIEUX. The individuals may be 'angry* for 
different reasons (i.e., the general contexts may vary), but the 
'anger' will not differ in the specific way that mangeur and menteur 
differ". In FURIEUX mangeur, however, she claims that "the 
referential interpretation" of furieux will differ: the person
referred to is a FURIEUX mangeur "because he over-eats, or eats 
quickly and ravenously, or simply because he loves to eat." Similarly, 
a FURIEUX menteur would be such "because he lies all the time, or 
compulsively, or finds a certain satisfaction in lying."
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Waugh claims that all cases of pre-position and post-position
of the same adjective in French are characterised by such differences.
In pre-position the adjective is closely tied to the lexical meaning
of the noun head; whereas in post-position it generally is notj
rather it modifies the noun as it would modify any other noun. She
therefore concludes that the difference in meaning between adjectives
in pre-position and those in post-position may best be formulated
in terras of a binary distinctive feature, (+ deixis of the lexical
context), "Where the feature itself and the logical relationship
implicit in its binary nature are the same as found elsewhere". This
feature is necessarily present in all cases of pre-position of the
adjective in French, so pre-position may be analysed as marked (i.e.
(+ deixis of the lexical context)). This feature is, however, not
necessarily present in cases of post-position of the adjective, so
as
post-position may be re garde 6 / unmarked (i.e., (+ deixis of the 
lexical context)). That is to say, it is neutral, uncommitted with 
regard to the information given by that feature (1976 a, 85-86).
I hope I have summarised Waugh's position correctly. Needless 
to say, she is concerned with much wider issues than we are in this 
thesis, but her demonstration of the fact that differences in the 
form of words especially adjectives, are correlated with differences 
in their meaning in French is interesting for our purpose, for, 
like Bolinger, her findings seem to complement our own, and to 
indirectly provide independent support for our theoretical position.
We are of course conscious of the fact that the properties of 
English and French adjectives are different from Hausa ones in many
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respects* In fact they are often the converse of what obtains 
in Hausa. For instance, in English pre-position is the unmarked 
or normal position of the adjectives, with post-position confined 
to a few adjectives, usually those with an a-prefix, e.g. asleep. 
alive, etc.
In Hausa it is the other way round, as we have seen.
Bolinger's distinction between 'permanent* and 'temporary* state 
is also not particularly illuminating for Hausa. The attributive- 
predicative distinction itself is not pertinent to Hausa, as Hausa 
copulative constructions have a different semantic force from 
English ones, and are generally contrastive. For instance, in 
Audu ba&ii nee. ba£ii is predicative, like English black in Audu is 
black. but its reading approximates more to English Audu is BLACK, 
with stress emphasis on black, than simply Audu is black.
With regard to Waugh's analysis of French adjectives we may 
remark here that we are not in a position to commit ourselves as to 
its accuracy since our own knowledge of French is somewhat shaky. It 
interests us, nevertheless, because it shows that French is like 
Hausa in being a postnominally modifying language, and that (assuming 
Waugh is right) it makes similar distinctions to Hausa with regard 
to pre-position and post-position of the adjective.
7.j5. Our theoretical position is reinforced further by the fact 
that it provides a useful ‘basis for handling other problems of Hausa, 
for instance the problem of the difference in meaning between the 
following sentences. These should be studied along with the 
mingograms on pages which were made specifically to
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provide instrumental corroboration
I ' N7. AUDU ya kaama Muusaa =
S V O
\ ^8. Audu yaa kaama Muusaa =
S V O
9. ’MUUSAA Audu ya kaamaa =
0 S V
I  ^ \
10. Muusaa AUDU ya kaamaa =
S 0 V
' \11. 'AUDU Muusaa ya kaamaa =
0 S V
12. Audu 'MUUSAA ya kaamaa =
S 0 V
15. 'MUUSAA ya kaama =
0 V
N \
l^ f. 'AUDU ya kaamaa =
0 V
15. 'MUUSAA ya kaamaa shi =
S V O
' N
16. 'AUDU ya kaamaa shi =
S V O
s 1 \
17. Audu ya kaamaa shi =
S V O
lo. Muusaa ya kaamaa shi =
S V O
19. (Ka/ki) kaama Muusaa =
V 0
for our observations.
It's Audu who arrested Musa.
Audu has arrested Musa.
It's Musa that Audu arrested.
Musa arrested Audu (... not 
anybody else!)
It's Audu that Musa arrested
Audu arrested Musa (... not 
anybody else!)
It was Musa (that he) arrested. 
It was Audu (that he) arrested. 
It was Musa who arrested him.
It was Audu who arrested him.
(should )
Audu ( is to ) arrest him,
or, Let Audu arrest him.
(should)
Musa(is to) arrest him
or. Let Musa arrest him
(You) arrest Musa.
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20. 'KAAMA Muusaa ya yi (..baa sakinsa bai)
S 0 V s He arrested Musa (... not
release him!)
21. 'HAWAA keeke ya yi (..baa tuuraa ta ba!)
S 0 V — He rode a bicycle (... not push
it!)*
 ^ \22. Audu yaa ci abinei = Audu has/had eaten (some) food.
S V 0
23* 'ABINCI Audu ya ci (.. baa wuyaa ba!)
0 S V
= Audu ate (some food (... not 
2nsuffer
2*t. Audu yaa shaa ruwaa - Audu has/had drunk (some) water.
S V 0
25* 'HUWAA Audu ya shaa (..baa giyaa ba!)
0 S V = Audu drank (some) water (... not
beer!).
etc. etc*
These examples illustrate some of the possible sentences of 
Hausa and their variant word order. They also demonstrate the 
inextricable link between meaning and form in Hausa as a whole. In 
all the examples the meaning of the sentences depends on their 
respective formal properties. In some cases the sentences are 
structurally the same and the only formal indicators of their meaning 
are the differences in their tone, intonation or vowel quantity 
(e.g. 7 vs. 8, 9 vs. 10, 11 vs. 12, 16 vs. 17, 15 vs. 18). Such 
suprasegmental properties as tone, intonation, vowel length, etc.,
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3
are not mere trappings, ^ but inherent in the language. So they 
cannot be ignored for the sake of simplicity or economy. Their 
direct involvement in determining or specifying the meaning of 
sentences makes them occasionally equal in status to the syntactic 
processes triggered by word order change. So even though we will 
find it convenient to use the variant word orders of our example 
sentences as a basis for discussing their semantic properties we 
will note the contribution of other formal properties in determining 
the latter.
For convenience the sentences may be sub-divided according to 
their word order as follows:
group one: SVO sentences (e.g. 7,8,15,16-19,22,24
group two: SOV sentences (e.g. 10,12).
group three: OSV sentences (e.g. 9,11,13,14,20,21,23,25).
The dominant order is SVO partly because, as in many languages,
it has the highest frequency of occurrence and is often the one that
is stylistically unmarked (cf. 8,22,24). But this should not
necessarily imply that this "favourite” word order is the "underlying"
word order from which all the others have been derived. This would
be correct only if all the SVO sentences in the language have similar
implications or mean the same. As the various sentences in group one
4
demonstrate this is not the case, at least in Hausa. These 
sentences have different grammatical properties: their phonological
realization is varied and correlates with their varied semantic 
interpretations. For instance, (7) is different from (8) precisely 
because it has an accented S and a short vowel on the verbal prefix ya -
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hence the difference in their meaning. Sentence (8) is a simple 
statement of fact, whereas (7) is a focus construction in which 
the agent's role is emphasized and implicitly contrasted against 
that of others. Similarly (15 and 18 and (16) and (1?) are 
semantically and grammatically different because of differences 
in the articulation of ya and because in (15) and (16) the subject 
noun is contrastively stressed and focussed. In (7), (15) and 
(16) the speaker is stressing a point and implicitly contradicting 
or refuting the prior claims of the hearer. In (1?) and (18), on
the other hand, he is gently suggesting that something be done
and who should do it.
The SOV and OSV sentences, on the other hand, assign different 
degrees of focus on the object by "topicalising" it (OSV), or by 
placing it before the verb (SOV).
We observed above that the differences in meaning between the 
sentences are achieved not only by moving the sentence elements 
from one position (in the supposedly "normal" order SVO) to another, 
but also by changing their prosodic features, such as tone or 
intonation. For example, the difference in "modality" (hence of 
meaning) between sentence pairs (15) and (18), and (16) and (17) 
depends solely on the difference in their prosodic rendering. That 
is, there are no overt lexical or word order differences between the 
pairs, The only difference is tonal: the tone of the verbal prefix
ya is High in (15) and (16), Low in (17) and (18). There is also
the fact that Musa and Audu in (15) and (16) are emphatically
stressed whereas in (17) and (18) they are not. In other sentences
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the tone of ;jra does not change (e.g* 7-l^t 20-25). The form of the 
verb also does not change. What changes is the aspectual information 
provided by the verbal prefix ya: it ends in a long vowel on high
tone for simple past tense (as in 7» 22 and 2^); in a short vowel, 
also on high tone, for relative past tense (as in 8;l6, 20, 21, 23* 
25); and - as we have seen - in a short vowel on low tone for the 
subjunctive.
Observe further that the tone of the verbal elements remains
the same even if the sentence is truncated (as in 13, 1^ & 19 where
the subject nominal has been deleted).
These sentences therefore demonstrate clearly that sentence 
meaning in Hausa is correlated with the form of the elements used, 
e.g. their syntactic structure (especially word order), tone pattern, 
intonation etc* These factors apply simultaneously, and often have 
equal weight in determining the meaning of an utterance. Very often, 
however, some of them may outrank the others; as in (15/18) and 
(16/17) pairs above where the tone and intonation features supersede 
the linear syntactic order of the sentence elements. This is normal
in a '’tone" language and is often the rule rather than the exception.
Our argument about the interrelatedness of the meaning and form 
of sentences is clinched by (26-30) in which the meaning being 
communicated depends almost entirely on the way the sentences are 
articulated ' (again see mingograms 26-30, p.MS'-?);
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He came/has come home.
Let him/He is to corae home.
(idiomatic) I'll deal with him when 
he comes home!
Has he come home?
He has come home? or Has he really 
come home? (... I don't believe it!).
We have already considered the function of r^a as the carrier of 
aspectual information and the different properties of sentences like 
26 and 27 (cf. X vs. 11). In (28) also the shape of ya differentiates 
the sentence formally and semantically from the properties of (26) &
(27). In (29) and (30)» however, the difference in meaning depends 
not on the shape of the verbal prefix alone but more crucially on 
the quantity of the final vowel of gidaa. In both (29) and (30) the 
final vowel of gidaa is long, but has different duration: it is
"longer" in (29). There is in addition an intonational difference 
between the two: the final syllable in (29) rises and falls, whereas
in (30) it continues to rise.
The word order of (26-30) is the same, but the five sentences 
have different meaning. The different articulations of these 
sentences are directly associated with their meaning differences.
There is therefore a correlation between sentence articulation and 
sentence meaning. The motivation to articulate the sentences 
differently appears to be related to the context, to what meaning 
the speaker wishes to convey in the speech situation. The fact that 
such different meanings may be conveyed using the same syntactic 
structure suggests that such a structure has little or nothing to
26. Yaa zoo gidaa
\
27. Ya zoo gidaa
A
28. Ya zoo gidaa
A.
29. Yaa zoo gidaa?
30. Yaa zoo gidaa?
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do with meaning differentiation, or that its role is a neutral 
one. This means that we cannot account for such variations by 
their syntactic properties alone. Sentences (26-30) have the 
same word order, as noted above, but they are not freely inter­
changeable in discourse because what is paramount is not merely 
their linear syntactic order but what meaning they communicate - 
who would, for example, substitute (30) for (27), or (29) for
(28) and claim that he is communicating the same message to his 
hearer?
It is evident therefore that the different properties of 
these sentences are in some way related to their communicative 
function in each case.
The need to correlate meaning and form is thus applicable 
not only to Hausa adjectives but also to even bigger or more 
vexed questions as the relationship of sentence form and sentence 
meaning in the language. This plus the fact that A ' S f m U a r si+uA-
"ti'on s to;ob+abr in other suggests that our proposals
regarding the properties of Hausa adjectives in pre- and post­
position are well-motivated.
NOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN
l) To be fair we must observe that many of the transformationalists 
that Bolinger criticizes would not derive adjectives in the
same way today. On our part we have nothing against 
transformational grammar - in fact we are attracted 
by it.
Our sympathy with Bolinger simply derives from the 
fact that we have not found the usual claim that prenominal 
adjectives derive from predicate adjectives in relative 
clauses particularly helpful or enlightening for the 
purpose of handling the problem of Hausa adjectives*
The concept of suffering is expressed idiomatically in 
Hausa, viz: 'Yaa ci/shaa wuyaaf' = he has suffered (lit.
"he has eaten / drank hardship").
Cf. Langacker (1972) p. 59 In our view any property 
that serves to explicate the meaning of an element should 
be treated as a semantic feature. So we regard word order, 
tone, intonation, vowel quality, etc., as exponents of 
meaning in Hausa, as "semantic distinctive features" in 
Waugh's terminology, regardless of whether they operate 
severally or individually in an utterance.
Li and Thomson (1975) Have similarly observed that this 
is not the case in Mandarin Chinese.
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APPENDIX A. Gender in Hausa: the Function of -n/r Suffix
It is commonly assumed that the linking morpheme, -n/-r is 
also a marker of gender in Hausa, and that it is a contraction of 
na/ta (=”01”) in all its occurrences (see for example, Hodge 19^5* 
Abraham 19591 Parsons I960, 1961, Kraft and Kirk-Greene 197^? and 
Skinner 1975)* We have ourselves used the morpheme for diagnostic 
purposes in chapter two of this thesis.
We should like to point out, however, that there are reasonable 
grounds for doubting the validity of this assumption. The use of this 
morpheme as an exponent of gender is actually far more restricted than 
is commonly supposed. In Hausa speech, it actually functions as such 
only when it is word-final, e.g.:
1. Baa ni kaato-n
give me big-the
= "give me the huge one mentioned
\ >>
2• Gaa riiga-r
see gown-the
= "here is the gown ifo question"
3. Yaa saya-r da wando-n
he sell with trouser-the 
+ Asp.
:s "he has sold the pair of trousers in question"
k. An kaama Saraawo-n 
one catch thief-the
= ’’the thief in question has been arrested”
\
5* Maata-r taa zoo 
woman-the she come 
:= ’’The woman in question has come
/* N \6. Goona-r taa yi albarkaa
farra-the she do blessing 
+Asp.
= "The farm in question had a good crop”
In these examples /-n/ and /-r/ are anaphoric (as discussed 
in 2,2); that is, they indicate that the object referred to has 
been mentioned before. As /-n/ regularly correlates with masculine 
nouns and adjectives, and /-r/ regularly correlates with feminine 
nouns and adjectives in these environments, the two morphemes may 
be said to serve as exponents of gender here.
But in other environments, namely (N^ + N^) and(Adj, + N) neither 
-n/-r, nor any other morpheme may reasonably be singled out as a
marker of one particular gender. As the following examples clearly
demonstrate, the various morphemes that are interposed in the spoken 
realisations of words occurring in such environments serve no purpose 
other than simply to link such words smoothly and naturally. For 
convenience the four sets of examples are given first followed by a 
discussion.
2 0 2
SET ONE 
(Nx + N2)
(Adj. + N) 
(Nx + H2)
SET TWO
a. 'ya-s sarkii taa rasu
\
b. tsoofuwa-s sarkii taa rasu -
c. kwarya-n noonoo taa fashee = 
d* maata? ?auree cee
e. saabuwa-r riigaa ce*-
\ v v
f* babba-m mace
\ \ \
g. gundume emiya-k kaaruwa
h. bafca-y yaarinya-t taa zoo
% *
i. zungureeriya-f fara-m 
mootassa
j. maata-s sarki-n gari-n taa 
gudu
k. maata-s sarki-m paawaa cee. =
\ \ \
1. dabiia’h Hausaawaa (ta)
naa da ba-m maamaakii 
\
m . da-vl Laamii
\
a. ’ya-l Laamii
= ’the emir's daughter is 
dead*
'the king's mother is 
dead'
'the calabash of milk 
has broken*
= 1she is a married woman'
= 'it is a new gown’
='(a) big/important woman'
= 'enormous prostitute’
= 'the black girl has arrived!
= 'his long/luxurious white car'
= 'the chief of the town£ 
wife has absconded'
’she is the chief butcher’s 
wife'
= ’Hausamen's habits/attitudes 
are astonishing*
= Laami's son 
= Lami’s daughter
(Adj. + N) a, tsoofo-n sarkii = old king/king's father
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(N +NX *
b. bafti-n yaaroo = black boy
c. gundumeeme-m Baraawoo = gigantic thief
d. saabo-m maalaraii = new teacher
sarki-ra baafcii 
sarki-n gidaa 
gida-n goonaa 
gida-m maataa
gooro-n sallah
\ \
faada-n Kano
\ 2 \
) k. faada-n sarki-n Kano yaa n — J
\
sube
. (i) faada-s sarauniya-z Zazzau
ftaatoo ne ...
\ \ \  ^
(ii) faada-s sarauni^a? ?ingila
\ \(ya) naa da kyau
m. "Gwamna-m baadun yaa zoo'*
s  \
n. "Gwamna-l^ Leegas yaa zoo"
\ ' , it
o. "Gwamna? ?iloori* yaa zoO
= chief host 
= chief housekeeper 
= farm house 
= women's home, brothel 
= festival kolanuts 
= palace of (the emir of) Kano
= the emir of K's palace 
has collapsed
= ... is big
= ... is beautiful 
= the governor of Ibadan has 
come
as the governor of Lagos has 
come
- the governor of Ilorin has 
come
N2) e. 
f.
g*
h.
i. 
3-
(m-o from "Waafcar Waasannin Gargaa.jiyaa11 
by Sarkin Taushin Katsina)
20 4
SET THREE
a. tnaza-n tsuntsaayee = male birds
b. maata-n tsuntsaayee = female birds
c. raanya-m mutaanee = important people
d.
\ \ "*■
gaagararru-m Baraayii = invincible thieves
e. baaki-n Kanawaa = newly-arrived Kanaawa
f. dab i i’u-r^ Haus aawaa - customs/habits of the Hausa
etc.
SET FOUR
\ >. \ \
a. "Umar kanaa sha-n kwaramniya-d dulifliyaa ,
= Umar, you are the victim of the world's restlessness"
(Shata Katsina)
X  \  N ' \
b. "Umar kanaa sha-n hayaaniya-^ jama'aa..."
= Umar you are the subject of the people's gossip" ibid.
\ \ \ N x \
c. "Suu kau Kanaawaa baa su gani-n fcankanta-^ s sac^ ukii Umar"
=Kanaawaa on their part do not consider the smallness of
humble Umar (ibid)
\ ^d. "Naa ji Kanaawaa sun gamu su-m bi" (ibid)
=1 am told that Kanaawaa have met and surrendered (to 
you)
e. "Hawa-y yaa daamee ni (Dan Maraya)
= "The steep hill is worrying me"
\ % \
f. "Naa ga tsiya-t tuuri? ?amalanke"
= I have seen the drawback of pushing a handcart (ibid)
Note that in set one various morphemes are affixed to feminine 
nouns or adjectives ending in /-a/. Examples (a-d) and (j-l) are 
genitive constructions, whilst examples (e-i) are adjectival 
constructions. In both cases the junction between the words in 
sequence is made by regressively assimilating the initial phoneme 
of the second word with the final phoneme of the first word if the 
former is consonantal (e.g. a-c, e-l), or by glottalising it if it 
is vocalic (e.g. d).
While it is correct to observe that this sort of juncture occurs
commonly where the head noun is feminine singular, it does not mean
that it is restricted to such noun heads. The examples of set two
(h, 1, n, o) and set four (e & f) show clearly that a similar process
2
is operative even where the noun head is masculine singular. We
cannot therefore single out any of the linking morphemes and claim
3
that it is necessarily connected with gender exponence. We cannot 
for example single out /-r/ as the exponent of feminine gender, and 
claim that all the other linkers in set one are allomorphs of this 
morpheme, viz:
(7) /-r/__ ^s, n, ?, k, m, y, f, n, h ,  /
That would seem very unrealistic. Similarly we cannot reasonably claim 
that /-n/ is the exponent of masculine gender in sets two to four, with 
/m, n, y, &, 1, ?/ as its allomorphs. To say that, is to imply that 
the morphemes /m, n, y, 1, ?/ which occur in all the four sets are 
grammatically different. This can hardly be justified on factual or 
intuitive grounds. As far as we can judge all the morphemes that
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participate in the linking process are grammatically empty, and
the phonetic environment only. There appears to be no necessary 
connection between the morphemes involved in the linking process 
and the gender (feminine or masculine) of the head noun.
Sets two and three, as well as four, also illustrate another 
linking process for nouns and adjectives in such environments.
This too is phonetically determined, and may be expressed as a rule. 
It specifies that any adjective or noun that is followed by another 
word beginning with glottalised consonants /f>, cf, £/, explosive 
consonants /p, b, k, g, d/, or nasals /m, n/ should be linked to 
that word with a nasal phoneme that is homor gaiiic with its initial 
consonant (cf. a-£, e-g, i-k, m (set two), a,b,d-f“ (set three), and 
a,£ & d (set four) above). The rules which govern the two linking 
processes we have identified may be collapsed or generalised as
In Hausa speech the final and initial syllables of adjectives 
and nouns, or nouns and nouns, in sequence must be joined together 
so that
generally owe their occurrence in[Adj. + Njorj^ N^  + N^]sequences to
follows:
(8)
where, !f — = "becomes"
"g" - "geminate", and " 11 N" » "homorganic nasal"
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The same general rule seems to apply to spoken realizations of 
N + Pronoun! sequences, at least in my dialect, e.g.:
Feminine N + Pron. Masculine N + Pron.
%
riigaa-ta (my gown) gidaa-na (my house)
ruga-k-ka (your(m.)...) gida-n-ka (your house)
^ \
riiga-k-ki (your (fem.)...) gida-n-ki (your house)
ruga-s-sa (his gown) gida-n-sa (his house)
riiga-t-ta (her gown) gida-n-ta (her house)
\ \ \ 
riiguna-m-mu (our ...) gada-m-mu (our house)
N N  \
ruguna-n-su (their ...)
N
gida-n-sa (their house)
ruguna-j-ku (your ...) gida-n-ku 
gidaaje-m-mu
gidaaje-n-su
>■ \ 
gidaaje-9-ku
(your house) 
(our houses) 
(their houses) 
(your houses)
(cf. Carnochan 1957;sec. IV)
The words na and ta (for which /~n/ and /-r/ are supposed to be 
regular abbreviations) have no independent motivation in this scheme. 
That is, we cannot substitute na/ta for -n, -k, -s, etc. Similarly 
-n/-r $ na/ta in (10) and ll-l*t sequences below:
, . \ \ , , \ N Ji.
(10) baaki-n kaasuwaa (f*baakii na kaasuwaa ) = market place
gari-n Kano (^?"garii na Kano) = Kano town / city
saabo-n yaayii (5^ *saaboo na yaayii) = new fashion
tsoohuwa-r maataa (^*tsoohuwaa ta maataa)- an old lady
x sarkii)
(11) Zaa ni gida-n sarkii (^* Zaa ni gidaa na/ = 'I am going to the
emir's house*
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\ \ \ ^
(12) Naa ga kare-n Audu *Naa ga karee na Audu)
= !,I saw Audu's dog"
(13) An saya-d da saaniya-r Audu (j^An saya-d da saaniyaa 
ta Audu)
= "Audu’s cow was sold"
\  ^ \ ^ \  ^ \
(1*0 Inaa sha'awa-r riiga-r Audu (f*Ina.a sha’awa-r riigaa ta
Audu)
= "I admire Audu's gownm
The unacceptability of the sequences enclosed in brackets 
suggests that the general assumption that -n/-r has the same 
grammatical function as na/ta is far from correct* The examples 
also provide no support for the view that -n/-r regularly occurs 
as an exponent of gender and as a link in (N^ + N^) and (Adj. + N) 
constructions. They show instead that other morphemes occur with 
the same regularity in those contexts and as they cannot all reasonably 
be said to be allomorphs of -n/-r, they must be assigned the same 
status as -n/-r.
Notice also that few speakers of Hausa actually use the so- 
called ’standard’ links in everyday discourse. That is to say, 
few speakers say,
Rwarya-r noonoo for Rwarya-n noonoo (= milk bowl)
4ya-r sarkii for 'ya-s sarkii (=princess) 
maata-r sarkii for maata-s sarkii (= the king’s wife)
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fcaatuwa-r yaarinyaa for fcaatuwa-^ yaarinyaa (= a huge girl)
baki-n Baraawoo for baki-m Baraawoo (= a black thief)
\ s
maalami-n makarantaa for maalami-m makarantaa (= teacher, m.)
\ \
raaalama-r makaraataa for maalama-m makarantaa (= teacher, f.)
etc.
when uttering them with normal conversational speed. Rather the 
majority of speakers prefer and more commonly use the geminate forms, 
and tend to regard the other forms as "book” or artificial Hausa.
Yet it is the latter that is given priority in the grammars of Hausa. 
One consequence of this is to render much of the existing discussion 
of gender in Hausa artificial, and true only of the written, rather 
than the spoken language (see Skinner 1975)-
As stated at the beginning of this discussion we consider the 
isolation of -n/-r as exponent of gender to be arbitrary and unhelpful. 
The only true exponent of gender in Hausa sentences i© the verbal
prefix (or pronominal copy), for whatever shape of linker is used
in (N^ - N^) and (Adj. - N) sequences - and speakers sometimes vary
in their choice of linker according to what area they come from - it
is the verbal prefix that always reflects the gender of the noun 
subject of the sentence. That is to say, whilst speakers may vary 
in their usage between maata-r-sa, maata-s-sa or maata-n-sa. and 
between bafca-r mace, baica-m mace, or baRa-n mace, etc., they never 
produce such sentences as
\ \ \ \ % \ \
(15) *maata-r-sa / maata-s-sa / maata-n-sa yaa gudu
= ’His wife has run away*
for (16) maata-r-sa, .... taa gudu
f s A, X
\Y?) *jaaki-n taa gudu
= "The donkey has run away"
for (18) jaaki-n yaa gudu, &(c •
There seems therefore to be^no justification for continuing 
to assign -n/-r the functions they are said to have in existing 
studies.
NOTES ON APPENDIX A
1) faada ("palace") is anomalous and takes its gender from 
the following head noun - hence its masculine in ^ 8c k 
and feminine in L(i) & (ii).
\
2) See footnote (l) above on the anomalousness of faada where 
gender specification is concerned.
3) Cf. Skinner (1975) who also notes the arbitrariness of such 
assumptions, and suggests that they may have come about as 
a result of recent attempts to standardize the orthography 
of the language.
I am grateful to Malam Dalhatu Muhammad, Asma 
and Gidado Bello for serving as my informants 
and other matters connected with this study.
u Mohmed, 
on this
APPENDIX 6 ^
PREFERENCE TESTS!
TEST ONE
Battery No.
(TABLE 1) 
Test Sentence
b
2. a 
b
3* ^ 
b
R. a 
b
5 • a 
b
6. a 
b
?. a 
b.
8. a.
b.
Sabuwaf!* farar riga nake so
N \
Faras sabuwar riga nake so
\ > \
K'atuwas sabuwar riga nak© so
_ \ V ^
Sabuwar: katuwar riga nak© so
\  ^ \ \ 
*Mai kyau katuwar riga nake so
% \ \ 
*Sabiiwaf mai kyau riga nak© so
so
so
Rawayar- katuwar riga nake 
Katuwar rawayar r\ga nake
\ x \ 
Katuwafc bafcar riga nak© so
Bakar katuwar riga nake so
\ %
la bani jan dogon rawani
Xa bani dogon jan rawani
\ \ '  ^
Xa sayi zungureriyaf far am mot a.
X \ \  \
Ya sayi farast zungureriyam mota
V \ ^
Ta haifi shirgegem bakin yaro
'  r '  \Ta haifi bakin shirgegen yaro
Notice- fkA-f- w M&JrfuidL tk Tt^^ofUyvdh^ L e u**t
^ . -fh^ 'Uc^oO 'UXit-z. pviS'Z-nfeJL io  ILl
Uniting a ^ e  f . l^ c tk  to itjil £ $ y t  ^ tC ± ^ ± L A .)  •
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Group 2 Group 3 Group *4- Groups lm4
(Barewa l) (Barewa 2) (CAST) (ABU) TOTAL % BAD
n=26;age rang© n=27;age range n~23;ag© rang© n=7;age range (n=83)
(15-16 ) 0.7-18) (19-23) (23-33) ___________
v/. I _X % BAD 2 _X $ BAD 1 _x $ BAD 1 X i BAD
19 3
GOcn•H 22 3 2 7.41 19 2 2 8.69 6 0 1 14.29 10.84
15 7 4 15.38 6 3 18 66,66 2 3 18 78.2 1 1 5 71.43 54.22
11 8 7 26.92 14 6 7 25.93 12 3 8 34.78 5 1 1 14.29 27.71
10 6 10 38.46 8 5 14 51.85 4 3 16 69.56 3 1 3 42,86 51.81
5 6 15 57.69 3 2 22 81.48 1 2 20 86.95 1 1 5 71.43 74.70
2 4 20 76.92 0 3 24 88.89 1 1 21 91.3 1 1 5 71.43 84,34
8 9 9 34.61 12 3 12 44,44 7 6 10 43.47 3 1 3 42,86 40.96
14 9 3 11.54 14 8 5 18.52 12 3 8 34.78 5 1 1 14.29 20.48
18 6 2 7.69 22 2 3 11.11 18 3 2 8,69 6 « 1 14.29 9,64
12 11 3 11.54 9 12 6 22,22 6 4 13 56.52 5 - 2 28.57 28.92
15 4 7 26.92 11: 7 9 33.33 8 6 9 39.13 2 4 1 14.29 31.33
18 2 6 23.08 20 3 4 14.81 13 3 7 30.43 4 - 3 42.86 24.10
19 3 I+ 15.38 21 1 4 14,81 21 1 1 4.35 6 1 - 0 10.84
12 11 3 11.54 11 3 13 48.15 2 3 18 78.26 1 1 5 71.43 46.99
17 4 5 19.23 18 4 5 18.52 18 0 5 21.74 6 1 - 0 18.07
9 5 12 46.15 6 4 17 62.96 5 3 15 65.22 2 1 4 57.14 57.83
APPENDIX A
PREFERENCE TESTS:
TEST ONE (TABLE 2)
Battery No. Test Sentence
II 1 Na sayi sabuwaf' farak katuwar rigar
2 Na sayi faras sabuwafc katuwar rigar
3 Na sayi sabuwak katuwaf farar rigar
4 Na sayi katuwas sabuwaf farar rigar
5 Na skyi farak katuwas sabuwar rigar
6 Na sayi katuwaf faras sabuwar rigar
? Ga taki sabuwak katuwaf farar rigar
\ N
8 Ya bani wata jibgegiya-s sabuwa-f
v \ 
fara-r riga jiya
\ x V x \
9 Yauzu ba a yayin jibga-jibga-n
sababbi-n farare-n riguna
10 Wacfancan masu kocfackfu-n jajaye-n
manya-manya-n rigunk-n, yaran sarki ne
11 Wackincan masu manya-manya-n koclacfciu-n
jajaye-n riguna-n, ys?ran sarki ne
12 Yanzu ba a yayin sababbi-n farare-n
\ N \ * ' 
jibga-jibga-n riguna kamar da
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Groups 1-4
(Barewa l) (Barewa 2) (CAST) ' (ABU) TOTAL % BAD
n=26;age range n=2?;age range n=23;age range n~7»age range (n= 83)
-  _ _ _ _ _ _  _liz=lfil_ _ _ _ _ Jl2=S2l ___ (22=221 _ _ _ __ _
y/ ? X $ BAD ? X $ BAD ? X $ BAD _J_ J±
10 10 6 23.08 7 3 17 62.96 6 4 13 56.52 4 1 2 28,57 45.78
13 7 6 23.08 8 5 14 51.85 3 7 13 56.52 1 2  4 57.14 44,58
11 9 6 23,08 9 7 11 40.74 9 6 8  34.78 3 1 3  42.86 33.73
12 8 6 23.08 7 9 11 40.74 13 6 4 17.38 4 1 2  28.57 27.71
8 9 9 34.61 8 5 14 51.85 4 8 11 47.82 3 “ 4 57.14 45.78
9 8 9 34.61 12 6 9 33.33 11 4 8 34.78 4 - 3  42.86 34.94
10 7 9 34.61 14 2 11 40.74 5 6 12 52.17 3 1 3 42,86 42.17
23 3 0 0 26 1 0 0 19 1 3 13.04 7 0 0 0 3.61
21 2 3 H .34 22 3 2 7.41 21 1 1 4.35 7 0 0 0 7.23
18 6 2 7.69 22 1 4 14.81 16 3 4 17.39 6 0 1 14.29 13.25
15 9 2 7.69 19 3 5 51.85 15 3 5 21.74 4 3 0 0  14.46
19 5 2 7.69 21 3 3 11.11 12 6 5 21.74 7 0 0 0 12.04
21 fi
APPENDIX A
PREFERENCE TESTS 
TEST ONE 
Battery No.
II 13 
14
(TABLE 2) (continued)
Test Sentence
Wacfancan masu jajayen manya-manyA-n 
kocfacfc(u-n riguna-n, yara-n sarki ne
Wadancan masu kocfaddum manya-manyan 
jajaye-n rigu nan, yaran sarki ne
\~S
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
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Group 4 Groups 1-4
(Barewa l) 
n:=26 ;age range
(Barewa 2) (CAST)
n=2?;age range 
(17-18)
(ABU) TOTAL $
n-23;age range n=7;age range (n= 83) 
_ _ 1 1 2 = 2 1 1
v/_ _? __X % BAD
13 7 6 23.08 14 5 8 29.63 15 5 3 13.04 3 4 0 0 20.48
17 4 5 19.23 11 3 13 48.15 13 3 7 30.43 4 1 2 28.57 32.53
BAD
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APPENDIX A
PREFERENCE TESTS
TEST ONE (TABLE 3)
Battery No. Test Sentence
III 1 Yaii na sayi wata sabuwa-b babba-f
\ \ 
fara-s sakakfeiya-r riga
2 Ko lcana da sabuwa-b babba-s 
sakakfciya-f fara-r riga ta sayarwa
\ ' \
3 Ina son wadatacciya-s sabuwa-b babbaf
v \
fara-r riga na saya
4 Ka nema mam fara-s sabuwa-s 
sakafckiya-b babba-r riga inaso in saya
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Groups 1-4
(Barewa 1) 
n=26;age range
/  J _ X  fo BAD
18 6 1 3.85
24 1 1 3.85
1 8  6 23.08
(Barewa 2)
n=2?fage range 
(17-18)
v/ _J_ __X j BAD 
17 3 7 25,93
22 2 3 11.11c 
17 0 10 37.03
(CAST)
n-23;age range 
  112=221
±1 JL Jk $ BAD 
11 3 9 39.13
16 1 6 26,08 
6 8 9 39.13
(ABU)
n=7?age range
 .123-223.
yL-1 -1 % BAD 
5 0 2 28.57 
5 0 2 28.57 
4 1 2  28.57
TOTAL $ BAD 
(n = 83)
22.89
14,46
32.53
12 8 6 23.08 18 3 6 22.22 12 2 9 39.13* 2 2 3 42.86 28.92
2 2 0
APPENDIX A
PREFERENCE TESTS
TEST TWO (TABLE *0
Battery No. Test Sentence
1. a. Ya bani riga sabuwa, fara
b. la
■ \ 
bani
\
riga fara, sabuwa
2. a. Ya
S
bani riga fcatuwaj, sabuwa
b. Ya bani riga sabuwa, fcatuwa
3. a. Ya bani riga bafca, jibgegiya
b. Ya
\
bani riga jibgegiya, bafca
4. a. Ya
\
bani rawani ja, dogo
b. Ya
\
bani rawani dogo, ja
5. S.« Ya sayi
V \ Nmota fara, zungureriya
b. Ya sayi mota zungureriya, fara
6. a. Ya bani doki yaro, (fan Azben
b. Ya
V
bani doki dan Azben, yaro
7. fit • Ya
\
bani
x \ \ \ v 
doki akawal, mai gudun tsiya
b. Ya
\
bani
\ \ v \ \
doki mai gudun tsiya, akawal
8. a. V  ^Inajson riga far a, babba, sabuwa ful
b.
\
Ina son
' \
riga babba, sabuwa, fara fat
c. Ina son
x \ \ \ 
riga sabuwa, fara, babba da ita
9. & * Ya
\
bani riga sabuwa, fara, babba da ita
b.
\ \ \ \
Ya bani riga babba, sabuwa, kuraa fara
Group 1
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Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Groups 1-4
(Barewa 1) (Barewa 2) (CAST) (ABU) TOTAL <f> BAD
n-26jage range n~27?age range n=23;age range n=7*age range (n = 83)
(15-16) (17-18) (19-23) (23-33) ___________
JL _x #3bad* v/ JL JC $ 'BAD* ? X % 'BAD* JL .-I .X $'BAD‘
14 5 7 26.92 18 3 6 22.22 5 4 14 69.56 4 0 2 42.86 36.14
21 3 2 7.69 22 5 3 11.11 13 5 5 21.74 6 1 0 0 12.04
20 1 5 19.23 14 3 9 33.33 7 4 12 52.17 4 0 3 42.86 34.94
14 7 5 19.23 16 3 8 29.63 9 3 11 47.82 6 0 1 14.29 30.12
21 2 3 11.54 23 1 3 11.11 19 2 2 8.69 5 0 2 28.57 12.04
22 2 2 7.69 21 3 3 11.11 10 4 9 39.13 6 0 1 14.29 18.07
17 3 6 23.08 14 1 12 44.44 15 1 7 30.43 4 1 2 28.57 32.53
17 6 3 11.54 22 2 3 11.11 10 4 9 39.13 6 1 0 0 18.07
19 2 5 19.23 23 1 3 11.11 17 3 3 13.04 6 0 1 14.29 14.46
18 6 2 7.69 19 2 6 22.22 13 1 9 39.13 6 0 1 14.29 21.69
15 7 4 15.38 23 0 4 14.81 20 1 2 8.69 7 0 0 0 12.04
14 6 6 23.08 8 5 14 51.85 4 3 16 69.56 4 1 2 28.57 45.78
25 1 0 0 27 0 0 0 23 - - 0 7 - - 0 0
9 7 10 38.46 9 3 15 55.55 5 2 16 69.56 5 » 2 28.57 51.81
19 2 5 19.23 24 1 2 7.41 18 2 3 13.04 7 - - 0 12.04
20 6 0 0 23 0 4 14.81 19 2 2 8.69 7 - - 0 7.23
10 3 13 50.00 8 4 15 55.55 2 1 20 86.95 6 1 - 0 57.83
13 9 4 15.38 14 2 11 40.74 8 2 13 56.92 3 1 3 42.86 37.35
23 3 0 0 25 1 1 3.70 18 — 5 21.74 7 - - 0 7.23
APPENDIX A
PREFERENCE TESTS
TEST TWO (TABLE 5)
Battery No, Test Sentence
\ v  ^ \
II 1 Na sayi riga sabuwa, fara, ta leshi, babba
\  ^
riga babba, fara, sabuwa, ta leshi
Na s\yi riga ta leshi, sabuwa, babba, fara
Na sayi riga fara, ta leshi, babba, sabuwa
1 Na
.
sayi
2 Na sayi
3 sVyi
b
5 Na sayi
(TABLE 6)
III 1 (15) Na sayi riga fara, sabuwa, babba,
maikyau, wanda aka saro da Makka bara
2 (l?) Na sayi riga fara, sabuwa, babba, mai x
tsadan tsiya, wanda duk ba irmta k garin
3 (19) Na sayi r;iga fara, sabuwa, babba, ta leshi,
warida tafi fcarfi na 
b (22) Na sayi riga fara, sabuwa, babba, ta
leshi, raai aiki, warida aka yi k Kano bara
(TABLE 7)
IV 1 Bani waccan fcatuwas sabuwab bafcas safcafcfciyar rigar
2 Bani waccan bafcas sabuwafc fcatuwas safcafcfciyar rigar
3 Bani waccan sabuwafc fcatuwab bakas safcafcfciyar rigar
b Bani waccan safcafcfciyafc fcatuwas sabuwab bafcar rigar
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Groups 1-4
(Barewa 1) (Barewa 2) (CAST) (ABU) TOTAL <f> 'BAD*
n=26jage range n=27sage range n-23;age range n=7;age range (n = 83)
- (15-16) (17-18) (19-23) (23-33) ___________
/ JL x $ ‘bad1 \/_ x $ ‘bad5 ? X $ ‘BAD' j/ _? X % 'BAD'
14 4 8 30.77 11 2 14 51.85 9 4 10 43.47 6 - 1 14.29 '■ 39.76
18 6 2 7.69 20 3 4 14.81 19 1 3 13.04 6 - 1 14.29 t 12.04
13 6 7 26.92 6 7 14 51.85 5 5 13 56.52 3 2 2 28.57 > 43.37
11 6 9 34.61 7 4 16 59.26 6 1 16 69.56 5 - 2 28.57 ' 51.81
20 5 1 3.85 15 3 9 33.33 16 2 5 21.74 6 - 1 14.29 19.28
21 4 1 3.85 21 1 5 18.52 17 1 5 21.74 7 - - 0 13.25
20 3 311.54 22 2 3 U.ll 17 1 5 21.74 7 - - 0 13.25
18 4 415.38 21. 3 3 11.11 12 3 8 34.78 6 1 - 0 18.07
18 5 311.54 14 3 10 37.03 16 - 7 30.43 6 - 1 14.29 25.30
21 5 0 0 14 3 10 37.03 15 2 6 26.08 7 -  -  0 19.28
5 7 14 53.85 5 5 17 62.96 5 4 14 60.86 5 - 2 28.57 56.63
8 9 8 30.77 10 5 12 22.22 7 6 10 43.48 5 1 1 14.29 37.35
15 3 8 30.77 12 7 8 29.63 11 2 10 43.48 5 - 2 28.57 33.73
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APPENDIX A
PREFERNECE TESTS 
TEST THREE 
Battery No,
(TABLE 8)
Test Sentence
1. a. Xa sayi
b. Xa sayi
2. cl • Xa sayi
b. Xa sayi
3. a. Xa sayi
b. Xa sayi
4, a. Xa sayi
b. Xa
•HCO
5. B. m Xa
\ .sayi
b. Xa sayi
6. a, Xa sayi
b. Xa
\
sayi
farar riga sabuwa
X
sabuwar riga fara
katuwar riga sabuwa
sabuwar riga fcatuwa 
%
jan rawani dogo 
\
dogon rawani ja 
bafcam mota zungureriya 
zungureriyam mota baka 
yaron doki dan Azben 
dfan Azben doki yaro 
sakakkiyar • riga baka 
bakar riga sakakklya
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
2 2 5
Groups 1-4
(Barewa l) (Barewa 2) (CAST) (ABU) TOTAL $ W
n=26}age rang© n~27;age range n=23;age range n=7 iage range
(15-16) (17-18) (19-23) (23-33) (n = 83)
vl X $ ‘bad* _? _x #'BAD' _x #*BAD‘ j/ _? JC $'BAtf
24 1 1 3.85 20 3 4 14.81 19 3 1 4-35 6 1 - 0 7.23
25 0 1 3.85 26 1 0 0 17 3 3 13.04 6 1 - 0 4.82
19 5 2 7.69 18 2 7 25.93 14 5 4 17.39 7 - - 0 15.66
20 4 2 7.69 2k 0 4 11.11 16 3 4 17.39 6 - 1 14.29 13.25
20 k 2 7.69 15 2 10 37.03 16 2 5 21.74 6 - 1 14.29 21.69
20 3 3 11.54 22 3 2 7.41 16 4 3 13.04 6 - 1 14.29 10.84
19 2 5 19.23 24 1 2 7.41 21 1 1 4.35 7 - - 0 9.64
2k 2 0 0 16 5 6 22.22 17 1 5
-3-•
CM 6 - 1 14.29 14.46
23 2 1 3.85 24 0 3 11.11 21 2 - 0 7 - - 0 4.82
5 5 16 61.54 1 3 23 85.18 22 - 1 4.35 - 2 5 71.43 54.22
20 4 2 7.69 21 1 5 51.85 17 3 3 13.04 6 - 1 14.29 13.25
22 3 1 3.85 25 1 1 3.70 18 3 2 8.69 7 - - 0 4.82
2 2 6
-I r
SIMILARITY TEST; FOUR
Battery No. Test Sentence (TABLE 9)
I 1 /'Ya bani wani far in doki
J \ >
[_ Ya bani wani doki fari
Ya bani wani katon farin doki 
\
Ya bani wani farin katon doki
Ya bani katon farin yaron doki
\  ^ \
?Ya bani yaron katon farin doki
Ya bani wani katon doki, fari fat 
Ya bani wani farin doki, fcatoto da shi 
Ya bani katon farin doki, yaro
v \ v r?Ya bani farin yaron doki, kato
Ya bani katon doki fari, yaro
Ya bani yaron doki fari, kato
Na sayi farin doki, kato, yaro, raai kuzari,aan Azben
?Na sayi farin doki, yaro, mai kuzari, kato..,(fan Azben
Ya auri kyakkyawar yarinya
V \  \
Ya auri yarinya kyakkyawa 
Ya auri yarinya wadda ta ke kyakkyawa
V \ \
Ya auri yarinya maikyau
10 r Yau na ga yarb da tsoro 
I Yau na ga yaro mai tsoro
11 „ Yau na gb yarb da tsoro
I Ylu na ga matsorbcin yarb
12 f. Kai dai yarb ne makaryaci
Kai dai yaro ne mai karyan tsiya
\ \ v Vi
13 f Na ga munafukin yaron nan
Na ga yaron nan munafuki
n « 26
a/ ? £ Equals1
26 - - 100 
15 9 2 57.69 
2 ? 1? 7.69
2 12 12 7.69
11 7 8 42.31
12 3 11 46.15 
20 5 1 76.92 
25 - 1 96.15
13 U  2 50
12 8 6 46.15 
22 2 2 84.62 
12 11 3 46.15 
19 4 3 73.08
n = 27
$
j/ __? ‘Equals' 
24 2 1 88.88 
14 7 6 51.85 
1 11 15 3.70
12 5 10 44.44
13 6 8 48.15
14 7 6 51.85 
18 6 3 66.66 
26 0 1 96.30 
17 9 1 62.96 
16 5 6 59.26 
23 3 1 85.19 
14 5 8 51.85 
22 1 4 81,48
n = 23
, *■/ ? ^ ‘Equals
21 1 1 91.30
16 3 4 69.57 
3 7 13 13.04 
5 6 12 21.74
17 3 3 73.91 
11 5 7 47.83 
19 - 4 82.61 
2 1 - 2  91.30
7 9 7 30.43
8 4 11 34.78
15 4 4 65.22 
11 6 6 47.83
16 1 6 69.57
6 1 - 85.71 
4 1 2  57.14
2 3 2  28.57 
2 3 2  28.57
4 1 2  57.14
5 1 1  71.43
5 2 - 71.43
6 1 - 85.71 
4 3 -  57.14
3 3 1 42.86
4 2 1 57.14 
4 2 1 57.14 
6 - 1  85,71
227
Total
io
'Equals1 
<n* 83)
92.77
59.04
9.64
25.30
54.22
50.60
74.70
93.98
46.99
46.99 
77.11
49.40
75.90
228
SIMILARITY TEST t FOPR (continued)
Battery No. Test Sentence (TABLE 9)
I 14 f* Y'aran gidana na kirki ne ainum
v Yaran gidana masu kirki ne ainun
15 / Ba na son yagaggiyar riga
t \ * \
Ba na son riga yagaggiya
\ \
16 r Ya ha&a rijiya mai zurfi
Ya hafea rijiya zuzzurfa
229
n ~ 26 n = 27 n = 23 n = 7 Total
^ ^ %
>/ ? ^ 'Equals1 ? ^'Eauals' ^  ? ^ ‘Equals* */ ? ^'Equals ‘Equals'
Tn=83)
21 4 1 80.71 22 4 1 81.48 18 3 2 78.26 5 2 - 71.43 75*90
21 4 1 80.77 24 3 0 88.88 16 3 4 69.57 6 1 - 85.71 80.72
15 8 3 57.69 18 5 4 66.66 18 1 4 78.26 5 1 1  71.43 67.47
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APPENDIX D
HAUSA NUMERAL SYSTEM 
The numerals fall into two classes: (1) cardinals and (2) ordinals
1. Cardinal numbers:
daya (1) (goomk) shaa daya (u)
biyu (2) (gooma) shaa biyu (12)
uku (3) (gooma) shsla uku (13)
hucfu W (gooma) shsia hudu (HO
\
biyar (5) (gooma) shaa
\
biyar (15)
shida (6) (gooma) shaa shida (16)
bakwai (7) (goomk) shsia bakwai (17)
takwas (8) (gooma) shfJa takwas (18)
tar a (9) (goom.fl) shfia tark, (19)
gooma (10) ashirin (20)
talaatin (30) cfarii biyu (200)
arba*in (^0) dkrii uku (300)
hamsin (50) darii hudu (400)
\
sittin (60) cfArii biyar (500)
saba*in (70) dkrii tara (900)
casa'in (90) dubuu/alif (1,000)
darii (100) dubuu shida (6,000)
dubuu darii (100,000)
milyan (1,000,000)
bilyan (1,000,000,000)
All numbers above ashirin employ da, instead of shaa to form 
compound numerals, e * g.:
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ashirin da cfaya(21) cfarii bakwai da gooma shaa biyu (712) 
hamsin da hucfu (5*0
alif da cfarii tara da saba’in da bakwai (1977) 
etc* etc.
2. Ordinal numbers are compounds formed by prefixing na/ta to the 
appropriate cardinal number, and according to the gender of the 
head noun to be modified:
(farkoo 
na (cfaya
(faarii 
(first, masc.) v. ta (cfaya
na biyu 
na uku 
na tara
na arbain
(first, fem. 
(second, 
(third, 
(ninth, 
(fortieth
(second " ) v. ta biyu
(third " ) v, ta uku
(ninth " ) v. ta tara
(fortieth " ) v. ta arbain
\  ^
na cfarii da biyar (l^5th, " ) v. ta cf&rii da biyar (l^5th,
na dubuii da gooma v. ta dubuu da gooma
shaa biyu (1012th, " ) shaa biyu
etc. etc.
(1012th, " )
Note that the cardinals^but not ordinals^ may be reduplicated to mean 
*'N each" or "a piece", e.g.:
Baa ni ctai cfaj (= cfaya cfaya) a "give me one at a time"
Yaa baa su (biyar-biyar = "he gave them five/nine pieces each"
(tara-tara
etc.
Cf. *na biyu-na biyu 
or *na biyu-biyu
Note also that the quantifier iri ("kind") can be reduplicated to
234
\ \
form Iri-dri ("different kinds"), but this form is confined to post­
position, e.g. waasannii iri-iri (different kinds of games), but not
. \ \ ^
*±ri~irin waasannii.
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